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. Preface

v I

f
The Committee on Basic Research in the Behavioral and Social Sciences
was established early in 1980 under the auspices of the Assembly of Behavioral ,

and Social Sciences, now the Commission on Behavioral and Social Sciences
b and Education, of the National Research Council. At the request of the

National Science Foundation, the committee was asked to assess the value,
siggificance, and social utility of basic research tn the behavtoral and so6a1
sciences.

One consideration in selecting committee members was to convene airoup
sufficiently well informed about the huge range of subject matt& to oversee
a comprehensive study of it. At the same time, however, its size needea to
be held within moderate limits in order to deal efficiently with the task at
hand. This precluded the appointment of representatives of more than a
fraction ofthe 'full array of relevant disciplines and subdisciplines.

A second consideration in selecting members was to ensure that they would
take a broad, contextual view of the committee's assignment, assessing the
progress and potential of the fields within its purview, not exclusively as
specialized contributors to them, but with due regard for the interests and
concerns Of the society at large. For this purpose a number of committee
members were chosen whose backgrounds were in other fields of science, in
the humanities, and in public life. (Biographical sketches of committee
members and staff appear in Appendix B.)

The committee members worked together productively and harmoniously
without regard for this diversity, and probably to some extent even because
of it. Vigorous differences of opinion arose repeatedly as drafts of the various
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chapters were prepared, criticizeq, and repeatedly rewritten, but permanently
polarized positions on.issues were conspicuous by their absence.
.1 Behavioral and social scientists haire s6metimes received, and,on occasion
may even have helped,to generate, a variety of criticismse.g., that they
,are.overly committed' to ideological positions or (somewhat contradictorily)
that they are engaged in documenting the trivial and the obvious. Deciding
that no abstract refutation of charges at this level of generality is useful or
perhaps evh possible,,in this reportethe committee has taken little direct
cognizance of.Them. Instead we believe that the report, along with the more
detailed papers that accompany it, documents the existente of broad and
representative areas of research in these fields, to which such criticisms
cannot reasonably be applied.

Some of our illustrative examples of basic i-esearch and its products have
had the more or less unintended effect of reinforcing the case for particular
policies and programs, occasionally on a counterintuitive basis. Others have
led to the introduction of new and useful technologies of broad application
in the private and public sectors or have altered perceptions of the circum-
stances with which we cope individually and collectively. Anq many of them
have had the potential of enhancing the well-being of our society and its
members. It is partly on a demonstration of these pervasive effects that,the
case for the social utility of basic research in the behavioral and social
sciences rests.

In another/sense the committee takes the position that there are clangers in
singling out the behavioral and social sciences for measurement against a
standard of social utility. Efforts to extend the frontiers of knowledge are
fully justifiable in their own terms, dependent only on their progress in
altering the scientific understandings that were their original points of
departure In addition, the:lack of clear-cut or permaiient boundaries around
the behavioral and socW sciences means that they can be isolated only
somewhat arbitrarily and are better understood as part of a wider continuum
of scientific and scholarly pursuits. This point was, persuasively put by
committee member'Philip Morrison, a physicist, in a contribution to an early
draft of the report. His distinctive breadth of view and vividness of phrase
deserve to be recorded:

The very ederprise of a scientific descrption of the natural world leads directly
to the necessity of the social and behavioral sciences. At the eyeptece of the telescope
there is a human eye, on the layered strata of the riverbank may be found the flint
tools and hearths of prehistoric campsites, the societrof bees both forces and gains
from a reflective look at.the very different society of the entomologist. It does not
seem possible to draw any deal-dine between the scientist looking out at the physical
or biological world and another kind of scientist concentrating.instead on his or her
own species,.

As research proceeds it has become ever clearer that the functioning of the eye in

6
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terms of its human significance has only a few elementary principles in commoO with

the functioning of a camera it is instead a complex input device to a computing
system more intimately connected to its past than anything constructed in a laboratory
Regularities are discos ered in the distribution and cultural composition of ancient
campsites, but once again different from those of the coexisting plant and animal
communities or of the river deposits that in time covered them Similarly, it has

become clearer and clearer that rules of behavior enforced among bees by transfer of
pheromones are secured among humans by a moch richer flow of meanings and
symbolsgrammar, eye contact, flag This implies simply that the natural sciences
must be exjendedth the same spint,, across what a physical scientist' would describe
as a phase change, to the study uf the extrprdinary qualities of the species Homo
sapiens and its richly diverse work.

Much of what is found in this report elaborates on the nature of the more self-
revealing sciences that sapiens requires. Physical and biological scientists may be
disconcerted by the degree to which answers to research questions in the behavioral
and social sciences have continually led to the redirection of the questions themselves
as well as by the need, when dealing with II sapiens. to devise indirect routes of
explanation to replace experiments. But different from the physical and biological
sciences though they are. these latter fields share the common goals of all sciences,
obey its precepts, and promise its twin fruits, understanding and a measure of choice
and control There is nu logical, justifiable cut to make which could part the study
of human social and behavioral questions from the traditional and nowadays obligate
task of understanding the nonhuman features of the man-made as well as natural
world There may be reason to vary the emphasis. limiting resources in one area
while applying them more liberally in another, but the existence of a fundamental
continuity cannot be denied Both the dancer and the dance are proper subjects for

the inquiri6 of science
At the Other end tf the' spectrum of inquiry and scholarship lie the humanities.

with history somehow bridging the intersection A divergence from the approach
common to the sciences may be most es ident in the strongly personal nature of many

humanistic forms and methods, yet others approximate the techniques and interests
of science and hence merge smOothly into the social sciences Disciplines like
anthropology, economics, and political science arc becoming familiar terrain for many
historians, and the systematizing student of comparative literature (or even the
outward-turning novelist) can join forces with sociologists The linguist or philosopher.
may find a zone of vital connection still further along the continuum by coming close
to mathematics. Once again, in other words, there is no sharp line of division but a
broad band of oveslapPing, common interests, From the, specialist in radioactive
dating or the biochemist concerned with retirapigments to the poetic translator of a
Babylonian myth sequence, there stretch the hundred specialties of the subjects here

under examination Thativve confront a complex natural continuum, not a set of
differently constituted outlooks that can be linked only by analogy, is perhaps the
most essential premise of this or any other close look at the work of a substantial
segment of the scientific community today.

At the outset of its work, the committee recognized the need to supplement
its own efforts w ith those of a larger group of colleagues A small group
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meeting only a half-dozen timts over a period of less tlin two years could
not hope to achieve a balanced and comprehensive assessment if it relied
only on its own resources. The most tangible outcorne of our attempt to meetthis need is the set of commissioned papers that make up Part II of this

'report, each of them describing in considerable detail a specific area ofreseamli and its utilization (see Appendix A for the contents of Part II). A
fuller account of how the help of the wider behavioral and social sciencecommunity was solicited, as well as of how these particular papers were
decided uRon: may be of interest.

As an initial step, letters outlining the task with which the committee.was
charged were sent to several hundred leading behavioral and sucial scientists.These letters acknowledied at the outset a shared commitment to the
advancement of basic knowledge as a valid and autonomous goal, but went
on to state the need to address questions of priority, utility, and relevancedirectly and responsibly by those who call on public support as well as by
those who allocate it. We .suggested that something might be gained by
depicting the multiple and diffuse pathways from basic research developments,
through assorted channels of application and communication, to tangible
public benefit. Flows in the opposite direction, e.g., from applied research
findings back to the enrichment of basic scientific understanding, could alsobe worthy of illustration. More generally, however, we also solicited comment
on all aspects of the committee's task. The large number of thoughtful replies
received had a profound though necessarily diffuse impact on the direction
as well as the specific content of the report.

The committee also recognized the advantage of,commissioning a set ofspecial studies reviewing particular research problems or fields, inasmuch as
we were asked not only to identify research areas of high social utility bdtalso to review their present and potential contributions. Our letters therefore
referred to these plans for commissioned studies and especially invited
suggestions of suitable authors, areas, and problems. We received a very
large number of concrete and helpful suggestions in response. These Were
considered in detail by the committee in its early sessions and led to intensive
efforts to arrange suitable pairings of authors and subjects.

The studies finally commissioned haa in most cases been suggested initially0 by one or more of the many replies we received. Bin virtually every subjeet
first went through a process of redefinition by the committee, furthered by
discussions with the attthors who ultimately undertook' the studies. Three ofthe papers were commissioned joint!y with, the Social Science Research
Council (SSRC), which had been asked by the National Science Foundationto select and oversee the prodation of a group of papers for the five-year
outlook report. Because of the timing of the two projects, SSRC assumed
primary responsibility for these papers. More than a thirdbf the committee's
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meeting time was devoted to the design, selection, and discussion of the .
entire series of study papers, afid the committee is pleased to publish them
irl conjunction with this report.

.

Numerous references to the papers appear in the report, mainly to illustrate
or amplify specific themes and statements. But my review of their origins
and treatmeht is meant to emphasize that the influence of the Papers on the
committee's thinking was much more pervasive than these citations suggest.
We expect that they will be indir idually useful and infonniitii,e to interested
nonspecialists, and we also believe that in the aggregate they strongly sustain
the committee's case for the diyersity, yikality, and utility of the behavioral
and social Sciences. / .

It is Also a pleasure to acknowledge the efforts of many individuals who
have contributed directly to the preparatio6 of the report and the papers.
Ernestine Friedl, although not a member of the committee,' maintained a

,
speciaf interest in its work as a member of the National Science Board who
is also an anthropologist. In this capacity she met and functioned with the
cOmmittee throughout the s'tudy, contributing to the outcbme just as a
committee member Drafts of sections of Chapters 2, 3, and 4 were prepared
at the committee's request by Day id P. Campbell, Morris H DeGroot, 40

Charles B Perrow, Sherwood L. Washburn, and Julian Wolpert. Others
asststed in the review and revision of the report and papers. Brian J. L.
Berry. Key Dismukes, John Ferejohn, Morris Fiorillo, Rod Gretlein, Robert
Hennessy, Gerald Kramer, Robert J Lapham, David Philbean, Michael I
Posner, W Riabard Scott, Susan W. Sherman, Russeltyittle, and Alexandra
K Wigdor, William H Kruskal read and commented on an earlier draft of
the entire report Roberta Balstad Miller, of the SSRC vaff, closoly cooperated
with the committee in the selection and securing of the three commissioned
papers for which there wa some joint responsibility.

Donald J 'Freiman served as stud% director for this undertaking from its

inception, extending his leave from UCLA in order to do so. The org:inization
and administration of the effort rested largely on his shoulders, and the
smbothness and effectiveness of the committee's functioning should be
oredited in large part to him Always subject to the candid, perceptive, and
sometimes devastating criticisms of the committee, hes, Neil Smelser, and I .
shared primary responsibility for writing of successive drafts. It has been a
highly pleasurable as welf as educational experience to work with both of
them on successive iterations, our--or at any rate myappreciation of the
issues changing as well as deepening in the process. Both personally and on
behalf of the committee,as a whole, I should like to acknowledge a special
debt of gratitude to Treiman for a major contribution, without which this
report might not have been possible ,

Thanks are also owing to other members of the National Research Council
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staff Patricia A. Roos served as research assOciate to the committee, ably
assi'sting in the coordination of its work until taking up an academic position
in September 1981. Rose S. KaUfman was-. mostEelpful as the committep')s
administrative secretary, thoughtfully arranging the details of its meetings
and tycling its report David A. Gosim, executhe director of the Commis'sion
on Behavioral and Social Sciences and Education, and Eugenia Grohman,
associate director for reports for the Commission, read earlier drafts of the
report atid made many valuable suggestions. Christine L. Mt Shane, editor
for the Commission, has made a significant contribution in matters of
substance as well as style. Dean R. Gerstein, who will succeed Treiman as
study director upon submission of this report, offered useful Lritiosms during
the final edititig and coordinated the completion of the commissioned papers.

Finally; it is a pleasure to record my thanks to the committee as a whole
for its common acceptance and collegial execution of a challenging respon-
sibility Per'haps there was some initial floundering before we found ways to
articulate the separate outlooks and bodies of expenence.that we brought to
the assignment, but the discourse that quickly evolved was as balanced,
mutuaHy considerate and,consistently constructive as it was wide-ranging.
One sometimes hears dismissals of studies like this as "only" committee
reports, and sometimes,such negative appraisals are justified. But a task like
thikone could not have been undertaken without the cooperative effort of a
group And I cannot imagine that a stronger, more cntical, and yet also more
harmonious group could have been induced to come together and do it.

I v
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ROBERT MCC. ADAMS, Chair

Committee on Basic Research in
the Behavioral and Social Sciences
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1 Introduction
..

,

)

The Committee on Basic Research in the Behavioral and Social Sciences
was formed in response to a request from the National Science Foundation
to the National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council, that request
was for a report that would:

1

Specify appropriate criteria for assessing the value, significance, and
social utility of basic research in the social sciences;

Identify illustrative areas of basic research in the social sciences that
have developed analytic frameworks of high social utility and describe the
development of these frameworks and their utilization,.

, Identify illustrative areas of basic research in the social sciences that
are likely to be of high.value, significance, and/or social utility in the near
future, review the current state of knowledge in these areas, and indicate
research efforts, needed to bring these areas to their full potential,. and

Serve as a model for social scientists in presenting the potential
implications and value of basic rcsearch in areas not included in the illustrations
in thireport.

Although this formal charge refers to the social sciences, the committee
understands its responsibility to encompass what is usually included in the
behavioral and social sciences.

VALUE. SIGNIFICANCE. AND SOCIAL UtILITY

Central to the committee's charge is the phrase value, significance, and social
utility. Our task was to assess basic research in the behavioral and social

1



2 BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH. PART I
sciences in Olt of theselhret criteria. We regard them snot as mutually
exclusive but.rather as overlapping incecomplementary; at the same time,
each is a distinctive prism through which the same set of research activities
or,findings may appear different By basic research iii the behavioral and
social scienc,es, we mean research that has as its primary aim the understanding
and explanation Gif human behavior and social arrangements. Basic research
can be moit simply defined as the discovery of new knowledge...As a result
of basic research, empirically verified descriptions and explanations of natural
phenomena and laws that govem their occurrence and interrelations are
systematically accumulated.

Value calls to mind intrinsic desirability and degree of excellence, although
its other connotations (such as a fair retail arid relative worth) may imply a
need to weigh quality against cost Significance emphasizes impdrtance in a
wider sense, as in research contributions that subsequently play an essential
part in other, perhaps originally unassociated, disciplines or applications.
Social utility points primarily in the direction of the well-being of individuals.
groups, and society as a whole. This report stresses that the full range of
utility extends well beyond both practical applications and public policies.
So described, the three terms encompass a spectrum from the advancement
of narrowly defined research goals at one end to a ramifying potential for
individual and social betterment at the other.

Of the three terms, value probably can be defined least ambiguously. Value
represents a judgment about the research process Itselfthe importance and
timeliness of the probldin addressed, the soundness of methodological
innovations, the richness and reliability of data, and the superiority or
originality of the conceptual framework. These criteria of yalue are central
to judgments made by scientists in all fields, Mademic appointments and

.promotions, review of manuscripts for publication, and peer revie'w of
proposals for research are all devices for implementing tpern. In each case
there is a central judgrnent about an individual's or.a.group's-accomplishment
or about a problem around which further research can be warned: To what
extent has'it contributed, or is it likely to contribute, to tlie en6ncement of
scientific knowledge? Such a question presupposesas does the committee
that the systematic pursuit of knowledge for its own sake. is an essential
contribution to the betterment of the human condition.

Moving beyond the value criterion, the report addresses the other two
criteria by posing a second basic question: What are t,he contributions of`
scientific knowledge beyond the normal boundaries of the discipline or

'disciplines that created it2 That available knowledge has always been brought
into service for wider, often directly practical ends ,is clear. With its aid,
ways are found to do things More' efficiently to create new goods and
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services, to inform decision makino and to improve the quality of life as
well as, of co,urse, contribute to the advancement of knowledge in other
scientific disciplines through the diffusion of methfids, instruments, and
theories Knowledge about human behv ior and uistitutions is not different
in these respects (from other kinds of knowledge. On this as well as other
grounds, it is the comnuttee's cons iction that the behavioral and social
sciences must be Judged by the same criteria as other sciences In short, the,

justification for basic research in all fields lies in the knowledge-generating
utility of sciehtific discoveries and in the well-founded anticipationbut not
guaranteethat some of those discoveries will in the long run prOve to be
of great practical benefit

I.

ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

The committee has approached its task in two ways First, we commissioned
a set of papers to review various research areas or topics in the.; behav [oral
and social sciences that have had great payoff or that show considerable
promise In some pstances the payoff has been in the form of discoveries'
or inventions of practical value, while in otheis it has been in the form of
advancement in understanding:of ourselses and our society . These papers
consmute Part II of a supplement to the committee's report (see Appendix
A for the contents of Part II) Secokl, the report itself suggests criteria for
assessing the value, significance, and social utility, of basic research in' the
behavioral and social scienAs and illustrates the'se criteria with examples
drawn from reedit research, including the topic.s reviewed in the papers.

The body of the report, comprising the.comnuttee's response to its charge,
is div2ed into four chapters Cluipter 2 considers the subject4atter and
modes of research activity in the behavioral and social sciences. The chapter
first praides a general map of how the research terrain has been'divf,ded
among different disciplines and gives an account of the dynamics of the
process by which traditional lines .1)C:specialization and completAntary
theoretic-al 'and rAethodol9gicOjempriases have developed. It then goes bn to
consider the varieties of kkeory and method that characterize the behavioral
and social sciences. Different sources of data are mentioned, as are the means
by which, investigators typically anitlyze them.

Chapter 3 illustrates the progresNf the behavioral and social sciences as
sciences, reviewing a number of areas in which significant advances in

khowledge have been made in recent years. One striking feature of these
advances is that freqpently they have been borrowed from or have contributed
to other disciplines, often outside the behav Kiral and social sciences.
Sociologists who have inquired into the dynamics of social mobility and

1 6
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status attainment, for example, have made liberal use of statistical Methods
developed by geneticists and econometricians. Another example is the study
of hunian perception, which has involved a long-term interaction between
psychophysicists describing behavior and sensory' physiologists describing
the physiological substrate bf that behavior, t s collaboration is documented
in the paper by Briida et al. (in Part ,II).

Chapter 4 describes a vanety of applications of research findings to public
policy formation and social problem solving as well as more diffuse processes
by which knowledge from the behavjoral and social sciences contributes to
society Our illustrations range widely and include the reformulation of lay
understanding in areas such as racial differences, improements m.productiv ay
and individual well-being through human factors and organizational design,
and the invention of information-gathering technologies, such as survey
research, that have improved the ability of society to monitor the information
necessary for planning and governance in a complex democracy.

Chapter 5 sets forth in more general tenns the committee's view of the
relationship between basic research and its influence and practa:al application.
We understand this relationship as' a continuum, w ityinfluence running in
reciprocal directions and wahout hard-and-fast distinctions as to how problems
are perceived or how work is organized. Wi regard the process of application
as simultaneously techniCal, social, and political, as a result, considerable
lags occur between specialized athances in knowledgt and their wider
emploS/ment In addition, new and unexpected connections arise in the

, process, .and it is difficult if not impossible to estimate in advance the
influence or importance of a particular area of basic research.

this chapter also presents the conclusions of the committee. The most
fundamental of these s that basic research in the behavioral and social
sciinceslike basic research in other disciplinesshould be regarded as a
long-term investment in social capital. The benefits to society of such an
investment are significant and, lasting, although often not immediate or
obvious A steep reduction in the investment may produce short-run savings,
but it would be likely to have damaging long-term consequences for the well-
being of the hation and its citizens.

_

RELATIONSHIP OF THIS REPORT TO PREVIOUS STUDIES

Many previous studies haveilealt with vanous aspects of social research and
its uses, These include a number of general reports by broadlk representative
committees of specialists as well as the voluminous writings of individuals.
We cannot provide a comprehensive listing of the very numerous and diverse
individual contributions on the subject, but the major committee reports
include:

,

..

,
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National Research Council (1968) The Behavioral Sciences and the
Federal Gmernment (Young report).

National Research Council and Social Science Research Council (1969)
The Behavioral and Social Sciences. Outlook and Needs (BASS report)

National Science Board (1969) Knowledge Into Action Improving the
Nation's Use of the Social ,Sciences (Brim report).

National Research Council 1.1976) Social and Behavioral Science Pro-
grams in the National Science Foundation .(Simon report)

National Research Council (Kiesler and Turner, eds 1977) Fundamental

Research and the Process of Education.
National Research Council (1978) The Federal Investment in Knowledge

of Social Probleins.

These reports, w hile differing somewhat among themselves, also differ in
their concerns from the present one. Most of them rest on the premise that
the behavioral and social sciences can and should p`lay a substantial part in
solving social problems. The Young report, for example, was primarily
concerned with ways to improve the use of social research by agencies .of

the federal government in making policy. The BASS report includes a set of
individual volumes that assessed the status and needs Of particular behavitiFal
and social sciences, its main report not only called for increased federal

support for the social and behavioral sciences but also made a number of
suggestions for improving the linkaget among the various disciplines and
between the' social science community and thq government. This report also
proposed the creation of a set of social indicators corresponding to economic
indicators. As the title. Knowledge Into Action indicates, the Brim report
spoke to many, of these same concerns. The Simon report had a somewhat
more specific focus, calling for a ,reorganization of social and behavioral
science programs withiilffie National Science Foundation, while on the whole
supporting the quality and- effectiveness of these programs. The report on
fundamental research in education proposed a shift in federal support of
educational research toward mbre basic research. And the rePort on the
federal -investment in knowledge of social problems had a still different
character, devoting considerable attention to the policy-making process and

stressing the limitations of social research as a tool for making social policy

or for operatipg social programs. -

'Many of the analyses and prOpsals in these studies still deserve serious
attention as guides for poiicy. None of them, however, was directly concerned
with assessing the value, signifitance, or social utility of basic research
indeed, non9,of them treated basic research in the behavioral and social

I S
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6 BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH: PART I
sciences as problematic in this respect. Hence, the charge given to thiscommittee has led to a report WO substantiallydifferent content and objectiyesfrom previous efforts under similar auspices.

THE BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

The behavioral and social sciences are those parts of a number of organized
academic and applied disciplines that have as a common objective the
explanation of the behavior and social relations of human beings by theapplication of scientific methods.

As distinctive disciplines, the behavioral and social sciences are a devel-opmeat of the late 19th century. During this period the first academicdepartments were established, the first journals were published, and the firstprofessional societies in the disciplines of anthropOlogy, economics, geog-raphy, psychology, political science, .and sociology were fotinded. T14sefields still constitute tbe core of social science divisions in most colleges anduniversities tOday, sometimes together with history, which is variouslyregarded as a social science and as a humanistic discipline.
To equate the behavioral and social sciences with these named disciplines,

however, is imprecise for at leasetwo reasons. First, like other scientificdisciplines, these fields are constantly subdividing and realigning as new
knowledge, techniques, and problems shift the focus of attention and suggestthe desirability of communication with colleagues from what were initiallyother disciplines. For example, demography, the study of the size anddistribution of human .populations, has emerged as a distinct discipline yet !still draws most of its students from among those who also identify themselves
as sociologists, economists, and biologists. A similar point can be madeabout sociolinguistics, the study of the interpersonal and ocial determinants
and consequences of language use, a discipline that draws on anthropology,
.psychology, sociology, and philosophy, as well as the field of linguistics,
itself a,derivative of philology, anci,,to some extent anthropology. The newfield of cognitive science, the study of Iturnan thinking; straddles areas bfpsyc,hology, biology, and computer science. And so onthe list of suchexamples is very long. Each field continually spawns new subspecialties asits knowledge basp inCreases.'A lista some of the subspecialties qf economics,which have developed in addition to the major division of ,the field intomicroeconomic the6ry and macroeconomic theory, illustrates this point:'mathematical economic, theory, econometrics, , the history of economic

thought, economic history, economic development, industrial organization,
agricultural economics, latior economics, public finance, international eco-nomics, consumer economics, comparative economics, welfare economics,
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and regional economics (Rees. 1968 4.482-4.484). Many of these specialties
also overlap with work in other disciplines .

Second, the social and behavioral sciences provide the research underpin-
nings for all or part of several applied fields In medicine, psychosocial
factors are pow strongly implicated in the etiology of some diseases and
disorders and in the efficacy of treatment (see the papers in Part 11 by Krantz
et al. on behavior and health and by. Wilson on behawioral therapy). The
legal profession has increasingly engaged in and been influenced by social
science research On the impact of regulatory laws and agencies. laws against
pornography,, the interaction between the incidence of Lnme and patterns of
arrest. trial, and punishment. and the behav ior of judges and juries. Basic
research in the behavioral and social sciences provides muL.h of the empirical
base for the practices and principles promulgated in schools of business,
education, urban planning, public health, international affairs, public admin-
istration. and social welfare And research in these fields often contributes
to the stock of basic Ino).4, ledge, Finally,, many fields of studymathematics.
statistics, and computer science, for examplehave been stimulated by
research questions in the social and behav ioral sciemes to develop particularly
suitable models, methods, and techniq e s.

Despite the imperfect fit between established academit. disciplines and
behav ioral and social science activities as a whole. for the sake of Lon), emence
we use these disciplinary labels as the basis for organizing a brief description
of the concerns and methods of the behavioral and social sciences. That is
the task of the next chapter.

2u



2 The Nature and Methods of the

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Common sense suggests that there are vanous kinds of facts, and that every
field of inquiry selects distinctive kinds of facts for its focus. Biological
sciences, for example, focus' on bodily functions such as respiration,
circulation, and metabolism in organisms and on the relations of orgathsms
with their environments. Psychological sciences focus on drives, perceptions,
beliefs, and other facts relating to personality. Sociology focuses on friend-
ships, group memberships, social standings, and occupations.

On closer examination, however, this compartmentalized view of academic
,disciplines is not an accurate one. The same fact or event can be of interest
to a number of disciplines. Take a particular eventthe decision of a woman
to seek a job outside the home. Most social scientists would be relatively
uninterested in the particular decision of a particular woman but would
formulate research questions in terms of accounting for why some women
work outside the home While others do not and ,why women have been
entering the labor force in increasing numbersin recent years.

In addressing these,questions, researcheis in the different disciplines would
tend to focus on different factors ,and would make use of different data;
indeed, the definition of what constitutes data depends on the-conceptualization
of the prbblem. Economists might ask whether increases in the demand for
labor have increased pay' rates and would compare the value of potential
income from employment with the value of the work women do at home and
the value of their leisure. Sociologists might focus on changes in the kinds
of jobs available to women and on family patterns that put the major,
responsibility for household maintenance on wives and encourage them to

8
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defer to their husbands' career needs Psychologists might ask what role
work outside the household plays, in a woman's self-Image and sense of self-
worth, how these feelings are created, apd how they are changmg" And
demographers might concentrate, dn the effect of trend; in the birth rate on
the demand for particular goods and services and on the supply of labor In

short, what mainly distinguishes academic disciplines from one another is
not that they focus on different kinds of facis 'but rather that they Interpret
the same facts within distinctive conceptual frameworks.

So, while in what follows we speak of kinds of,facts, it is lifiportant to
remember that they are imoked as facts mthe context of a certain conceptual
framework. It is also important to realize that these conceptual ,frarneworks
are constantly changing, as a natural adjunct to the development of new
knowledge, which creates the danger that any attempt to identify the core
problems of each discipline will be immediately out of date Moreover, these
fields overlap substantially and the same problems are often addressed by
researchers from different disciplines. For example, the relationship between
attitudes and behavior is a problem of social psychology, , which is regarded
as a subspecialty of both psychology and sociology, various westions
regarding employment and earnings are of interest to both sociologists and 4415
economists, voting is studied by both political scientists an4 so6ologists, and
so on. Keeping these clarifications and caveats in mind, we proceed now to
identify the central concerns of the individual behavioral and social science
disciplines

THE BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE DISCIPLINES

PSYCHOLOGY
s -

We begin with psychology, which can be defined as the scientific stddy of
behavior. The term behavior is used broadly and includes all responses of
humans (and other ammals)overt motor acts and physiological responses
(such as heart beat and blood pressure) as well as mental events. Behavior
includes both external, easily observable actions and events that' can be
inferred only indirectly from verbal reports or from physiological indicators,
such as changes in heart rate. Psychologists study how behavior patterns are
acquired, how they are maintained over time, how they ate modified, how
they are suppressed, abandoned, or forgotten, and how particular responses
that are parts of these patterns occur under particular circumstanEes Psycho-
logical research tends to focus on the behavior of the individual organism
in the case of humans, the individual personas the primary 'unit of analysis,
in contrast to the soci'al sciences, which tend to focus on relations among
people (e.g., roles, the division of labo , power relationships) and on

9 (-4
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10 BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH PART I
relational systems (e,g., market systems, governmental strategies, residential
pattern1.*

Over the past 50 years, psychology has grown rapidly and has become
differentiated into .a number of complementary specialties (although they
overlap to some extent) The methods and approaches to studying behavior
vary with the specialty. Psychologists who are interest7d in learning, for
example, study behaviorany behaVioras it is influenced by repetinon
under different regimes of rewards and punishments. Psychologists who are
Interested in sensation and perception analyze how individuals perceive
stimuli that impinge on their senses, the paper on psychophysics by Braida
et al. (in Part II) illustrates this focus. Physiological psychologists attempt
to explain behavioral regularities in terms of physiological and neurochemical
processes and structuro with a primary emphasis on brain-behavior relations.
Cognitive psychologiSts,vieWlieliavior as- -a consequence of internal processes
that occur as the individual acquires, manipulates; and retainsonformation:,
the paper on reading as a cognitive process by Carpenter and Just (in Part
II) is an example of the cognitive focus. Other specialties employ the
fundamental knowledge and methods of tliese fields to understand behavior
in group settings (social psychology) and long-term changes in and stability
of behavior (developmental and life-span psychology), an illustration of the
latter is Nelson's paper on early cognitive development (in Part II). Perstmality
psychologists and psychometricians investigate stable differences among
individuals in their predispositions, skills, and abilities and develop diagnostic
instruments for identifying psychopathology and psychological disability.
Another field, psychometrics, largely overlaps with statistics; this area is
described more fully in the sectión below on statistics. Among the specialties
of applied psychology 'are clinical, consulting, counseling, educational,
industrial, organizational, enoeering, 'consumer, health, military; pastoral,
environmental psychology, and psychopharmacology.

SOCIOLOGY

Sociology is the study of social organization. By this is meant the way human
societies and their constituent parts are organized. Sociologists take as their
subject matter what members of a society ordinarily take for granted: How
nd why-it is that most people generally behave in an orderly way (we stake

our lives on this assumption each time we get into an automobile); how
'standards of appropriate behavior are learned and come to be shared; how
behavior is governed by social relationships (such as employee-boss, husbarid-
wife, buyer-seller) and what the elements of such relationships are
reciprocity, dominance, power, trust, loyalty, etc., how, why, and with what
consequences 'society's rewards and resources (power, privilege, prestige)

23
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are distributed across social categories defined by sex, age, race, or other
attributes, how bask. saCial needs are met thrtvgh the institutions of family,
work. education, politics, religion, etL , and how these institutions change
over time and vary ficross societies%

The units sociologists study range tram pairs pf interaLnng indo,iduals to
entire societies, and the range of analytiL perspeunes is ery large A few
examples.suffice to go; e a taste of this dnersity . The demographk perspectie
emphasizes the distribution of the charactensncs of soLial aggretutes or
populations Age and sex distributions and their relations to the size and_
growth of populations are the concerns of formal demography which, as
was mentioned rn the pro, ious chapter. lus become a distirkt disupline (see
the paper by Menken and Trussell in Part II) 13ut a broader demographic
petspective within soLiology leads-to a faLus on the interrelations among
such social characteristics as education. mcupation. imome, raLe. and plate
of residence as well as age and sex. A soLial psychological perspective Ie.+
to concern with such questions as how people interao in small groups, how
attitudes are formed, how soLiety and persqnality interact in the process of
socialization, and how beliefs are formed .ind spread in episodes of Lolleoic
behaNior, such as panks or riots. The rnaLrohistorical perspeoe emphasizes
merarching principles of societal organization and their LonsequenLes and
leads to the study of large-scale soual Lhange Comparisons between feudal,
capitalist, and socialist economies, analyses of the rise of the nation-state,
and studies of the social impaLt of multinational Lorporations are examples.
of research informed by this perspective A final example is the cultural
perspective. This includes the study of cosmologies, alue systems, and
norniative patterns that regulate. justify.. and gie meaning to soLial beha tor
More concretely, it involes sociologists in the study of religious systems,
legal systems, inform4rnorms, and high and mass culture.

As with other fields, much of socijlogy is oriented toward analyzing issues
of contemporary concern. This has led to the proliferation of subfields that
to some extent crossLut the perspeLti es outlined aboe. Some are identified
by the major institutions of society they studythe sociology of religion;
medicine, or education. Some refer to the major types of groups in society
the sociology of small groups or formal organizations. Some refer to some
kind of social process, as in the sociology of deviancror social movements
And some are named after the social problems on which they focusfor
example, the sociology of mental illness or poverty,

ANTHROPOLOGY '

Considered-as a whole, anthropology is t_ustorily diided into four major
subfields. The first is physical anthropology, which imohes the biological
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characteristics-of human beings as influenced by heredity and environment
and which occasions the study of fossil reiiiains of primates and humans as
well as the study of the biological chaiacteristics and behavior of primates,
physical anthropology overlaps. With paleontology, biology, and the other
life sciences. The second is archaeology, which involves the recovery (largely
through excavations) and study of the material remains of former cultures.
There is again substantial overlap and interaction with the physical and
btologial sciences Not only does this serve in part to increase the recovery
of what is inevitably fragmentary evidence, but it also assists in broadening
the 'interpretation of patterns of human ,activity and their environmental
contexts. Archaeology also overlaps substantially with history and other
humangtic disciplines, at least in the study of past cultures for which a
historicar record exists The third is linguistic anthropology, which overlaps
with linguistic studies in many social sciences and humanities and involves
the study of vocabularies, grammars, systems of usage, and patterns of
change in the languages of cultures.

Finally, there is sociocultural anthropology (alternately called, with dif-
ferences in nuance, social anthropology, cultural anthropology, or ethnology ),
in which most anthropologists specialize. It maintains an inclusive focus on
the contemporary and relatively recent cultures of the world, with particular
respect to social oratlization, interpersonal relations, and systems. of tradi-
tional values or beliefs and patterned activities. Within sociocultural anthro-
pology there are further subdivisionsfor example, economic anthropology
Ind legal anthropology Psychological anthropology (sometimes referred to
as the study of culture and personality) bears similarity to parts of social
psychology, with some differences in theoretical emphasis. As mentioned,
some social anthropologists include demographic studies in their repertoire;
the paper on land tenure by Netting (in Part 11) illustrates an ecological
approach that has also assumed some prominence. Others are mainly concerned
with systematized areas of belief and behavior, such as myth and rituansee,
for example, the.paper by D'Andrade in Part II).

What, then, pare the differences between sociology and sociocultural
anthropology? Because of their different originsanthropology arising in
historical coinciderice with the colonizing and missionary spread of the .West
to other parts of the world, and sociology arising in connection with the
fundamental transformations in the West of the industrial and democratic
revolutionsanthropologists and sociologists.traditionally have studied social
life in different settings. Anthropologists have concentrated on small, simple,
often nonliterate societies,\whereas soeiologists have mainly studied large,
complex, literate civilizatioA. Particularly in the past two decades, however,
this distinction has been breaking .down, as both sociologists and anthropol-
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ogists study caste in Indian villages, as-anthropologists take up investigations

of places like East London, and as sociologists 'broaden kheir comparative
scope. Moreover, although anthropologists tend to focus on cultural values,
and meaning sy stems more than do sociologists, the interest of sociologists
in art, Literature, religion, and mass culture qualities 'this "generalization

1 , .
While anthropylogical research has centered on certain institutional aspects,
such as kinship, maga., and religion, that have been thought\to infuse simpler
societies, these subjects are not without interest to sociologists, by the same
token, especially in modern times, anthropologists have interesied themselves

in economic structure. political structure, stratification, economic:develop-

ment, and other aspects of social life Finally, , bop anthropologists and
sociologists have recently come to take a greater interest in history and the

work of historians
"

ECONOMICS
.

In contrast to the relative brpadth and inclusiveness characterizing the
behavioral and social scieuute's mentioned so far, economics has a sharper
anti more delimited disciplinary focus. It concentrates on how individuals
and society ai., a wholechoose to use scarce resource to produce various'

commodities and distribute diem for consumption among individuals and

groups This generaLconcern ihvolves si!veral more skcialized issues
TIr first set of issues is indicated by the term commothties What is the

le vaof the total production of goods and sen ices in a society') What different

.kinds of commodities are_ produced, and in what proportions? Economists
attempt to account for vanations in the level and composition of production

The seFond set of issues anses from the term scarce resources Goods'and

services are proNiced by the application of the follow ing factors of production

( I) land, or the level and king of available natural resources and the cultural
values and technical knowledge that govern their use, (2) labor, or the level
of motivation,and skill of human beings, (3) capital., or the level pf resources
available fur future production rather than immediate donsumptio."n; and,

. .
sometimes, (4) organization, or the principles involved in the combination

and recombirtation of the other factors. Economists are interested in explaining
dice levels and relative proportions of these resources in productive use and
the /techniques by which ,they are' combine& The third sct of is'sues,Ais

suggested by the term distribute. Which individuals and groups receixie the
goods,and services generated in the production process? Or, to put it in terms

of payment, what is the distribution Of income generated in the economic
*process? .

Economists are interested. in the forces that determine the level and

9 G
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composition of production, the allocation of resources, and the distributionof wealth. What are these forces? In broad terms, economists recognize
mechanisms such as religious decrees, customary arrangements, and political
'arrangements, but forny economic analysis has traditionally stressed supplyand demand in the market as the immediate mechanism. The level and
composition of production depend on the desires of different. individuals and

st- groups for products and the conditions under which producers are willing to
supply them. The level and composition of the factors of production depend
on the relatiorghip between the demand for them on the part of producersand the difficulties and costs involved in securing them. Finally, the
proportions of income received by different individuals and groups depend
on the conditions of 'supply and demand governing the relations among
economic agents. At the same time, economists have also noted enviro'nmental
causes and consequences of the behavior of markets.'

In developing these kinds of explanations, economists have tended to focus
on two levels of analysis. Microeconomics has to do with specifying the
preferences and assumptions of economic agents (consumers and producers,
households and firms, etc.)- and analyzing how these assumptions and
preferences influence the behavior of those agents and thus constitute
conditions of demand and supply, which generate various economic outcomes.
Outcomes are thought to depend on such factors as the degree to which
agents' knowledge is. certain or uncertain, the degree to which "public
goods" (goods that are freely available to everyone once they are developed, ..such as environmental improvements) enter the market, and the degree to
which agents are free from regulation or other constraints (see the discussion
on resource allocation in Chapter 4 for specific examgles). An example of
microeconomic analysis is found in the paper by Heckman and Michael (inPart II) on income distribution, poverty, and labor mobility. Macroeconomics,
by contrast, concerns the study of entire economies and involves aggregating
or averaging individual units into some kind of total level of a society's

. employment, investment, national income, arid so on. Macroeconomics
studies the'regularities in the movement and relation's among these aggregatedtotals.

Like the other behavioral and social sciences, economics has been divided
into a range of subspecialties. Some deal with .the analysis of a special factor
of production: For example, the analysis of money and banking focuses onthe structure and dynamics of money, capital, and credit in the economy,
w ile labor economics is the specialized study of conditions affecting that'parti ar factor. Other specialties vary according to the scope of analysis
coveredfor example, regional economics, national economics, and inter-
national economics. Still others refer to kinds of economic processes, such
as ecotomic dev,ment. Finally, economics has attumber of applied fields,'

2 7 .
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such as urban economics. agricultural economics. and economics of the
public sector, which foLus 9 problems. constraints. and pohLy questions in
the areas indicated. A subsialty in economics thaP cuts across a number
of\substantive areas is evonottrics. the development of statistiLal procedures
for the measurement and analysis of eLonomiL phenomena This subspecialty
is described below in the seL non on the field of statistics, and some additional
examples of as application are given in the section on economic data and
economic models in Chapter 4,

(-

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Political science is in certain respects parallel to economics analytically. , in

that it deak with the creation. organization, and use of a distinctive social
cOmrnodity pow er (analogous to wealth in economics) A second point of
parallelism is that the production and organization of power can be said to
be a funLtion of the combination of a number of scarce resourcesespecially
legitimacy. , public support. administrative skill. and financial resources.
Despite these similarities, however, political science as a discipline is to a
degree less definitdy focused than economics Among other reasons. this
has to (Jo with the fact that political scientistslike sociologists and
anthropologistshave not arrived at a general consensus on concepts as
specific as supply and demand to account for how power rs produced,
distributed, and exercised.

The investigation of power depends, of course, on the normative rules that
guide the use of power in a society. Not surprisingly. . American political
science has been largely concerned w ith how the doctrine of constitutional
democracy operates in American society. . The theory of democracy has been
gradually expanded and deepened as a result of empirical ktudies of elections.
political parties. pubhc participation, public opinion, legislative behavior.
and so forth.

One tracholon bf political science is,concerned with describing and analyzing
formal political institutions at different political and geographical levels.
American government, for example. customarily has been viewed as an
account of how American political institutions such as the Constitution,
statutory law, and customary practices (for example, party behavior) work.
Traditional treatments of state governments, federal-state rebtions. and county
and' municipal governments are simdady concerned with the workings of
political institution's, as is the traditional approach to International relations,
except that the latter has also bOn characterized in part by an emphasis on
diplomatic history. in these traditional areas of political science, the literature
is also concerned with policy implicationsfor example, the pros and cons
of various forms of municipal government, such as council-mayor, commis-
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sion, and city manager. Another Offshoot of thistradition's comparative
government. Preoccupied in earlier decades with Western constitutional
governments andlarge-scale political institutions, it extends more recently
into the study and analysis of socialist and communist forms of governmentai well as the emerging systems of governments, parties, and political.,
arrangements in the less developed countries of the world.

In the postwar decades, especially the 1950s and early 1960s, two-new
approaches emerged in politiCal science: the behavioral approach 'and the
functional approach. These decades witnessed an increased interest in
empirical (as contrasted with nonnative) analysis of political behavior and
institutions as well as the borrowing, modification, and application of then-
dominant models from the other behavioral and social sciences, especially
psychology and sOciology. The behavioral approach tended to concentratt
more on the behavior of individuals in political situations and less on the
formal struzure of political insiitutions, expfaining individual behavior by
reference to social and psychological determinants. Voting behavior, for
example, was shown to be influenced by race, education; socioeconomic
class, religion, and family as well as by various psychological variables such
as level of political consciousness and political commitment (see the paper
on voting research by Converse et al. in Part II), The functional approach
involved a concentration on the polity as a system, emphasiziiig the mutual
interrelations among the various groups, structures, and processes within that
system. In addition, that approach spawned a much more comprehensive
comparative scope and began to study the political structure and functioning .of various kinds of groups and structures that had not previously been
considered as primarily politicaltribes, clans, and other kinship groups,
for example. The behavioral-functional impetus has also given rise to
comParkive studiesunler the heading of cross-national studiesthat sys-
tematically investigate the functional relations among different kinds of,
political phenomena, such as the type of state and the level of political
violence as well as the relations between political structures and processes
and other kinds of social and economic phenomena. ..

Despite the increased emphasis on the empirical approach and the great
kaleidoscope of approaChes to the study of power, political science has
retained a corgistent emphasis on public policy analysis, and, along with
economics, it stands out in this regard from the other behavioral and social
sciences. This policy emphasis involves not only the evaluation of political
arrangements and decisions but also the processes by which policy decisions
are generated, made, and implemented (or deflected). Furthermore, theloolicy
stress is found in the study of all levels of political lifelocal, national, and
international.
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GEOGRAPHY

Although geography has a component of physical science and overlaps with
a number of earth sciences, especially geology and meteorology, , it is now
primarily and increasingly cOncerned with social science questions. Recently,
however, some geographers hav e returned to the traditional concern with
problems of ecology, eAironmental deterioration, adaptations to risk, and
energy.

Basic research in human geography has been focused on two major types
of issues. the relationships between people and the env ironment and spatial
theones of location and movement. Research in the environmental tradition
has developed and used a variety of behavioral models to examine the human
imprint on landscape. the use and conservation of the physical environment,
the development of resources, and the perception of and response to natural
hazards. Environmental geographers are inteOsted in the forces that'afLect
the development and use of land and water for agriculture, grazing, and
recreation, the characteristics of landscape that are valued and preserved.
and the manifestations of uncertainty and risk in land use. The geographer
uses the earth's landscape as laboratory, both to test basic social science and
physical science theories and to provide comparativ e observations for the
development of new theory. Much of the recent advancement in our

'understanding of people's tolerance of, aversion to, and management of risk,
for example, has come from studies of flood insurance and the impacts of
droughts and earthquakes.

Geographers and regional scientists whose research focuses on spatial
analysis study regional development and decline, the size and spacing of
settlements, interregional population redistribution, processes of suburbani-
zation, and industrial siting. They also examine such topics as the structure
of urban land use, the provision and delivery of public services, and the
relationship of land use to transportation systems.

HISTORY

It is difficult to contrast history, defined most generally as the discipline that
attempts an accurate account and understanding of the past, with the other
social sciences with respect to subject matter, because in principle history
shares a common mass of raw data with the other social science disciplines.

Not only are people. societies, and institutions the common focus of all
the social sciences, but history also borrows freely from its sister disciplines.
A historian seeking to date an early Mississippi settlement and a medievalist
seeking to discover the steps in building cathedrals both employ the hypotheses
and techniques of archaeology to date the timbers and the siones. A modern
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18 BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH: PART 1
explanation for the economic collapse of the western European part of the
Roman Empire uses the theories of the latest regional and international trade
economics.

Conversely, other social sciences borrow frequently from historical re-
search. Much of the improved quality of today's demographic sociology rests

(on the efforts of historians to evaluate and detect errors in the ,population
records- of the past. The focus of modem political historywon revolutions, the
nation-state and its institutions, and industrialization reveals the overlap of
historical and political science research in both data and concepts. One might
note as well that at this moment the economic rationale of the policies of the
governments of both the United States and the United Kingdom rests on
hypotheses drawn from a history of the money supply in the United States.
, The vagueness of boundey is made even more elusive by the fact that

, many historians do not seek to practice social science at all, but rather follow.
a very old and,very popular branch of literature. The chroniclerthe biography,
and the narrativethe most common forms of lustoncal research and writing
neithet propose nor test any hypotheses, but instead follow the canons oft
these form4, Of literature.

Historians who do regard themselves as social scientists are distinguished
from social scientists in other discipline; by several features. Historians tend
to concentrate on material that is recorded relatively far in the past. They
also tend to organize their subject matter in somewhat different ways. As a
rule they use thtee criteria to subdivide their field: chronological time, cultural
and/or national tradition, and, aspects of social life. The familiar phrases
"British social history of the 19th century" and "western European intellectual
history during the 18th century" exemplify, these criteria. Other social
scientists tend to use more abstract and formal categoriesconsumption,

'social structure, and ,value patterns for exampleto subdivide their disci-
plines. .

..
In part because historians must depend for evidence on the surviving

fragments of the past, both artifacts and written recordS, the selection of data
influences their specialty. Any hypothesis to be tested must find its validation
in what survives; the presSure of the evidence tends to make historians
identify their intellectual problems and their causes and explanations differ-
ently from their fellow social scientists.

STATISTICS

Like geography and history, statistics is only partially a social science. le
differs from these disciplines, however, in that it is involved not with
substance but with methods. We include it because statistical methods form
the basis for the analytic procedures on which a great portion of research in

.,
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the behavioral andsocial sciences depends, and these procedures were
developed in substantial part to solve problems in this research.

The science of statistics deals with the development of methods that are
appropnate for making inferences and decisions under the conditions of

--\ziertainty and partial ignorance that necessanly exist in a wide range of
uman actnities. Modern statistical practice depends mainly on the formu-

lation of probability models of social and physical systems, on methods of
'collecting and anal) zing numerical data, and on the design of efficient and
informative experiments.

Statistical science as we know it today is largely a development of the
20th century. The ground-breaking work in England during the *first three
decades of the century was stimulated largely by problems in agnculture and
genetics. Subsequent pioneering work during the next two decades was
carried out in response to economic problems and the exigencies of World
War II. The past three decades have witnessed a rapid expansion of the
theory and applications of statistics, today statistical methods are an important
part of most areas of science, technology, and management. In particular,
because of the wide variety of data that can be collected abbut human
behavior, the apparent stochastic nature of much of these data (that is, the
fact that they inNolve random or chance elements), and our inherent interest
in analyzing them in order to learn about ourselves as humans and as a
society, statistics and probability pervade virtually all fields of research.in
the behavioral and social sciences. This section is a brief survey of the
diverse ways they have been used in these fields.

The field oreconometrics comprises a wide collection of statistical models
and methods that have been found applicable in problems of empirical
economics. Research in econometncs includes methods for developing
statistwal models of economic time series, including large-scale models of
the U.S. economy (see Chapter 4), and methods for developing forecasts
based on these models. Statistics are fundamental in measuring employment
and vemployment, in establishing economic indices such as the consumer
price index, and in determining and forecasting trends in these measures.
They are used in predicting and measuring the effects of changes in taxation
and the money-supply and of other governmental policies on the economy.
The theories of probability and statistics play an important part in modern
economic theory.. The concepts of subjective probability and Bayesian statistics
(Savage, 1954) have been used in the development of models of duopoly
and oligopoly and are basit to the extensive research currently being carried
out ithe area of rational expectations. Econometric models and methods
have Slso been used in.the field of history, to study, for example, the
economic effects of slavery in the United States.

In psychology, the field of psychometrics, has long been concerned with a
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20 BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE' RESEARCH: PART I
body of general statistical methods that are of particular use in that discipline.
Statistical mettrods of test calibration, for example, are essential for comparing
different versions of ability tests such A the 'Scholastic Aptitude Test and
for detecting shifts in test scores over time. Probability models form the
basic framework for analysis in the area of learning processes. A current
research area in which psychology, probability, and statistics interact and
nOurish each other is the study of how people form subjective .probabilities,
how they change these probabilities in light of new information, and how
they use these probabilities in decision making (Tversky and Kahneman,
1981) Statistics also supports and stimulates much research in the areas of
psychiatry and mental health.

Statistical surveys to measure public attitudes and other social charactenstics
of interest are today vsential tools of sociology and the social sciences in
general (see Chapter 4). The work of Hansen. Hurwitz, and Madow (1953)
laid the statittical foundations for virtually all of the surveys carried out by
the U.S. Bureau of the Census and otAgovernment agencies in the past 30
years and through these agencies has essentially shaped current survey
methodology In the area of criminal juFice, statistics and probability pervade
almost every facet of study. Surveys, panel data, and othenstatistical methods
are used to estimate victimization rates and the frequencies of different types
of crimes as well as to forecast trends. Probability models of criminal
behavior and of the effects of incarceration and various sentencing policies
have been developed. Statistical methods have been used to help cities
determine the optimal use and dePloyment of their police and fire-fighting
forces. Probability and statistics have been used to develop fair ways of
drawing prospective jurors from a community and to help trial lawyers use
their peremptog challenges optimally when selecting a jury. Statistical
models and statistical evidence are an important part of most court cases
involving race, sex, or age discrimination as well as of antitiust cases and
hearings before regulatory agencies involving the setting of utility rates.
Other branches of sociology, such as social networks, are based almost

-entirely on the development of probability models and their statistical analysis.
In demography, stochastic processes are used for modeling population

growth and changes and for forecasting these changes. Statistical methodology
is basic to the planning, design, and analysis of the decennial census in the
United States. Statistical methods are used to obtain estimates of the
undercount of various subgroups of the population, and they provide a
theoretical framework for making adjustments for this undercount. In political
science, statistical models of voting patterns and voting behavior in popular
elections, legislative bodies, international assemblies, and other forums have
been developed. Election forecasts during the period preceding an election
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and dunng election night on television have become a.fqmiliar part of gur
lives. They are usually followed by a statistical analysis of election results
to help determine which subgroups of the electorate N oted for certain candidates
or certain issues.

Finally, there is the, field of decision analysis, in which principles of
economics, psychology, , management, engineering, and statistical decision
theory have been brought together to aid decision Makers in a wide variety
of cpntexts, Including government policy. Much of this work deals with
methods for specifying probabilities, utilities, and available alternatives in
complex decision problems inolving a large number of N ari able s and multiple
objectives.

'DYNAMICS OF DEVELOPMENT,IN THE BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL

SCIENCES

A general map of the subject matter of the main behm lora! and social science
disciplines, like all maps, is likely to be misleading because it is a kind of
cross-sectinnal phOtograph, froien in space and time and unable to capture
the shifting characteristics of its chqnging territories. A truer picture would
include a great deal of vitality and change, if for no other reason than that
behavioral and social scientists, like all scientists, are committed as a matter
of principle to open empirical investigation and to the revision or rejection
of concepts and theories not supported by empirical demonstration. We focus
on four illustrations of this vitality and change. (1) specialization within
disciplines, (2) the improvement of data, (-3) shifts in conceptual and theoretical
focus; and (4) interdisciplinary ferment.

I

SPECIALIZATION

Each of the bePavioral and social sciences, like other sciences, continually
experiences internal specialization. As we noted in Chapter I, new specialties
arise as a consequence of advances in knowledge. Others develop around
methodological innovations. Econometrics and survey analysis are examples.
Still others develop around specific theoretical perspectives: Institutional
economics, Freudian psychology, and different varieties of structuralisni in
psychology, anthropology, and sociology are illustrations. In addition, new
specialties arise in response to the appearance of new social phenomena and
now social problems that command the attention of behavioral and social
scientists. The sociology of unemployment was developed and consoli4ated
in the 1930s; the social psychology 'of propaganda was largely a childOf
World War II; and specialties like the sociology of leisure and the sociology
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of sports have developed as investigators began to investigate phenomena
that had-become important enough to be problematic..,

IMPROVEMENT OF DATA

A great deal of scientific activity is concerned with the development of
techniques for careful observation, accurate description, and precise mea-
surernent. As we note later, the social and behavioral sciences have made
dramatic progress on this front in recent times. It might even be argued that
the improvement of data represents the major area of advance. To mention
only a few examples: It is now possible to describe the distribution ol traits,
attitudes, and behaviors in the population as a whole through the use of
sample surveys; to rnonitortrends in the state of the economy and comparisons
between economic systems through the use of national accounts and economic
indicators; to analyze the 'behavior of newborn infants through visual
preference techniques; and to assess the cognitive perforMance of individuals
and populations through ,the use of standardizedtests. The data generated by
these means not only provide Mpre accurate information about ourselves and
our society but also facilitate the formulation and testing of more complex
and sophisticated hypotheses about human behavior and social organizations
than were previously possible.

Redent advances in demographic estimation techniques provide a striking
example of the utility of improved measurement (for a review see the paper
by Menken and Trussell in Part I1). In the course of the last century,
mathematical demographers have been able to work out detailed relationships
between fertility rates, mortality rates, and the age structure of populations,

'particularly through the development of stable population theory. These
relations have proved useful in projecting the future structure f populations,
wherever sufficiently reliable data have been available. However, in devel-
oping nations, where the need for such information is perhaps most acute,
data have been incomplete and inaccurate; work by Coale and Brass (Brass
et al., 1968; United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs,
1967) and subsequent refinements (Hill et aL, 1981) have made it possible
to partly overcome this deficit by making usp of known relationships among
demographic variables to provide estimates from incomplete data. A project
of the Committee on Population and Demography of the National Research,

Council is exploiting these techniques to develop reliable estimates of the
dpinographic structures of a number of developing nationsestimates that

uld have been impossible not 'many years ago (Lapham, 1978).,0
',As in the physical and biological sciences, the history of the social and

t4tiavioral sciences has been one of constant interaction between improve-
mints in measurement and improvements in theory. For example, the

to
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development of national ecpnomic indictors by Kuznets (1941) in,the 1930s
made possible the systematic study of economic development, by providing
a theoretically based and standardized metric of economic ()incomes and
economic growth. As is typically the case, the pioneering wcnt of,Kuznets
did not solve for all time the problem of output and income measnremonts.
His advances paved the way for further research and still further findings.
To illustrate, journalists often conclude from the economic almanac of the
World Bank that the United States_has been surpassed in per-capita real gross
national product by such countries as Switzerlanc4 Sweden, and West
Germany This impression comes from tFanslating Swiss francs, Swedish
crowns, and German marks into dollars using official foreign exchange rates
When the United Nations and the World Bank sponsored a study to survey
what prices people actually pay in spending their various incomes (Kravis et
al., 1975), the errors in these impressions were made clear U.S. per-capita
income still surpasses in real terms that of Canada, Switzerland, Sweden,
and West Germany. In this case, ongoing research into the economic theory
of index numbers by regions, combined with expensive and time-consuming
data gathe4Lon actual local prices and incomes, is producing new insights :-

and understanding of people's economic welfare.

SHIFTS IN CONCEPTUAL AND THEORETICAL Focus

The behavioral and social sciences, like other sciences, are characterized by
dramatic cycles of conceptual innovation, the modification of old perspectives,
and the ttonsideration of new problems on the basis of new Perspectives.
Two examples illustrate this kind of cycle.

First, in classical economics, markets were regarded as peopled with a
number of economic actors (e.g., households, firms) who produced, ex-
changed, and consumed goods and services according to the laws of supply
and demand. Classic'al economists typically made a number of simplifying
assumptions. that all economic actors had full knowledge of market conditions,
that no economic actor had the power singly to influence output or prices,
and that all economic actors wand behave according to some kind of rational
market calculus. Market processes ere the direct objects of study, and the
phenomena that were built into t Ia,ssumptions were not objects for study,
but remained unexamined givens. .

In the subsequent history of economic thought, many of the advances of
knowledge came not only from refining economic analysis in the'context of
these, givens but also from challenging their statusthat is, regarding the
give& as subject to variability and studying them directly as influences on

\conomic processes. Modem economic developments dealing with behavior
under conditions of risk and uncertainty were built on modifications and
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reformulations of the assUmption of perfect knowledge of market conditions.

.The delielopment of theories of imperfect competition challenged the as-
sumption that firms do riot have the power to influence piices or output,
assumed that in fact they did, and generated solutions or outcomes of market
processes that were not possible under classical assumptions. Finally, Keynes
(1936) altered the classical assumption that modern economies have an
inherent tendency toward full employment and would adjust quickly to correct
disturbances that resulted in unemployment. Keynes foresaw the possibility
'of chronic unemployment as an equilibrium position (that is, as the conditton
toward which an etonOmy might tend to .move), which was difficult to
envision under classical assumptions. In these examples the dynamic is one
of questioning what was previously taken as economic reality and reformu-
lating the nature of economic procesSesthat is, making them a special case
of some larger family of processes or making them contingent on a more
inclusive order of determinants than had preyiously been taken into account.
The paper by Heckman and Michael (in Part II) gives an account of recent
conceptual deyelopment in the area of labor economics.

The second example concerns explanations of crime. In the late 19th and
early 20th centuries, the dominant explanations of crime were built on the
assumption that its'main determinants lay in the biological realm, and various
efforts were made' to identify characteristic physical traits or body types
associated with criminal behavior. While these aplanations were crude and
hardly qualify as theory in any formal sense, they,nonetheless contained the
assumption that psychological or temperamental features of criminal behavior
were either altogether unimportant or derivative from more fundamental
biological determinants; moreover, the social contexts of crime were altogether
unexamined Crime was thought to be determined objectively by biological
factors.

Subsequent developments in the study of crime have challenged this
assumption. One new branch of theory and investigation, stimulated mainly
by the psychoanalytic perspective, has regarded crime as the "acting out"
of deep psychological conflicts; for example, in one formulation, criminality
derives from a sense of guilt. Other approaches have stressed social
disorganization and social contradictions as generating crime; o hers have
explained it as behavior learned in particular social environments. STI1others
have focused pn the social determinants of how particular acts come be
defined as crimes, noting that a given act may or may not be regarde as
criminal depending on the odtcome of a political struggle. Drinking, in public
places, which was constitutionally banned at one point,in our history, is a
case in point, aS is the current struggle over the legality of abortion. Some
very recent efforts have acknowledged the importance of all three levels.
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biological, psychological,and socialand have begun the attempt to construct
interactive models incorpoxating a variety' of these kinds of variables

These cycles of reformulation may find their origins at the level of
theoretical discourse, when,theorists attempt to dial lenge the underpinnings
of some explanation and revise it by changing its assumptions, or the
appearance of empirical anomalies that cannot be aLLounted for under aLL.epted
theories may demand new explanations. Whatever their origins, these Lycles
leave in their wake an array of' competitive schools or approaches. In fln
ideal scientific world, the alternative approaches would be assessed, and
accepted or rejected accordingly according to their capauty to acLount tor
observed phenomena and generate new hypotheses. The world is not so
perfect, however: existing approaches do not disappear when new ones
appear, or even when they are shown to be superior. Indeed, sometimes they
need not, since existing approaches may address a different range of problems.
In any event, proponents of The old and new approaches may not agree on
the criteria for a decisive, once-and-for-all evaluation of one theory over
another Again, these tendencies characterize all scientific fields to some
extent.

INTERDISCIPLINARY FERMENT

The continuous development of areas of inquiry also arises -as a kind of
synthetic fusion of ideas and investigations around problems that are not
unambiguously assignable to one discipline but draw on the resources of
many We mention four instances of these kinds of interdisciplinary endeavors.

The first is an interest in the human life-span as a focus of study. A
relatively new, but vital focus of scientific inquiry,. this area has drawn
contributions from developme ntal psychologists, psyLhoanalysts, sociologists,
and demographic historians as well as some physiologists and biologists. An
important insight stemming from this perspective is that developmental change
occurs over the, entire course of life rather than being restricted to the -
childhood years, by the same token, behavior and personality remain malleable
throughout life This discovery has txtremely important policy implications
for the redesign of programs ,and facilities for the .,aged. A more detailed
discussion of these developments is presented in the paper by Featherman
(in Part II).

The second example is the development or an area of.inquiry known as
social choice. Peopled mainly by economists and political scientists but
including some others as well, this special area involves the study of
determinants, dynamics, and outcomes of processes by which societies make
decisions about policies affecting their members, it includes as well the study
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of criteria for evaluating these processes. This area is described in more
detail in Chapter 3.

The third example concerns the great volume of research that goes under
the heading of comparative international research, involving the study of
regions of the world (such as Southeast Asia), the study of transnational
institutions (such as corporations and banks) and the study of international
economic, political, Xnd soCial systems. Built on no single behavioral or
social science discipline, these lines of inquiry are inherently interdisciplinary,
involving economists, geographers, political scientists, social anthropologists,
sociologists, and historians as well as scholars from the humanistic disciplines,
and represent one of the main areas of close and active collaboration between
American and foreign social scientists.

A final example is what has come in the last two decades to be called
policy studies. Policy analysis combines the intellectual efforts of political
scientists, geographers, economists, sociologists, and statisticians. Often
organized in special schools or programs within universities, researchers in
this area investigate the conditions that give rise to particular public policies,
evaluate how well they achieve their objectives, and study the unanticipated
consequences of policy interventions.

As these kinds of interdisciplinary efforts evolve, participants communicate
informally with one another, hold meetings, devdop small professional
associations, and perhaps develop specialized publications such as newsletters
or journals.

A FINAL WORD

Taking into consideration the dynamics of specialization, the development
of data, theoretical shifts, 4nd interdisciplinary activityand the interactions
of all of these with one anotherthe behavioral and social sciences resemble
not so much a map as a kaleidoscope, with continuous growth, shifting
boundaries, and new emphases and highlights.

EXPLANATORY MODES AND METHODS IN THE BEHAVIORAL AND
SOCIAL SCIENCES

As the foregoing has suggested, the behavioral and social sciences are highly
diverse, Tanging from the study of meaning to the study of human fossils.
Nonetheless, it is possible to identify a feyo central themes that characterize
the aims, the modes of explanation, atid the methods of most of these
disciplines.

First, with respect to aims there are two largely.competitive visions, which
gives some credence to the notion postulated by C. P. Snow. that the social
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and behavioral sciences are intermediate between the two cultures of science

and the humanities. The dominant vision is shared _with the biological and

physical sciences. The goal of scientific inquiry is the cumulative development

of ernpirraly verified generalizations about the conditions under which
events or phenomena occur and about how they are organized and interrelated

Attempts to identify the general principles by which organisms learn, to
specify the conditions under which prices rise and fall, and to account for

the tendency of social classes to reproduce themselves are examples of this
general appro'ach, in which the aims of research in the social and behavioral

..,
sciences are taken to be no different from those of any other science. The
fact that many generalizations or laws in the behavioral and social sciences

are probabilistic rather than deterministic, tendencies rather than absolutes,
allies these disciplines with much of biology and with areas of physical

science as diverse as,quantum mechanics and meteorology and distinguishes

them from the deterministic approaches of 19th-century physics aniemistry
Generalization of any sort requires abstraction. Much research in the

behavioral and social sciences involves the systematic study of a limited

number of phenomenavanablesabstracted from the context in which they

are embedded. Formal demography, for example, largely involves the working

out of the interrelations among four variablesbirth rates, death rates, age,
and sexto determine their consequences for the size, growth, and distribution

of populations (see the paper IV Menken and Trussell in Part ,H). Often such

abstraction is required to discern the underlying connections between phe-

' nomena of interest, which tend to be obscured by theacillitional influence of
other factors when studied in context. For example, just as assertions about
the effect of atmospheric pressure on the boiling pbint of water are in fact

assertions about H20 and not about Potomac River water or Pacific Ocean

water, which contain Much more besides H2O, assertions about the respon-

siveness 4f pnces to changes in supply and demand are abstractions from
what actually happens to the price of a particular good being sold at a
particular time in a particular market.

The need to simplify and abstract behavior in the interest of discovering

general laws is seen by some social and behavioral scientists. (indeed, a
sizable fraction in several of these disciplines) as producing results that do

not greatly enhance our understanding of the human condition These scholars
have an,alternative vision. For them, human behavior and social arrangements
are regarded as arising from particular concrete historical circumstances and
hence are appropriately studied in the context of these circumstances. The

goal of research for these scholars thus is not generalizationmany would

question whether the sort of generalization that characterizes the physical

and biological sciences ls possiblebut interpretation. Their emphasis is on
understanding what is distinctive rather than what is general. For example,

4 0
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someone working in this tradition would be less interested in noting the
analogies between Japanese and European feudalism and asking why it isthat similar social forms arose in such widely disparnte: settings than inworking out the speCifics of the relationships between lord and vassal in the
Japanese or European Context. One social scientist has contrasted.the twoapproaches as a "laws-and-instances ideal of explanation" and a "cases,
and-interpretations one" -(Geertz, 1980:165). Both approaches must beencompassed in a complete understanding of the nature of research in the
social and behavioral sciences.

Crosscutting this distinction are differences among and within the behavioral
and social sciences with respect to both the types of data used and the
methods of analysis employed. Like astronomy and geology, most o.f the
behavioral and social sciences are observational rather than experimentaldisciplines. Only in a few of these fields does experimentation play an
important role.. Although relying mainly on nonexperimental data, many ofthese fields are highly quantitative. Relatively elaborate statistical procedureshaves been developed to approximate as closely as possible by statistical
adjustments the kind of control of extraneous factors possible in experimental
procedures.

These distinctions lead naturally to the identification of three distinctivemOdes of analysis: experimentation. statistical control, and statistically
unetrolled observation. As with our catalogue of disciplines, however.
these categories permit only a crude summary of the range and variety of
analytic procedures' used in the behavioral and social sciences. The three
modes of analysis form a framework for the remainder of the discussion inthis chapter.

EXPERIMENTATION
1

In some areas of behavioral and social research, true experimentation is
possible. Experiments are studies in which the objects of study are divided
into categories and the categories are subjected to different treatments. If
differential effects are observed, they are presumed to be due to the difference _in trdatmints. In the behavioral and social sciences,'experiments typically
are conducted by assigning individuals randomly to groups and then subjectingdie groups to different treatments. The necessity for random assignment isdue to the fact that individuals ordinarily differ in ways other than those
being manipulated in the experiment, and these differences may affect the
outcomes. By randomizing the assignment of individuals to different treat-
ments, these extraneous effects are aVeraged out, which makes it possible to
infer, within known limits of error, that whatever post-treatment differences
between groups are observed were caused by the.treatment.
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For example. in a study of the effect of suggestion on memory, Loftus
(1975) showed subjects a brief videotape of an automobile accident, then
asked them questions about it. For half the subjects, one of the questions
was: "How fast was the white sports car going while traveling along the
country road?" For the other half, a similar question was. "How fast was
the white sports car going when it passed the barn w hile traveling along the
country,roadr In fact, there was no barn in the film. Yet when questioned
again about the accident a week later, more than 17 percent of those exposed
to the false information about a barn answered "yes" to the-question. "Did
you see a barn?" In contraM, only about 3 percent of the other subjects
answered "yes" to the same question. Apparently, the assumption of the
existence of a barn during the initial questioning caused many subjects to
incorporate the nopexistent barn into their recollection of the event. Moreover,
a subsequent experiment showed that simply asking people whether they tlad
seen a barna question to which they usually answered "no"was enough
to increase the likelihood that-they would later incorporate a barn intO their
memories Of the accident Research of this kind_has important implications
for eyewitness testimonyr In criminal and civil trials, jurors tend to believe
the testimony of eyewitnesses. Yet, as this and similar experiments show,
such testimony can be faulty.

While _most- experimental work in the behavioral and social sciences is
done in psychology, a particularly interesting set of experimental studies was
carried out by economists and sociologists to investigate the effect of federal
subsidies to low-income families (negative income tax) on the incentive to
seek paid employment. Such experiments were carried out at several sites.
some towns in New Jersey; Seattle, Washington, Denver, Colorado; Gary,'
Indiana; and a number of rural areas. In the New Jersey experiment (Kershaw
and Fair, 1976-1977) the interest was in testing how families would respond
to varying levels of income subsidy and ,vanous rates of ",taxation" (that is,
partial reduction in the subsidy for people who earn income on, their own).
The issue was whether people would lose their incentive to work because
they wereLbeing supported by public funds. This particular experiment
included only families with male heads who were able to work. A sample
of about 1,300 low-income families was selected and subsidized at various
rates for a three-year period. The main finding of this research, which has

A:occasioned some lively debate (Rossi and Lyall, 1976), is that income
sittlsidies do not appear to reduce incentives to work.

STATISTICAL CONTROL

Often in the behavioral and social sciences as in the clinical areas of medical
1

research, true experimentation is not possible. Both ethical and practical
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considerations severely limit the kinds of experiments that can be done using
human subjects. In addition, many events of interest to social scientists are
simply not experimentally nianipulable. The propensity for in-group solidarity
to increase, in wartime, for example, is not something that can be efl:leri-
mentally confirmed; nor can the proposition that social stratification is more
pmnounced in sedentary agricultural societies than in hunter-gatherer societies.

To overcome this limitation, a. variety of statistical procedures have been
devised to simulate experimental conditions by holding constant or controlling
those variables that are thotght to influence a particular outcome but are not
of interest to the investigator, and to investigate the net contribution of each
of several variables .to a given outcome. Such procedures are sometimes
simple and straightforward but can often become quite complex.

A common starting Point in social and behavioral research is the observation
that two variables are associatedthat is, that individuals in a population
tend to have similar values on both variables (or dissimilar values, in which
case we speak of negative association). For example, income and education
are associated, because those with high education tend also.to have high
income; gender and earnings are associated, because men tend to have higher
earnings than women. Over time the homicide rate and the suicide rate of a
population are negatively associated, because one tends to rise as the other
falls.

Association alone does not indicate 'a causal relationship. The association
between two variables may be the product of a third variable that has
determined the value of both, so that their association indicates only a
common cause. An example, made famous by its presentation to many
generations of social science students, is the observation that babies are
associated with storksthat is, areas with lots of storks tend to have high
birth rates. From this observation,,one would not mint to conclude that storks

-bring babies, at least not without first statistically controlling for size of place
in order to test the hypothesis that the observed association arises because
rural areas tend to have both high birth rates and large stork populations.

This example illustrates both the logic and the limitation of statistical
controls. If it turnedbut that within areas (rural and urban) there was no
relationship between stork density and birth rates, we could readily conclude
that the Observed association between babies and, storks was due to their
common cause, the different characters of rural and urban places. But suppose
it turned out that urbri areas with many storks and rural areas with many
storks both had higher birth rates than the corresponding areas with few
storks. Could we then conclude that storks bring babies? No, becatise still
other factors might be involved. Perhaps, due to accidents of geography and
history, storks tend.to be found in Catholic areas (this is a European example).
Catholics tend to have higher ,birth rates than Protestants for reasont that
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have nothing to do with storks. So 'possibly it is religion, not storks, that

affects the birth rate. Or possibly it is sqmething associated with religion to

some degree, like income, .education, or occupation, that is the major
operative force. The point is that, in contrast to experiments, in nonexperi: r

mental work one can never be sure that all of the relevant factors have been

controlled. That is a major limitation of the approach.

In an effort to overcome this limitation, social and behavioral scientists
and statisticians have developed a powerful array of mathematical and

statistical procedures designed to permit inferences about the behavior and
interrelations of sets of variables connected to each Other in complex ways
Multiple regression analysis and its extensions and elaborations have become
standard tools in economics and sociology and are widely used in most of
the other behavioral and social sciences as well (Yan de Geer,,1971). Much
work has gone into the development of formal models, in which the relations
among variables are expressed in terms of mathematicalequations A relatively

simple example of sush a model is described in Chapter 3 in the discussion

of the analysis of status attainment. Much more cc)ttplex models, some
involving hundreds of variables, have been developed for the purpose of
economic forecasting; such models are discussed in Chapter 4.

These developments have gone hand in hand with the development of
sampling procedures that permit inferences to be made about largepopulations

on the basis of information obtained from relatively Small samples, Since

the data used in much social and behavioral research are drawn from people,

.organaations, and other relatively heterogeneous populations, the researcher
is not free to assume that one individual is like every other. One bacterium

may be much like another of the same kind, but one middle-aged male
professor probably is not enough like another that they can be assumed to
be interchangeable. Given this, a researcher interested in the behavior of
middle-aged male professors must either collect data on all of them or on a
sample of them drawn in such a way that it can be assumed, within known

limits of error, to represent all of them. The sample survey, discussed in

Chapter 4, is an important technique for accomplishing this, but behavioral

and social sciekists use sampling protedures to collect other sorts of data as

well. See the paper by Tanur (in Part H) for an extended discussion of this

topic.

STATIS'TICrLLY UNCATROLLED OBSERVATION

There are many research problems in the behavioral and social sciences for

which it is nor possible, practical, or desirable to collect sample data or to

attempt' statistical controls. Such problems cover a broad range, from the

,- analysis of rrihny (although not all) kinds of historical data to the interpretation
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of cultures. Descriptions of myths or rituals often fall into this category,gaining significance from the interweaving of recounted or enacted symbolswith ongoing social relationships. So do processes of change that may beadequately known only from a single well-documented occurrence but thatstill sustain a kind of interpretative generalization if stress is placed on the
contextural setting of the institutions, beliefs, and behavior with which they
are associated. Comparative studies also can be carried out on this basis;i 4 comparisons between a limited number of concrete cases may not permit or
warrant statistical analysis but sometimes can be abstracted into informative
contrasts of strature ahd function. Another example of this kind of study isthe detailed clinical inveStigation of individuals with complex or unusual
personality disorders. Such studies provide the righest kinds of primary data,
capture the texture of social life firsthand,4 and often are valuable as a meansof generating hypotheses. Moreover, there is often no substitute for a richly

_descriptive approach that takes full cOmmand of masses of heterogeneous
and confusing data if One wishes to sort out and assess the significance of
behavioral codes that prevail in a particular society ot culture.

Finally, the search for counterexarhples through what is,essentially uncon-trolled observation can have an important influence on hypotheses about
universals. For example, it was once widely assumed that the nuclear family(mother, father, and children) was a fundamental unit in all societies. Contrarycasesin the ethnographicliterature then were adduced and intensively debated.Was it useful or sufficient, the challenge ran, to base a claim for the family's ,universality on a' definition of 'it in purely formal terms? A functional
approach, which seemed in many regpects more helpful, led to a further
proliferation of possibilities. Should the family be thought of as the primarylocus for the socialization of children? Must we think of it as a coresidential
unit? Should families embody common economic functions' to be recognizedas ,such? Or, at a minimum, is the family merely a proireational unit? What
emerges from continuing discussions along these lines, at least at this Writing,is neither a reatArmed universal rule nor an unequivocal refutation of one,Instead, a social institution has taken on a richer texture Ohen viewed from
opposing as well as complementary perspectives. Variant cases have shedlight on the complexity and adaptability of 'what is undeniably a basic social
feature. We less often test a hypothesis like this than'we come to understand..

its potential range of applitations and ambiguities. Contrary cases, in a word,need not be so much negative as additive.

i
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Knowledge from the

.Behavioral and Social Sciences:

Examples

It is illuminating 'to compare our understanding: of the nature of human
behavior and social organization with beliefs held just a few decades or even
a few years ago. In almost every area of the behavioral and social sciences,
widely accepted undprstandings'have been transformed by ongoing research.

To illustrate the breadth and variety of basic research in, the social and
behavioral sciences, this chapter presents a set of vighettes briefly describing
developments in a few areas of research. .The vast range and variety of
research in the behavioral and.social sciences makes a comprehensive survey
of such efforts impossible in a report of this kind. The committee has found
it possible to proceed only by a process of heroic selection of a few examples
in which there has been substantial advancement of understanding in the
recent past. We imagine that different choices would have been made by
another similarly constituted group, but the necessity for choice could not
have been avoided. Even with regard to areas of research in the*social and
behavioral sciences in which rapid progress is occurring, the topics chosen
for inclusion are but a small fraction. They are intended to provide *a sense
of the variety of activity in these disciplines, in sufficient detail to suggest

',the richness of discovery sometimes attending it. Some but not all orihese
topics are developed more fully in the pap* that accompany this report.

These vignettes serve also to illustrate three fundamental features of basic
research. First, it is often interdisciplinary; second, substantive advances
often depend on improvements in measurement procedures and research
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strategies; and third, research intended purelyto improve understanding often
leads to practical applications. This last point is merely touched on here,
since it is the main topic of the next chapter.
. As these vignettes illustrate, there is a great deal of cross-f5tilization
betweeri'fields, both within and beyond the behavioral and social -sciences,
with respect to theories, concepts, and methods. The study of primate
evolution,, for example, has profited enormously from the development of
biochemical methods for assessing species similarity. Similarly, the study of
sodial stratification was transformed through the use of statistical procedures
first developed for use in population genetics and, in a somewhat independent
line of development, elaborated by econometricians. The new field of cognitive
science has drawn from the insights of linguists, computer scientists, aud
logicians as well as psychologists. And theorists in anthropology, sociology,
and political science who characterize their respective domains as systems
have, over the decades, borrowed organismic and other models from the
biological sciences. Statistical procedures for the analysis of events occurring
over time (time series), developed by statisticians working on problems in
the social sCiences, have been adapted for use in weather and climate
prediction, statistical astronomy, and epidemiological Studies. The propensity
for disciplines to borrow from one another should serve to remind us-of the
arbitrary nature of the labels physical, biological, behavioral, and social
science. Is the study of human origins a biological or a social science? Its
methods are now largely drawn from the physical and biochemical sciences,
while its explanations of human evolution depend heavily on ideas about the
nature of social interaction. Similarly, interpretation of the fossil record
depends in part on an analysis of the implements and cultural debris found
near fossil remains, while the construction of a chronological framework
would often be impossible without the dating methods derived from the

, . physical sciences.
The vignettes are arranged deliberately in no particular sequence to

emphasize that they cannot be fully representative of the totality of work
within particular disciplines; they should be taken in their entirety as an
attempt to convey the variety of research . activity encompassed by the
behavioral and social sciences.

VOTING

The centrality that democratic theory assigns to elections and therefore to
the act of voting has naturally promoted studies of voting, in American
political science and sociology. The essentialhquistions of basic research on
voting are easy to state, although difficult to 'answer: first, at the individual
level, how citizens decide whether to vote and who to vote for; and, second,
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how individual votes are aggregated to make collective decisions (a question

that has close ties with the theory of social choice, discussed belov). Modern
voting research began abbut 50 years ago with the collection of the first
survey data on how individual voters made their decisions. It was given' a
strong boost after World War Il by the failure of commercial polling houses

to predict accurately the outcome of the 1948 presidential election Subse-
quently it has become ai extremely vigorous area, supported by an ongoing

series of national election surveys conducted by the Survey Research Cepter

of the University of Michigan.
The history of this topic has been one of formulation and testing of

successively more complex (and more realistic) models of voting behavior
Early 'research by Lazarsfeld and his colleagues (1944) revealed that actual
voting behavior runs counter to widely held beliefs about hc1w voters decide
among candidatesparticularly to the notion that the typical voter makes a
rational decision based on careful consideration of the candidates' records
and stated positions on issues. These investigators started their research with

the idea that voters behaved somewhat like consumers exposed to advertising

campargns: Over the course of the campaign, voters would be exposed to
competing claims by the candidates, and they would weigh these claims to
arrive at a final voting decision in much the same way as consumers were
presumed to digest the competing claims of advertisers to atrive at a decision

about a brand to purchase. To capture the process bf decision making, they
designed a panel survey, in which the same voters 'tvere interviewed on i
monthly basis, beginning in May 1940, well before the presidential campaign

began, and continuing through the election in November. As-it turned out,

their fundamental premise was erroneous: Almost all voters had made their
'decision in May, before they even knew who the candidates would be. That
is, they voted a party preference, rather than for a particular candidate. Less

than 10 percent of the panel changed their preference during`the campaign,

and these turned out to be the least j.sophisticated voters, whbiwere 'least

involved in the election, their willingness to change preference tas due to
indifference rather than a careful consideration of the alternatives.

These unanticipated results fundamentally altered the conception of voting

behavior and led to the investigation of important new questions: What does

account for swings in the popular vote from one election to tie next? Under
what circumstances do such shifts lead to a fundamental realignment of the

electorate?
A series of biennial surveys of national elections initiated at the University

of Michigan in the 195Qs plus a series of long-term historical studies provided

answers to these questions. While most voters simply follow a party preference,

under circumstances of special stress or special attraction to the candidate of

the opposing party, they may engage in short-ferm defection. Voters recognize
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their defection as such and ordinarily return to their original party in the next
election. However, occasionally there are "critical" or "realigning" elec-tions, in which major, shifts take place in long-term party alignments. The
last definitively critical election period was that of the 1932-1934 presidential
and congressional elections; it is still too early to decide whether the 1980
pres@ential election signaled a new realignment.

The`Michigan studies and others also led to the solution of a number of
other puzzles regarding voting behavior. Why does the party occupying theWhite House invariably lOse congressional seats in ofl'iyear elections? Itturns out to be a matter of who votes. In preSidential election years the voterturnout is higher, drawing people with unstable voting preferences as well
as party regulars, and the party that gets these swing votes captures the White.House, But in off:year congressional.elections only party regulars bother tovote, pulling the vote closer to the long-term equilibriam. Why dorpresidential
and other candidates often seem to take very similar positions near the centerof the ideological spectrum? It can be shown that by taking a positionc"as
close to the center as'possible candidates will maximize the number of votesthey get. This result also accounts for the nonideological character of muchvotingthere is not much room for decision making on the basis of theissues if very little distinguishes the candidatesand has led to a much more
sophisticated version of the rational voter model. Inthis model the emphasis' is on explaining the behavior.of the small fraction of voters in any election.

ps for whom real choicaes are available; it thereby focuses on explaining shifts', .'" 6 in the vote from election to election rather than on aplaining the total votein each election. Such shifts turn out to be largely a matter of rational
responses to candidates' positions on issues perceived to be important byvoters.

Subsequent research has expanded in three directions. First, there has been,
an increase in the range of influences implicated in the voting process, andctirrent models encompass a wide range of influences: voter characteristics,suck as personality-rooted motivalions, learned social and political attitudes,/ role:dependent perceptions and expectations, interpersonal relations and

'pressures, and group-linked and 'institutional constraints; self-presentationsand behaviors of candidates in campaigns; the behavior of the mass media;
the influence of campaign finances and the activities of party organizations
'arid Interest groups; the imrk act of long-term social and economic conditions;
and the facilities and impedi ents of the electoral mechanism itself. ,Second, there has been a very substantial export of the Michigan surveysto other countries, and datkare now beginning to accumulate that will permit
an assessment of whether the votirlg behavior observed in the United Statesis characteristic of industrialized democracies in general. The accumulationof data on past elections also permits us to see how ,stable-voting behavior .has been in the United States over, a period of nearly 30 years. A preliminary
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assessment is tliat party identification is lessening and N ote rs are becoming,
more issue-oriented but that these trends are relatively weak.

Third, there has been increased attention to other parts of the voting
system, apart from decision making by individual voters, with particular
emphasis on strategies adopted by candidates and the legislative behavior of
elected representatives. These and other topics are rev iewed in more detail
in the paper on voting by Converse et al. (in Part II).

HISTORY OF THE FAMILY

As the result of effdits by social scientists in many disciplines who have
vigorously explored data from numerous sources with the aid of muluvariate
statistical procedures, it is now possible to describe modem family life with
a fair integration of the particulars of internal family practices, ethnic, class,
and national cultural settings, nd the location of these styles of life within
vast historical and world trends. As yet no theories prnict or explain such
wide ranges of human behaviOr, but we can now observe and judge family
and population problems with a much higher degree of precision than was
possible 30 years ago The paper by Featherman (in Part II) illustrates the
approach of life-span research to this topic.

It is fitting that American researchers shodd date the origins of their
studies of the family with the publication in 1798 of Malthus's Essay on the
Principle of Population, since the Reverend Malthus based his reasoning on
the,first pdpulation census of the United States. To Malthus and those who
followed him for the next century and a half, the family/ was the product of
historical events, not the maker of history in its own right.

Such an outlook had almost been forced on them. Those were the years
of the population explosion of the Atlantic world, of vast intemational and
transoceanic migrations, of crop failures and famines, of sudden epidemics
of cholera, typhus, and yellow fever, of rapid industrialization, and of the
sudden appearance of ne,a, eines and towns and giant new metropolises. In
such a climate of social transformations, it is no wonder that demographers
and historians N iewfd modem families as the product of massie env ironmental
Shifts, add no wonder, either, that they focused particularly on the tost
commNaDv, typethe nuclear family of husband, wife-rogrd a few child n.

By the early decades of the 20th century, thrOuglu&reful statistical w rk,
'social scientists had charted the major paths of European and Atlantic
migration, mapped the spread of,urbanization and industrialization (Weber,
1899), and established an overall Ilistoncal sequence that seemed to explain
the flourishing of the small nuclear family in urban industnalized societies.

At this point in the progress of family scholarship, the anomalies greOtt
importance. The French population did not migrate oveiseas aS' readily as
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other Europeans, and the French rural pOpulation had been sharply limiting
its family size for decades before any mechanized factories or industrial
towns pi:tared. the fertility of the Irish population never recovered from
the potato famines of the 1840s. In the United States the birth rate had fallein_
steadily with every census from 1800 on, despite ample harvests and abunda
land (it did not begin to rise until 1950). After World War I European
populations did not replace their losSes either as fast as previously or as fast
as their governments urged them to. Clearly there was a latitude to family
decision making about marriage, births, and employment that far exceeded
the Malthusian cycles of food and famine or the later model of demographic
transition from premodern culture to urban industrialized cultuie. The desire
to improve the quality of family and demographic history gained urgency
after.World War II, when populations of non-European nations exploded and
the question arose ass to whether the European experience with the flourishing
of the small nuclear family would repeat itself throughout the modern world.

Today's answer to this postwar question is a complicated one, because we
have learned that the European experience compounded many more ingredients
than formerly were recognized. The first step in recognizing this complexity
began with a careful reexamination of time series data on American and
European families, a process facilitated by the introduction of the computer
and the improvement of demographic estimation techniques (which are
described in the paper by Menken and Trussell in Part ID.

At the same time the question of non-European economic' development
spurred another reexamination of American history. In this case economists
concerned with the relationships among capital formation, migration, and
population growth began to tabulate these variables on a regional basis,
comparing one aspect of the nation's experience with others. In this-research
the family and its aggregated decisions to move, to marry, and to have
children appeared as an active force in history, not merely as an outcome of
other forces (Kuznets and Thomas, 1957-1964).

From quite another direction sociologists began to question the proposition
tlfat the modern nuclear family had taken its form to meet the demands of
the modern factory. Perhapsohey reasoned, the factoty itself, in some of its
hist* and in some of its, current particulars of hours, work rules, and
employment policies, reflects the preferences .of families. And so it turned
out. A core institution of industrialization thus proveko be part of a complex
interaction among large and small social forces (Smelser, 1959;, Hareven,
19750-lirsc1., 1978; Hershberg, 1981).

Freudian psychology provided yet another impetus for family and demo-
graphic study. The Freudians' stress . on the importance of childrearing
practices (E. Erikson, 1950) encouragid the interests of anthropologists, who
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in turn speculated that perhaps alternative family practices might have major

consequences for modern ethnic, class, and even national cultures This

anthropological work in turn stimulated historians, who began \caref.til studies

of villages in which the family histories of entire settlements were undertaken

The anthropological example was 'further imitated in that attention was
focused on the interrelations among all the local institutionsthe religion.
economy, and jechnOlogy. As might be expected, villages proved to be far

from uniform, and, more surprising, they revealed many modern character-

istics, even in the Middle Agesfor example. nuclear families and high

rates of geographic mobility. Centered in a group at Cambridge University

in England, this historical work on villages and families soon generated fresh

interpretations of European and American social and family history (Laslett,

1965, 1969; Wrigley, 1969; Grevern, 1970).
As a result of the rapid accumulation of such a variety of studies, the

conception of the family shifted from that of a mere mechanical respondent

to that of an interacting human institution.that both molds and is molded by

rciety and history.
No overarching theoretical synthesis has yet resulted. Social scientists

cannot yet link in any causal statement all the important variables of family

life, which range from courtship practices and child care to industrialization

and urbanization But the cumulation of recent research does permit us to be

much more specific about what must be attended to in order to describe or

discuss the present or past circumstances of a nation's population.

We have learned, that family practices with respect to marriage, children,

employment, property, and extended kin are culturally specific Whether we

are observing the impact of a factory's coming to a village or of acountryman's

moving to the city, we know to watch for a range of possible responses.

Sometimes the responses of families are communitarian and involve extensive

connections with churches, clubs, and labor unions; other families at other

times. respond to change by elaborating their kin networks; others pursue

highly fhdividualistic education and property-oriented responses; still others

fry to carry On as if no changes had taken place around them (Baton, 1975)

Furthermore-, we have learned thaLmodern urbanized populations conduct

their- family- life according class subcultures, and, to male matters more
complicated, each of these class subcultures is subject to trends of fashion

if'. family goals and family behavior. For example, the current middle-class

American pattern of attentive and. permissive childrearing became a fashion

hmong that class in the late 19th century. How long tile fashion will flourish

is unpredictable, but it is useful to notice that a similar fashion, among a
similar class, prevailed in England from the late 17th to the early 19th

century, when it was replaced by a more repressive mode. All the latest-
.
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summary work in family history stresses the class structure and class wavesof family fashions, and this work contends that the waves of fashion do notcorrespond to economic or political cycles (Stone, 1977).

BEHAVIOR AND HEALTH

As the effects of psychosocial and behavioral variables on biological processeshave come to be recognized, the social and behavioral sciences haverrralk -increasingly important contributions to the understanding of problems ofphysical health. Many medical problems, including heart disease and cancer,
appear to be influenced by behavioral and social variables, such as habits ofliving (e.g., smoking; diet, alcohol, exercise), and by what has been termed
psychosocial stress. The processes linking behavior to physical illness are ofthree types: (1) direct alterations in tissue function through, the brain's .influence on- hormone production and other physiological responses topsychosocial stimuli, particularly stress; (2) health-impairing habits and life-styles, such as smoking, heavy drinking, lack of exercise,' poor diet, and -poor hygienic practices; and (3) reactions to illness, including minimizationof the significance of symptcims, delay in seeking medical care, and failure

-.- to comply with treatment and rehabilitation regimens. These processes arereviewed in greater detail in the paper by Krantz et al.,(in Part II).

,

DIRECT PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS

In the first category are bodily changes that occur under conditions of stressin the absence of 'external agents such as cigarette smoke or high-cholesterolfood. Stress has been defined
as a.nonspecific response of the body to externaldemands that are placed on it (Selye, 1956); in a more psychological.sense,

stress refers to a perceived imbalance lletween the demands imposed on anindividual and his or her felt ability to tope with them (Cox, 1978). Examples
of stress-inducing stimuli are work pressures, marital disruption, and geo-graphical mobility.

1

Physiological responses to stress include neural and endocrine activity,which in turn can influence a wide range of bodily processes', includingmetabolic rate, cardiovascular and autonomic nervons system functioning,
40 and immune reactions (Mason, 1971; Levi, 1979). Shormerm stress responsesinclude hormonal and cardiovascular reactions (e.g., increased heart rate,higher blood pressure), which may precipitate clinical disorders (e.g., stroke,

cardiac instabilities, and pain symptoms) in predisposed indiyiduals. If thestressful stimuli are pronounced, prolonged, or repetitive, theresult may bechronic dysfunction in one or more systems (e.g, the gastrointestinal orcardiovascular systenis).
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Research oh psy chosocial Nd anables related to the pathogenesis of cardio-
vascular disorders provides a good example of direct psychophysiological
effects in the etiology of disease. Perhaps the most thoroughly investigated
psychosocial risk factor for coronary heart disease is what is called the, type
A behavior pattern (Rosenman and Friedman, 1974). Type A personalities
are characterized by extrethe competitiveness and striving for achievement,
a strong sense of time urgency and impatience, hostility, and aggressiveness.
Personalities that do not exhibit this syndrome of traits are designated type
B Although several studies, have documented an assoLiation between type
A behavior and coronary heart, disease, the best evidence comes from the
Western Collaborative Group Study (Rosenman et al., 1975), in which more
than 3,000 initially healthy men, ages 39 to 59, were assessed on a
comprehensive array of social, dietary, biochemic,al, clinical, and behavioral
varia6les. A follow-up study after eight and a half years showed that subjects
exhibiting type A behavior at the study's inception were about twice as likely
as type B individuals to develop coronary heart disease. This differential in
risk persisted when statistical procedures were usedto control for the influence
of other risk factors, such as cigarette smoking, serum cholesterol, and high
blood pressure In other words, these other factors do not account for the
difference between type A and type B individuals in the probability of
developing heart disease.

HEALTH-1MPAIRING HABITS AND LIFE-STYLES

Another way in which behavior leads to physical illness is the pursuit by
some individuals of habits and styles of life that are damaging to health.
Personal habits play a critical role in the developnient of many serious
diseases. digarette smoking is probably the most salient behavior in this
category, for it has been implicated as a risk factor in the three leading
causes of death in the United States. coronary heart disease, cancer, and
stroke Poor diet, lack of exercise, excessive cobsumption of alcohol, and
poor hygienic practices have also been linked to disease outcotnes. These.
habits may be deeply rooted in cultural practices or initiated by social
influences (e.g., smoking, to obtain peer group approval). They may be
maintained as part of an achievement-oriented life-style or by the interaction
of biological- and behavioral mechanisms of addiction. Therefore a major
focus of research in behavioral medicine has been on the role of sociocultural
systems, life-styles, and psychophysiological processes in the etiology and
pathogenesiSof chronic diseases. Considerable attention has also been directed
toward the development of techniques to modify those behav iors that constitute
risk factors for illnesses. ,

A particulartr interesting example of the complex interplay between
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psychological and biological processes is the demonstration by Schacter et
al. (1977) that heavy smokers adjust their sinoking rate to_keep the nicotine
level in their body at a roughly constant level, so that the rate of smoking
depends on the rate of nicotine excretion and breakdown by the body. The
rate of nicotine excretion depends in part on the acid-base balance (pH) of
the urine, which in turn can be altered by psychologial stress or anxiety. A
physiologically mediated craving for cigarettes thus depends directly on the
smoker's Psychological state, explaining why stuoksrs tend to light ttp a
cigarette when they are nervous.

41

REACTIONS TO 'ILLNESS AND THE SICK ROLE

A third process through which behavior leads to physical illness is the practice .
of some individuals of minimizing the sig cance of symptoms, delaying
in seeking medical care, or failing to compl

r
ith treatment and rehabilitation

regimens One prominent example is the sizable number of heart attack
patients who procrastinate in seeking hely, thereby endangering their chances
of survi'Val. Many other examples exist of circumstances in which people
refuse to acknowledge that they are sick and hence do not do what is
necessary to get well. These actions are representative of a larger area of
study concerned with the way people react to the experience of organ
dysfunction as well as to the experience of being in the role of a sick person.
To succeed, medical therapies require that a patient follow his or her
physician's advice, yet an extensive literature reports low rates of compliance
with health and medical care regimens (Sackett and Haynes, 1976). Accord-
ingly, there has been considerable research on social and psychological
prbtesses involved in patients' reactions to pain and illness, the decision to
seek medical care, and compliance with medical treatments.

A good deal of attention has been given to isolating factors that influence
or predict compliance (Sackett and Haynes, 1976, Becker, 1979). contrary
to the expectations of the medical professions social and demographic
characteristics such as age, sex, marital and socioeconomic status, and
educational level turn out to have little relation to compliance; the most
imPortant influence on compliance is the quality of the doctor-patient
interaction. Physicians who engender trust on the part of their patients and
who explain, the treatment regimen in comprehensible ways achieve much
greater compliance than do otherg.

1".111MARY GROUPS IN LARGE-SCALE SOCIETY

One of the lairlents of modern life, promoted'heavily in the rhetoric of the
popular press, is that' the scale of society is too large. Big cities, big
government, big business, big chools have led to a depersonalization ofr;
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relationships and.the decline of the primary groupcomposed of family,
friends, and neighborsas the organizing basis of social life. As with all

such generalizations, there is a grain of truth to this one. There no doubt hls

been a shift in the character of Modern life, epitomized in such phrases as

"mass society" and "the eclipse of community."
Yet, to paraphrase Mark Twain, rumors of the death of the primary group

have proved greatly exaggerated. Social scientists working in different corners

of society have repeatedly confirmed the hardiness and tenacity of the primary

group, often in unlikely places. Consider' the following. In the Chicago
school of urban sociology, which developed mainly during the period of very

* rapid industrialization and urbanization in the first third of this century and

which dominated sociology at that time, cities had come to be regarded as a

kind of epitome of depersonalization if not outright disorganization of modern

social life (Zorbaugh, 1929, Wirth, 1938): Careful empirical research has,

however, corrected this view. . One of the classic studies in sociology employing

field observation, Whyte's Street Corner Society (1955), revealed the

pervasiveness of men's friendshiii groups, which constituted the main source

of social cohesiveness for men in the Italian-American slums of Boston
Years later, Elliot Liebow (1967) observed -the 'same phenomenon among
lower-class blacksin Washington, D.C., who, while experiencing the greatest
fragilit? and instability of their work and family lives, fell back into
neighborhood friendshipgroups for support, intimacy, and material help

Still more recent research by Carol Stack (1974) has refuted the stereotype

of family disintegration among' lower-class blacks, documenting the stabilitx

of kin-based networks of social support. Recent survey; research in urban

areas has shown a similar persistence of familial, friendship, and ethnic bases

of integration for most people, although the "skid row" population and the

urban elderly are major exceptions (Fischer, 1976). And even among these

people, a considerable degree of social -cohesion and mutual aid exists

(Hochschild, 1973).
The myth of,the factory as a stronghold of depersonalization has also been

debunked. The classic work on this topic was carried out by a research team
studying the Hawthorne plant of the Western Electric Company in Chicago
in the 1930s. This research revealed that work groups tended to develop into
cohesive social systems that had a profound influence on workers* =Veil.
and even productivity. In particular, members of these informal groups were

shown to influence the rate of production on the line by sanctioning fellow

workers who deviated too much from an,informally set rate (Roethlisberger

and Dickson, 1947). Subsequent researeli has confirmed the power of the
informal group to either facilitate or disrupt the' workings of formal bureau-

cracies and to either reinforce or su6vert higher authorities (Bensman and
Gerver, 1963; Roy, 1972'; Stoddard, 1972).

The market, also a prime symbol of depersonalization in contemporary
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life, is infused with primary groups mid their influence. Pioneering work byLazarsfeld and Katz uncovered what they described as a "two-step flow ofinfluence" in decisions to buy products, attend movies, and the like. Anygiven community includes certain "influentials," who maintain close touchwith national and international advertising. The remainder of the buyers,normally out of tduch with or uninfluenced by advertising, are nonetheless
influenced personally, largely through informal contact with the influentialsin the community (Katz and Lazarsfeld, 1955). A subsequent study of thespread of the use of an antibiotic drug also indicated that one or the mostimportant kterminants of whether 2 physician would adopt the drug was thedegree to which he or she interacted with and was influenced by olter
physicians (Coleman et al., 1966).

Even under circumstances of outright rand extreme disorganization, theinfluence of the primary group persists. Studies of disasters (tornadoes,floods, explosions) show that much of what appears superficially to betianicky or random behavior on the part of community residents is actuallyinterpretable as evidence of their efforts to join or help family and friendselsewhere in the community (Killian, 1952). And in a recent study of a flooddisaster in a mining community in West Virginia, whose informal neighbor-hood and community life had been decimated over the decades by economichardship and out-migration, Kai Erikson (1976) observed how the absenceof primary group ties contributed greatly to the depth and prolongation ofthe community's subsequent despair and depression.
Studies of drug use have revealed the importance of primary groups inunderstanding a form of deviant, behavior that previously had been thoughtto be either a consequence of biological vulnerability or the product of forces

affecting society at large. Drug use in the contemporary United States is nowseen to begin as casual partying behavior among pairs ,or small groups ofclose (but generally short-term) high school friends, to continue in a seriesof casual, mainly adolescent relations, remaining most strongly entrenched'when family members, especially siblings or spouses, regularly share drugs,and to decline or end when family or coworker ties not involving drugs arestrong. This picture seems to be broadly true of illicit drugs ranging frornmarijuana (Kandel, 1980) to PCP.(Feldrnan et al., 1979) to heroin (Gouldet ai., 1974; Hughes, 1977).

4411

THE ANAVSIS OF STATUS ATTAINMENT

The study of social stratificationthe unequal distribution of power, privilege,and Prestige in societyand social mobilitythe stability ,and change inthese thtributes from generation to generation and during the life course
was radically transformed with the publication in 1967,2f Blau and Dunean'sThe Ntnerican Occupational StrnIcture. Prior to the work of Duncan and his
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colleagues, stratification and mobility generally had been conceiNed as separate
phenomena, and the study of social mobility had been concerned mainly
with assessing whether American society was becoming less open, that is,
whethecequality of opportunity was declining. This question was pursued
through the analysis of cross-tabulations of father's occupation, divided into
roughly hierarchically ordered categories, by son's occupation.

Blau and Duncan reconceptualized mobility as a process of status attain-
ment. in which a father's occupation was but one of many factorsOucation,
occupation, income, and similar attnbutesinfluencing his son's accomplish-
ments (The initial restriction of analysts to men was strictly a convemence.
subsequent research extended the anal) sis to women and to characteristics
of both parents ) Moreover. borrow ing statistical procedures developed by
the geneticist Sewall Wright (and Independently by several econometncians).
Blau and Duncan were able to represent and quantify complex processes of
status attainment through what are called path models and corresponding
systems of structural equations. In this v ay they moved beyond mere static
description of people's status charalenstics to a dynamic characterization of
the Amencan stratification system (for useful reNiews of these developments
see Bielby. 1981. Featherman. 1981. and Mare. 1980). For an interesting
approach to this work from a life-span perspectiNe. see the paper by Featherman
(in Part II).

The creation of scales to measure such concepts as educational attainment
and occupational status has been an important part of research in this area.
The measurement of occupational status, in particular, has been the subject
of an extensive and cumulative research tradition of great theoretical
importance One tradition has focused on the relame prestige of occupations,
studying how and w hy occupations differ in their prestige. demonstrating the
essential invariance of occupational prestige hierarchies across time and space

(Treiman, 1977). and developing prestige scales to measure the status of
occupations (Siegel, 1971; Treiman. 1977). Another tradition has focused
on the socioeconomic aspects of occupations as the basis for creating an
occupational status scale that is widely used in status attainment research
(Duncan, 1961).

The model of status attainment shown in Figure 1 relates fatherucational
attamment. father's occupational status, son's educational attainment, the
status of the son's first job, and the status of the son's job in 1962, the time
of the data collection. This model states that a son's educational attainment
depends on his father's educational and occupational status (plus a set of
unmeasured factors uncorrelated with father's education or occupational
status); Oat the status of the son's first job depends on his own education
and his father's occupational status, and that the status of his job in 1962
depends on his education, the status of his first job, and the status of his
father's job. The coeffitcients in the model (which are in fact standardized
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FIGURE 1 Path model of the process of status attainment in the United States, for malts from
nonfarm ongms aged 20 to 64 in 1962 Educational attainment is measured by years of school
completed, oecupational status is asured by Duncan's Socioeconomic Index (Source. Blau
ind Duncan, 1967 170) Repnnt0 y permission of the Free Press, a division of Macmillan
Publishing Co., Inc

regression coefficients estimated from data) indicate the relative importance
of these causal connections.

From 'Models such as these it is possible to draw important substantive
inferences. Consider the role of education in social mobility. A good deal of
both sociological and popular writing in the 1960s portrayec(American society
'as One in which individuals largely inherit their status from their parents and
in which the educational system serves mainly as an instrument of- status
transmission rather than as a means of freeing people from their social origins.
Applying the algebra of path analysis to the model shown in Figure 1, Blau
and Duncan (1967:200-201) were led to conclude the contrary, that a "very
considerable amount of 'status modification' or occupational mobility does
occur," and that "far from serving in the main as a factor perpetuating initial
status, education operates primarily to induce variation in occupational si'atus,,
that is independent of initial status." This is an important conclusion in terms
of what it tells us about the strUcture of American society. And it is by no
means inwidvely obvious, but is rather a derivation from the model.

This simple five-variable model can hardly be- iaken as a fully adequate
representation of the process ofoccupational attainment in American society.
A great deal of subsequent work has been done to elaborate the model by
including additional social origin variables, personality and attitude variablts,
indicators of the character of the interpersonal environment, -and multiple
measurements of occupational experience through the course of the career
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(see in particular Duncan et al., 1972; Jencks et aL, 1972; Sewell and
Hauser, 1975, Featherman and Hauser, 1978, and Jencks et at., 1979). It is
of interest to note that es en the elaborated models lease much of the sanation
in occupational status unexplained. RatheltVan regarding this as evidence of
the ihadequacy of the model, however, sociologists regard it as a consequence
of the openness of the stratification system of the United States. Would many
wish to Ilse in a society in which the occupational attainments of individuals
are entirely or esen largely determined by their social origins and a handful
,of additional variables?

Similar models lime also been estimated for women and for members of
minonty groups, and these models lime been elaborated in ways that permit
systematic comparison of sources of inequality of opportunity and achievement
on the basis of race, sex, and ethnic status. Similar procedures have been
used to assess trends in opportunity structures and achievement patterns,
especially through a careful replication of the 1962, Blau and Duncan study
by Featherman and Hauser a decade later (Featherman and Hauser', 1978).
Finally, the Blau and Duncan research has served as a mOdel for a number
of similai studies conducted in foreign countries. This work will permit
systenac comparisons of the process of status attainment in different types
of societies, although substantial measurement problems will ,niagd to be
solvea before this becomes a reality.

Work currently under way is beginning to address the relationship between
the achievements of individuals and the way educational systems and labor
markets are structured to create differential opportunities and incentives for
schooling, jobs, and promotions. k :is work shows promise of providing a
much ncher description of the privresses leading to variations in success in
the United States and in other countries.

Much of the power of the modeling procedure used in the study of status
attainmentpath analysis and structural equation modeisderives from itS
requirement for precise specification of the hypothesized model and its
capacity to provide statistical estimates of the adequacy of the model. These
requirements make it much easier to understand and to criticize the work of
others, even that in other disciplines (e.g., economics), and so have increased
the rigor with which theoretical disagreements can be pursued. Perhaps for
this reason, these causal modeling procedures have been widely adopted in
sociology and other social sciences (see Bielby and Hauser, 1977, for a
review of this development).

s.

INFORMATION PROCESSING 18''YCHOLOGY

The past quarter century has seen the birth of a new disciplinecognitive
sciencewhich encompasses parts of psychology, linguistics, computer
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science, anthropology, and philosophy and bears a close connectiOn to
neuroscience. At the heart of this development was a shift from the
behavioristic approach of expefimental psychology and its preoccupation
with simple memory and learning to an information processing approach and
its preoccupation with human thinking and problem solving. For more
comprehensive reviews of this topic see, National Research Council (1981)
and Simon (1980, 1981).

.
A central aspect of the informatiOn processing approach is the use of

detailed computer programs to make theories about human problem solving
explicit. Two important contributions of this work are (1) the development
of computer programs that can make decisions, solve problems, and carry
out other processes that in humans v3e call thinking and (2) the discovery
that human thought can be 'described in terms of programs consisting of the
storage, comparison, and manipulation of symbols. Computer simulation of
human thinking has'clone Much to release the study of thinkinefrom the hold
of vitalism and make it instead a systematic domain of scientific exploration.

One outgrowth of this work is the field known as artificial intelligence,
which is concerned with programming computers to "think," Computers
have Been successfully programmed to play expert or master-level chess, to
diagnose disease, to discover reaction paths for the production of .organic
compounds, and to recognize spoken language. Many of these programs,
however, rely on a brute force approach that would be impossible for humans,
taking advantage of the size and. speed of modern computers to engage in
massive searches. In this sense they simu te the function but not the process
of thinking, much as airplanes simulate th function but not the process of
birds in flight.

Some artificial intelligence ograms, however, incorporate what is known
about the corresponding hu an processes, especially strategies that enable
humans to be highly select' e in their search for solutions. These strategies
have been revealed by research analyzing the detailed character.of human
thinking and problem-solving processes. Much of this research has been
conducted by creating computer programs that simUlate the process by which
humans think, process information, and solve problems. This is done by
having human problem solvers "think out loud" about what they do, then
programming computers to, do similar things and comparing the program in
detail with the behavior of the human problem solvers to ensure that the

'simulation of human behavior is accurate.
An underlying assumption 4 the information processing approach is that

the programs of thought consist of a set of elementary mental operations.
Since many of these.mental operations are not available to consciousness,
the empirical analysis has been an important branch of the field and a major
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way in Which its techniques have received applications in educational,
industriaL and medical settings.

.

To take one example, it is well known that a small amount of information
can be stored in a short-term, readily accessible buffer memory. It has been
.shown that such memory consists of a small number of Chunks of information
(Simon, 1974). These chunks can be searched at a rate of about 30 milliseconds
per chunk (Stemberg, 1966). Individuals differ greatly in the capacity and
search rate of this system, but the overall structure appears similar among
individuals, over the life-span, and in greatly differing tasks such as mental
arithmetic. reading, and chess playing Much of the increased development
of such capacity in early' life is due to improved familiarity with the items
to be stored (Chi, 1976). It is possible to increase the size of the buffer
memory through altering the formation of chunks. One study showed that
training could increase the number,of digits stored from 7 to about 80 by the
develophient of pro. per chunking strategies (Chase et al , 1981). Teaching
these strategies has been show n to have important effects on'the functional
memory capacity of both normal and retarded persons (Bejmont and Butter-

eld, 1971). Such chunking strategies greatly improv e short-term memory
apacity:since they do so uniformly across individuals, however, they are

not the source of the differences.among people in memory span (Lyon,
1977). ,

Stored information may be vievved e terms of distinct formats. Thus a/
written word can activate a visual code, a phonological code, and a complex
network of associations, ,a meaning code (Posner, 197A. In reading it is
possible to access the semantic network either from the N isual or phonological
code. The visual form of the word serves as the major means of unlocking
the meaning of the word for most readers, but the phonological code appears
necessary for storing information in a way that will lead to understanding
the meaning of the passage (KJeiman, 1975). Deaf persons have difficulty
in reading largely because they have deficits, in representing the phonological
structure of the language, and therefore have problems with storage and
retrieval. These findings have obvious' importance in diagnosing reading
difficulty among those who suffer from what is called dyslexia. In striking
cases of dyslexia induced by brain injury, the patient may be able to access
the meaning and be unable to read the name of a word whose associations
he or she knows quite well (Coltheart et al., 1980, see also the paper by
Carpenter and Just in Part II on reading as _a cognitive process).

While the information processing approach has been productive in linking
human cognition to artificial intelligence through the concept of mental
programs, it also provides creative opportunities to link cognition to the
brain's underlying neural structure. The ability to time-lock elementary mental
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operations (that is, to identify precisely when one occurs th relation to when
others occur) provides a number of experimental techniques for linking
cognition and brain processes. It is known that the subjective experience of
concentration on a stimulus event increases brain wave activity, as can be
indexed in an electroencephalogram in terms of an amplification of components
that occur in ,the first few hundred milliseconds after the stimulus event ")
(Donchin et al., 1978). In the case of spatial attention (that is, recognition
of spatial relations), a cognitive capacity that humans share with other
organisms, it is possible to examine changes in cellularactivity that correspond
to the mental operation of shifting attention from one part of the visual field
to another. When people shift..their eyes to a peripheral visual event, it has
been shown that the processing of a target occurring in the neighborhood of
that event begins to improve about 200 milliseconds before the eyes start to.
move (Posner, 1980).

The information processing approach has already led to enhanced under2
standing of the somplex mental performance involved in creativity, memory,
language, and the acquis.ition of other skills (Newell and Simon, 1972;
Anderson, 1980). It has also provided a framework that shows promise of
guiding explorations in the iieural substrate, the functioning of the brain as
an information processing system, which has to date proved nearly intractable.
As Herbert Simon notes (1981:7):

We have a situation exactly like that in Nineteenth Century chemistry, where a quite
elaborate and powerful theory of chemical reactions was built up long before physical
thedries of atomic structure were available to explain Why certain compounds were
stable and others unstable,.why certain reactions occurred and others did not. As the
present situation in the theory of elementary particles also illustrates, this kind of
top-down, skyhook support for natural science theories is not at all unusual. If it
were not so, the whole structure of scientific knowledge would tremble at each
perturbation of the theory of quarks Thus, cognitive science is concerned with a
kind of "mental chemistry," and has made few connections, up to the .present
moment, with the physiological substratum, which is surely there but whose relations
with the symbolic systems it supports are not yet understood. The hope is that
understanding of the symbol system will lead to better understanding of the neural-, substrate, an instance of behavioral research'paving the way for physiological research.

ORIGINS OF AGRICULTURE

Studies of the origins of agriculture essentiallji began in the years following
World War II. Earlier archaeological interest in the Near East, in Mesoamerica,
and in the central Andes, the regions where these origins are nolk thought
to have occurred, had largely centered on the fully developed civilizations
that followed some millennia later. The monumental art, architecture, and
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(in some cases) historical 44s left behind by these civilizations were
important acquisitions for museums, which ,.sponsored a large part of the
archaeological research By contrast, the transition from food gathering to
food production generally left few vestiges suitable for popular exhibit. Yet
as a milestone of human achievement it IX as fully comparable to the nse of
urban civilization. Loili

Following the postwar shift of the bulk of archaeological activity from
museums to, universities, conditions existed for a rapid acceleration of effort
on the question of the rise of agriculture. Economic and social development
had become a theme of intense comparative study within the social sciences,
and this interest extended to archaeological research as well. In a fundam ntal
alteration of vtewpoint, archaeologists directed attentipn away from the udy
of individual archaeological relics and their stylistic associations and to
the contextual reconstruction of broadly changing patterns of subsisten e,
technology, and social organization, which lay at the core of the introduction
of agriculttire This alteration of viewpoint was facilitated by the favorable
opportunities for interdisciplinary work existing in universities and by the
support consistently given to such studies by the National Science Foundation.

Most of the major advances in our understanding of the origins of agriculture
have depended on the interdisciplinary cooperation of social, biological, and
physical scientists. Great improvements in dating techniques (e.g., radiocar-
bon diting) are probably the most widely known example, but there were
developments of coMparable importance in other areas as wellthe analysis
of the plant and animal remains of species that became domesticated and
analysis of soils, pollen, and other sources of information for environmental
reconstruction. Nor were artifacts neglected in thes'e cooperative processes
of technical adv ance. Emphasis has ltifted, however, from stylistic analyses
of relatively rare complete specimens to analyses of microwear patterns (to
understand how tools were used), of the debris of manufacture, and of the
behavioral pattems represented byi thousands of broken fragments of tools
and pottery.

The primary objective of study is no longer the recovery of physical
remains, nor even tlie description of the newly developing technologies
associated with extraction, processing, storage, and consumption that were
immediately responsible for the successful introduction of agriculture. What
is now of greatest interest is the reconstruction of ,interrelated social and
subsistence systems as they evolved over time. Just as the cultural equipment
was subject to continuous modification and improvement, so also were the
plant and animal species more and more sharply distinguished from their
wild prototypes by selective harvesting or breeding. Subsistence strategies
and perceptionsof the socially constituted groups adopting them, of the
natural world, of nsk and opportunity and how to meet thernare and have
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-always been cultural)", influenced and passed on. For this reason the study
of agricultural origins has peen primarily organized and conducted by
anthropologically oriented archaeologists. ,..

The adoption of food production as an alternative to hunting and gathering
is now known to have begun independently in the Old and New Worlds not
long after the Pleistocene or Ice Age drew to a close about 12,000 years ago.
It appears to have occurred repeatedly and more or less independently in
many different settings in both hemispheres, based on locally differentiated
complexes of potentially domesticable Tood r ources. There are indications
that experimentation along these lines may eve have begun some thousands
of years earlier in especially favorable settings ( .g., the Nile Valley), Trade-
offs were involved in accepting a more sedentary way of life through much
of the seasonal cycle in order to promote husbandry,, and it seems clear h at
the produCtivity and security we associate with agriculture became appa ent
only very slowly and gradually. SometiMes there is reference to a food-
producing revolution, and the term correctly calls attention to the cumulatively
decisive change that took place and to its relatively accelerated pace. As an
advance that has proved to be in a icroad sense irreversible, it certainly bears
comparison with the industrial revolution of the late 18th and 19th centuries.
But the earlier change is better visualized as a process linking, numerous,
increasingly complex and interdependent adaptations, rather than as an event
proceeding swiftly and self-consciously from a limited series of identifiable ....

,discoveries.
The two htarths where the process of conversion to agriculture is currently

best understood are the Near East and Mesoamerica. Others, not yet so well
documented but.quite possibly of comparable antiquity, are in Southeast Asia
and probably in China, East Africa, and tropical South America. TheNear
East was, on the basis of current evidence, the earliest locus. Coinciding
with a period of climatic and vegetational shifts, settled village farming
communities had made their appearance there by about 9,000 years ago. The ..,;

region of earliest cultivation of the wild grasses that were the progenitors of 1

modern wheat and bqrley lay immediately east of the Mediterranean, whilesI
at about the same,time sheep and goats may have been first domesticated
along-the flanks of the Zagros and Taurus mountains somewhat farther east.
Additional crops and domestic animals were added to these over several
succeeding millennia.

The Mesoamerican equivalent of this process is best known from south
central Mexico, where morphological changes in tke remains of 9,000-year-
old Squash suggest the beginnings of domestication. Domestic maize and
beans appeared two millennia or so laier, burmaize, in particular, required
several millennia of further selective breeding before great enlargement of
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The ears and kernels permitted it to serve as the foundation of subsistence for
American Indians. Numerous fruits and vegetables were gradually added to

the food crop complex. Domesticated aniinals'were of minor importance in

most New World areas until the coming Of the Spaniards in the 16th centuiy
Most social scientists today have grown increasingly dubious about the

adequacy of simple, single-cause explanations for anything, and the .archae- ......

ologists among.them are no exception. Few of those specializing in this
subject believe that there is any single factor, or even closely related set of

factors, that was repeatedly responsible for the initial introduction and

subsequent spread of an agricultural way of life. One'of the earliest plausible

suggestions was that the enforced propinquity of humans and potential
domesticates along the fringes of shrinking oases initiated a successful process

of experimentation leading to husbandry. This hypothesis assumed that

climatic change was a factor, an
a number of converging lines o scientific evidence, although shrinkin

1.

g.
is mplion that finds at least partial support

oases are no longer seen as a likely locus. The propinquity orhuman groups
and potential domesticates is an obvious precondition (thus helping to locate

some of the hearths) but not an explanation. 'More recent work has tended
to focus on zones in which wild subsistence resources were subject to

periodic, critical interruption, intensifying pressures for innovations that
would provide greater security regarding food supplies According to another

hypothesis, , relatively more permanent, year-round settlements were_ first

dictated by other components of the food quest, such as a dependence on

fishing or shellfishing. This led in turn to attempts to develop a new
subsistence base with a greatly amplified range and quantity of localized food

resources. ' . ,

Population pressyre plays a part in a number of the causal explanations

that are being tentatively advanced. It is an exceedingly difficult concept to

test within the constraints of the fragmentary archaeological record, ,but it

does direct, attention to the special incentives for technological and other

innovation that must have existed under changing, uncertain, or otherwise
marginal conditions. Also evident in a number of current theoretical ap-

proaches are applications of positive and negative feedback principles derived

from modern systems theory. As this overview suggests, the field is in a

state of active advance (for reviews of these developments see Flannery,

1973; Bender, 1975; Megaw, 1977; and Reed, 1977). There is widespread

debate over divergent explanations and unassimilated data, and it is premature .

to speak of an emerging consensus around a single synthesis. But it can also

be said that a major, previously unrevealed chaper of human existence has,

been at least roughly blocked out, within the space of a single generation of ..

scientific effort.
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SOCIAL CHOICE ,

Social `choice theory focuses on the identification and analysis of variousprinciple's by which groups or entire societies do, tnightor should decidewhat policies to adopt. Can we speak meaningfully about the welfare. of
society as a whole, as distinct from that of the individuals who compose a
society This question has occupied philosophers since antiquity and is the
principal subject matter of two areas of contemporary social sciencewelfare
economics and axiomatic social choice theory. In economics the issue islo
analyze economic arrangements in terms of their relative benefit to the totalityof people in society; in political scienCe the main interest is to analyze
different voting systems, ranging from committee decision-making processes
to national elections, ,to understand how individual preferences are translatedinfo a collective or social choice. Reviews of this area are available in
Mueller (1916), Plott (1976), and Russell (1979).

A central problem of social choice theory is how toareconcile the desires,
values', and interests of different individuals and groups when they are not
in agriement, which is taken by social choice theorists as synonymous with
the question of how to decide what is of greatest benefit to society as a
whole. The problem is most tasily seen with respect to the analysis of voting
systems. In the United States we are used to thinking of majority rule as an
attractive voting system, partly because it apPears to treat both candidatesand voters in a neutral and unbiased fashion. In a majority rule system th,
social decision should coincide with whatetr preference is held by a majority
of voters. Yet it can be shown that it there are more than two alternatives
available, it mfiTiot be possible to determine the majority choice unambig-uously.

Consider the following situation, with three voters (1, 2, 3) and three
choices (candidates Reagan, Anderson, Carter). Suppose voter 1 thinks
Reagan is best, Anderson is second best, and Carter is third best; whereas
the preference order of voter 2 is Anderson, Carter, Reagan; and the
preference order of voter 3 is Carter, Reagan, Anderson. Under these
circumstances we have a paradoxical social choice: Reagan is preferred toAnderson (since a majority, voters 1 and 3, prefer Reagan to Anderson); at
the same time Anderson is preferred to Carter,.and, also, Carter is preferredto Reagan. In other words, no altemative is best in the sense that it is

_ unambiguously preferred to all other alternatives. This violates a common
assumption, transitivity, whi.ch requires that if a is preferred to b and b is
preferred to c, then a will be preferred to c. It tums out Mat this problem is
endemic to virtually all yoting systems that treat voters and alternatives
neutrally. dne way out of the dilemma would se6m to be to vote on each
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FIGURE 2 Three different orders
of voting lead to three inconsistent
choices for winner.
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Anderson

Reagan
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pair of options successively. But this would not resolve the dilemma, since
the outcome will be seen to depend entirely on the order of voting:

-1. If woters first choose between Reagan and Anderson, Reagan's two
favorable voted will win out over Anderson's one favorable vote. Then, when
the winner Reagan is pitted against Carter, Carter's two favorable votes
against Reagan's one will render Carter the final winner. (If this example is
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unpersuasive becanse of the dctual election outcome, think back to 1964 and
substitute Goldwater, Rockefeller, and Johnson. But mostly keep in npnd
that this is an analytic exercise.)

2. Suppose, however, that Reagan was first pitted against Carter. Again,
he would. win. But when he is ip turn pitted against Anderson, Anderson is
seen to win.

3. Finally, had we first pitted Anderson against Carter,.Reagan would be
the ultimate victor.

In short, as Figure 2 demonstrates, we see that the alternative that is omitted
from the first of the two votes always wins. So the paradox is not resolved,
since there is no way of deciding which of the three possible orderings of
pairs of votes is to be preferred.

The dilemma illustrated by the three-person, three-choice situation has
obvious implications for the American presidential electoral sy,stem. Although
our electoral system is omewhat more complex, with choices among
candidates in primarw elections followed by a choice between pnmary winners
in tbe.general election, the dilemma is much more generalas was shown
by kénneth Arrow in his impossibility theorem (1963). What Arrow showed
is that undef a set of plausible assumptions that mOst"of us would readily
agree to and that most designers of voting systems have taken for granted
(e.g,, the iisumption of preference transitivity, mentioned above; the
assumption thSt preferences' between any two choices do not depend on what
other options are available, and the assumption, that individuals are free to,
select any choice of ordering), and if society must make choices in a wide
vatty of circamstances, then, the society's choice must be that of a.single
one of the voters or it must be imposed from the outide, in other words,
the only way to get a definitive social choice is through dictatorship.

Were Arrow's theorem simply a mathematical curiosity, it could easily be
dismissed as of interest only to scholars. The difficulty is that the assumptions
that lead necessarily to Arrow's impossibility theorem are shared.. implicitly
or explicitly, by virtually all believers in democracy and are encountered in
most actUal voting systems. In consequence, Arrow's work, for which he
won the 1972 Nobel prize in .etonomics, has stimulated a great deal of
subsequent analysis and research. This work- is divided into,three main
categories: attempts to discredit the main theorem by challenging some pf
irs"assumptions; mathematical analysis of chorce systems that operate under
different assumptions, and empirical research oh the behavior of actual voting
and choice systems, although much,.of this latter research has had quite
independent origiv.. (For a review of some of the latter material, see the
paper by Converse:et al. in Pan II.) One major contribution of social choice
theory thus far has been to challenge older understandings derived from
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political theory about the operation of voting and other choice systeisns and

to clarify the assumption& underlying su systems. The field is moving very

rapidly and it is diffie4 to predict future developments. As is, common wiTh

landmark breakthroughs in understanding, social choice theory is being shown

Vy current researchers to apply to important areas of life that would seem

remote from voting. For example, how Scan society devise cheat-proof

methods of auctioning to determine ,the scope of public-goods programs

(lighthouses, fire stations, defense and security crstems)? These important

questions turn out to be logically identical to the social choice calculus of

Arrow, Vickery, and other social scientists.

HUMAN OkIGINS
. -

Theories of human origins have peen vigorously debated for more than 100

years. Although most scientists agree thqt humans evolved from some earlier

form of primate, until very recently there was little consensus on when the

hominid lineage became separate from other animals The differences of

opinion were substantial. Some believed that our anéestOrs were apes, similar

to the chimpanzee or gorilla?, others maintained Jhat there never was an

apelike creature in our ancestry. Some thought the human-nonhuman sepa-

ration was recent (4 or 5 millIon years ago): while others thoUght it was

ancient (more than 40 millipn Mars ago). The radically different opinions of

competent scientists made it evident that neither comparative anatomy nor

the fossil record could settle the issues.

Since the 1960s a variety of bioc emical meihods have been developed

that made it possible to compare h1iians to other contemporary mammals

by quantitative niethodsimmunolol,'electropboresis, sequences of amino

acids in proteins, and direct comparisons of the genetic substance, DNA

(Goodman and Tashian, 1976). For a general review of this topic, see the

September 1978 issue of Scientific American, subsequently publishe's by

W. H. Freeman (Isaac and Leakey, 1979).

The Main outlines, of primate evolution revealed 41 these mettods are

shown in Figure 3. In order to simplify and'summarize loilarge amount of

information, the genetically measured distance between hu'rnans and chim-

panzees is taken as I. The numbers on the chart refer 'to this distance. The

time of the separation of the various lines is calculated from molecular

divergencesdeFor example, the human-chimpanzee separation- is estimated as
1

5-8 millioears ago, the human-orangutan separation as 10-16 million years

ago, and the monkey-human separation as 20-25 million years ago. Although

there is not yet complete consensus on these dates, they are -considered

reasonable approximations and show clearly the close relationship of hominids

and African apes (chimpanzees and gorillas).

)
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FIGURE 3 Nagram bf human evolution. The numbers refer to the evolutionary distance
between chimpanzees and human beings
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The rates of evolution for some proteins are remarkably constant, and,
some portions of DNA also appear to evolve at constant rates Genetically,
smPl prosimians, tree shrews, moRkeys, apes, and human beings have' all
changed apprbximately the same amdunt since the primates bicame a separate
order of mammals: The amount of certain kinds of genetic-change correlates
with timenot with numbei of jtoung, length of generation, or morphological .
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change. These findings suggest that a significant portion of the genome (the
body of genetic information that determines heredity) is not subject to natural
selection but rather changes in a random way at a steady rate Much change
at the molecular level may be explained by this neutral theory of evolution',
the relative importance of selection and neutral factors in evolution is a field
of major controversy at the present time (Kimura, 1979).

All the biochemical findings of the laSt few years support the beliefs that
'humans and the Afncan apes are very closely related, that humans 'and the
apes had a long period of common ancestry, and that apes and monkeys
shared a long common ancestry before that. The main outline is not new,
what is new is being able to base the theory on molecular information and
eliminate theones that demand a very early separation of the human line.
This ts a major clarificationalmost no scientists believed that apes and
humans are as close.as they have proved to be.

The fossil record of the early stages of hominid and nonhommid primate
evolution is growing steadily. New techniques of anatomical analysis and
new knowledge about living biological systems (from complex social systems
to simple anatomical ones) are fleshing out the ancient bones, enabling us to
see the exunct as the once alive.

The earliest definite fossil evidence for hominids comes from the footsteps
found by Mary Leakey and coworkers at Laetoli, Tanzania. The footsteps,
more than 3.5 million years old, document a typically human bipedality.
Fossils of a comparable age have been found by Donald Johanson and
coworkers in Ethiopia These hominids had small brains', no larger than those
of contemporary apes, walked upright, and probably did not make stone
tools These finds support the evidence of the fossil finds in South Africa
many Ytars ago, which showed thatshuman locomotion evolved long before
human brains enlarged significant)), , Judging by the behavior of chimpanzees
and the hands and teeth'of the fossils, the small-brained bipeds (Austrillo-
pithecus) were probably using tools, although perllaps not making patterned
tools from diirable materials Stone tools appear in the fossil record by 2.5
million years ago, but the tune is uncertain. In the period 2 million to I

million years ago, stone tools were present, at first in simplest form, but
becoming quite advanced During this_million-year period the brain aoubled
in size and Homo erectus replaced the earlier forms. Homo erectus, who
occupied much of the Old World, made complex stone tools, killed large
animal, and controlled fire. But technical progress was exceedingly slowr
the same.kinds of tools were made for hundreds of thousands of years
(Washburn, 1979).

'By 'about 40,000 years ago, people anatomically likelkad appeared,
,possibly by rapid spread from a qttte restricted area. Then progress accelerated,
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these modem humans spread all over the world. 'They crossed large bodies
of water, reached Australia, adapted to life in the ArcticAand finally entered
the New World Art, housing,'compound tools, boats, fishing, ana tailored
clothing all appear in the record of technological acceleration. It is tempting
to think that this great acceleration was the result of communication, of
language as we know it. There must have been earlier and simpler forms,
but these have left no trace in the archaeological record. This latest phase of
human evolution, in which we know that human nature was basically the
same as it is today, represents less than 1 percent of uniquely uman evolution
(measuring from the time aftec our ancestors separated from he apes).

Five million years is a small.part of the total histoty of li e on earth. In
these 5 pillion years 'human§ became bipedal, became s illful with their
hands, became hunters and warriors, and began tosontrol nature. Evolution
produced a brain capable of learning those behaviors important for surviva
in the distant past It is this biological ability to learn that is the most
important aspect of human nature. The ability is old, a product of evolution,
but what we leam is new, a product of the last few hundred years,"particularly
of sciences; and how we learn it is also new. ,

When considering human evolution, it is very inipant to remember that
tbe evidence is changing Science is not staticond the study of human
evolution is no exception. Progress is under way and can be expected to
accelerate in many areas, The fossil evidence ac'cumulates at an increasing
rate, and our ability to make sense of it, to produce descriptions and
explanations.of past adaptations..expands as our application of What we learn
from rstudies of living animals becomes more sophisticated. Twenty year's
ago the dates given for fossils were informed guesses Today there is a series
of methods (potassium-argon, magne.tic reversals, fission track) that yields
accurately determined dates not dependent on any single individual's opinion.
Molecular biology has revolutionized metbodssf comp-aring animals and has
greatly changed evolutionary theOry. Jerold Lowenstein (1980) has shown
that there may be enough unaltered protein left in fossil bones so that these

ethods can be directly applied to.some fossils, which holds promise of1,
nitively settling ongoing arguments about relationships betv;een various

foksils and leading to much finner conclusions from the fOssil record.
1

SOCIAL BEHAVIOR QF MONKEYS AND APES

Despite centuries of fascination with monkeys and apes, reflecting intuitive
recOgnition of their close relationship to humans, until very recently almost
nothing was known about the behavior of nonhuman priirates in their natural
habitats In the late 1950s a series of field studies was inItjed by zoOlogists,
psychologists, and anthropologists motiliated by concerns ranging from an
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attempt to, understand the origins of human behavi`or to an interest in the

functioning of small groups. In the past 30 years the study' of the behavior

of nonhuman primateS has rapidly developed into one of the most sophisticated

and productive areas of research at the interface between the biological and

social kiences.
The study of nonhuman primate behavior falls into four interrelated areas:

social behavior and develdpment, social organization. ecology and life history

pattems, and-intelligence .Some examples illustrate the sorts of problems

that pnmatologists address.
In his famous experiments on monkeys raised in isolation, the psychologist

Harry F. Harlow showed that young monkeys who are denied contact with

other monkeys develop into listless, hollow parodies of their group-raised,

socially adept peers' (Harlow and Harlow, 1962, 1965). Long-terni -field

studies of individually recognized animals make clear why this is so: Primate

infants, helpless at birth, depend for months or even years on their mothers

for survival (Altmann, 1980). This dependence is reflected in a prolonged

emotional bond between mother and infant. In the wild the intpnsity of this

bond is most clearly revealed after death: Monkey mothcrs whose infants die

often carry the body for days, repeatedly staring at the lifeless form with a

dazed expression Chimpanzees orphaned before the age of five' sink rapidly

into a severe depressive response characterized by loss of appetite, absence

of response to environmental stimuli, and stereotypic body movements: Most

orphans recover, but some die soon after their mothers, due in part at least

to their depressed condition
Many aspects of nonhuman primate social organization were not understood

until groups of 'recognized individuals had been observed for a number of

years (Hamburg and McCown, 1979). Perhaps the most important finding to

emerge from long-tertn field studies is the fact that all monkeys and apes

live with close kmn 'and that group social organization is based on kinship

ties. In most species, females remain in the group of their birth, whereas

males leave at adolescence In these species, lifelong relationships among

'females 'linked through a commoii female ancestor are 'the key to group

structure (Kurland, (977; Wrangham, 1980). In a few species, inclpding our

closest relativs, the chimpanzee, males remain in their natal groups and

females leave; in this case the kinship group is based on 'father-son and

brother-brother ties. In all nonhuman primates that have been well studied,

it is clear that individuals form their strongest and most persistent bonds with

close relatives and that.they cooperate with these relatives against unrelated

individuals from other groups. Blood ties form the fabric of nonhuman

primate society.
Detailed studies of the activitypatterns of nonhuman primates in natural

habitats have shown that they approximate an optimal balance between energy

4
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expended (in survival and reproduction) and energy ubtained through food.All aspects of the life of a nonhuman primate7-its movements, its interactionswith others, the kind of group it lives in, the timing of sexual maturity,reproduction and old age (life history patterns)=-are

reflections of the natureand distribution of its food resources (Richard, 1981). Several long-termstudies that covered periods of naturally -occurring food scarcity show thatmonkeys reacted immediately to changed conditions: Average *eightsdecreased, age at first reproduction went up, morbidity and mortality increaseddramaticallythe very old, the vtry young, and those low in dominance andtherefore least able to compete for food were hit the hardest (Glander, 1977).Parallel studies in *the laboratory on the effects of different nutritionalregimens on maternal milk production, infant growth and development, infant. mortality, and maternal mortality have expanded
our understanding of thefine line that exists between a well-fed and an undernourished mother-infant .pair. Because the diets, digestive physiology, social organization, and lifehistory patterns of many nonhuman primates are similar to our pwn, theyprovide ideal subjects for Audying pe effects of a changed enVironrrient onbehaviors associated with survival and reproduction.The earliest research on nonhuman primates in captivity focused on ape,intelligence, and recently primatologists have returned to this subject.American sign language, the gestural language of the deaf, has been taughtto over a dozen chimpanzees, gorillas, and orangutans, and several havelearned over 500 ohts "words." Although scientists disagree as to whetherthe ait usage of sign language constitutes true language, these animalsclearryliave a capacity for symbolic corunication that has amazed (anddelighted) everyone who comes into contact with them.These studies are of interest for two reasons. First, they allow us toconduct experiments on the process of language acquisition that for ethicalreasons cannot be done using human children. Second, American signlanguage provides a medium of communication

between human and ape thatallows us to see into the minds of another speciesan accomplishment that,15 years ago, would have seemed credible only in a science fiction novel.Human paleontologists now believe that the human ancestor who first walkedupright, made tools, and invented spoken language had a brain very much'like that of the living apes (see the discussion of human origins above andalso Lovejoy, 1981). Thus a better understanding of their minds is one ofthe most promising avenues of research for shedding light on the origins ofthe most awesome human attribute, the brain.
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4
The Uses of Social and

. Behavioral Research

Just as our everyday lives have been transformed by computer chips,
communications satellites, and advances in medical technology, so, too, have

, they been transformed by, public opinion polls, standardized tests, demographic
projections, and' human factors engineering. Moreover, our notions about

Ourselves and each`otherabout racial differences, for exatriple, or th,e-nature

of childhoodhave been radically transfonned by the dissemination bf social

and behavioral research findings.
This chapter rev iews a few of these developments. We stress once again,

however, that a comprehensive account covering the entire range 9f such
-developments is beyond the scope of this or any single report. The ghapter
is divided into three sections. The first reviews three inventions that are used

to generate _Information necessary for planning, analysis, and decision making:

sample surveys, standardized tests, and economic mOdels. The.second section

reviews a variety of changes in practiee resulting from behavioral and social

research findings. The third section reviews the way social and behavioral
research contributes to Conceptual change, altering the ideas and understand-

ings we have abo,fit ourselves ,and our society.

. INFORMATION-GENERATING TECHNOLOGIES

A major contnbution of the sbcial and behavioral sciences has been the
invention and development of information-generating technologies. Much

has been written about the information revolution, made possible by the

' develbpment of high-speed computers. Equally important, perhaps, is the
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ethos of our society that places hi0 value on informed decision making and
informed public discussion of alternative possibilities. Given that we are a
large and diverse society with complex economic, political, and social
institutions, extensive information is needed to inform decisions and to
analye their effects. It is difficult to imagine how either government or
business could function these days without economic indicator data. De-pendence on a variety of social and political data is nearly as great.
Accordingly, there has been and continues to be great impetus for the
development of improved information bases and improved decision7making
procedures, and basic research in the social sciences has played a centralrole in these developments. Here we review three technologies developed by
social and behavioral scientists: the sample survey, the standardized test, and
econometric forecasting models.

SAMPLE SURVEYS

Perhaps the single most ifnportant information-generating invention of the
social sciences is the sample survey, de elo ed over the course of the past
50 years by statisticians, sociologists, e onomists, political scientists, psy-
chometricians, and survey specialists. Sample surveys consist of the collectionof data in a standardized format, usually from a probability sample of a
population.' Major advances in the technology of data collection. and in
probability sampling procedures have made it possible to cones, systematic
data on the behavior and attitudes of the American peopleiirre, and
on specific subgroups, with-great efficiency and at relatively low cost.= These
advances include the development of household sampling frames and cluster
sampling techniques: the elaboration of the standard personal interview to
questionnaires, telephone interviewing, and structured personal diaries, the

'A probability sample is one for which there is a specified probability that each case in the
population will be included in the sample The most basic kind of probability sample is a simplerandom sample. In which each member of the population has an equal probability of beingchosen for the sample Usually. more complex designs are used For example. because thereare fewer blacks than other racial groups in the population. blacks are sometimes sampled at ahigher rate than others to ensure that the sample includes the minimum number of blacksnecessary to achieVe reliable estimates In addition, sometimes samples are designed withmultiple stages to,reduce data collection costs First cities are sampled. with their probabilityof being included in the sample proportional to their population sire, then sections of the city
are sampled: then blocks within sections. then households within blocks. and finally personswithin households
2Suppose. for example. that we wanted to estimate the proportion of the population of theUnited States that is Roman Catholic from an item on religious identification in a nationalsample survey, of 1.500 people If we were to take many simple random samples. each of 1,500people, and if the true proportion of Roman Catholics were 25 percent, then 95 percent of all
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sampling of administratise records, past and Present, and data collection in
experimental settings. especially large-scale social experiments (see the paper
in eart II by Tanur for a review of some of these developments, see also
Deming, 1968, and Stuart. 1968, On samplitt) As a result, the sample
survey has become for some social scientists what the telescope is to

astronomers, the accelerator to physicists. and the microscope to biologists
the principal Instrument of data collection for basic research purposes. This
is not to say that sample sursey procedures are without difficulties There is
currently liely debate in the research literature about the' rehabilty and
alidity of sursey responses and about the efficacy of alternatise procedures,
see, for example. the,National Research Council report Sum') Measurement
of Subjective Phenomena (Turner and Martin: 1981).

The salue of the sample sursey exte4s beyond its use by social scientists
It has become the major source of information fbr a wide sariety of public
and pris ate purposes, and as a consequence has become a highly marketable
technology. . Most information collocted by federal, state, and local govern-
ments for planning and policy -making purposes depends on sample survey
methodology The statistical systems of most industrialized nations. which
proside information on health, housing, education, welfare, commerce,
industry, etc., are constructed largely on the methodology of sample surveys
(see Keyfitz, 1968, Hauser. 1975) ,

One form of data of particular salue for infOrmation purposes is statistical
time series, in which measurements of a given phenomenon are made
repeatedly at successive points in timemonthly. , quarterly. annually, de-
cennially. etc We now hase 'fairly long series for, a number of socia,ind
economic phenomena, some running 100 years or more but most dating from
the 1950s or later The accumulation di time`series data enables us to discern
important social and ecOnotnic trends and hence to monitor social change.
In addition to a- sariety of. well-known economic indicators (e.g., the gross
national product and the consumer price index. imiong many others), good
time series data are asailable on the test performance of high school and
college students, health and disease rates, labor force participation rates,
trends in labor force structure, and subjectise phenomena. such as levels of

ot the samplesJuld have an estimated proportio ot Roman CathohLs between 22 8 and 27 2

perLent Clearly the size of the error in any given sample is unknownit the tme proportion
were known. we wouldn't need a sample stiflecy However, the variability over all possible
samples Lan be estimated from the variation in a single sample survey of a given size Larger

samples yield more aLLurate results For example, for samples ot 6,000,people, 95 percent of
all of the samples would have an etirnated proportion of Roman CathohLs between 23 9 and
26 I lucent Thus, inLreasing the sample by a faLtor of 4 decreases the interval of results by
a factor of 2
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alienation, trust in government, and racial attitudes, to, name only a few.
Such data not only provide information for policy deliberations but also alert
us as to what needs attention if we are to understand social change,

Sample surveys are also widely used in the private sector, where market
research has become an indispensable tool to discover consumer preferences

, for everything from cars to candidates. No major election is now conducted
without extensive polling of the electorate, a specialized form of market
research. Pub lit opinion polling has also emerged as a crucial part of the
apparatus of modern journalisma way for newspapers and news magazines
to take and report the pulse of the nation. If the pervasiveness of public
opinion polling is, like television, a mixed blessing, it is also, like television,
an integral part of modern life.

One particularly important analytic use of sample survey data is making
population projections Based on techniques developed by demographeis (see
the paper by Menken and Trussell in Part II), projections are now routinely
made of the future size and characteristics of.the population of neighborhoods,
cities, regions, and the nation as a whole. Commercial enterprises mak9
heavy use of such data in decisions about where to locate offices, factories',
and retail outlets and about the kinds of products to produce and the nature
of the marketing strategy to follow. Local governments make similar use of
such data in decisions about where to locate schools, hospitals, and other
facilities and in.planning for the future. The ability to anticipate increases or
decreases in the tax base, school enrollments, the demand for bilingual

'education, homes for the elderly, the balance of sticial security contributions
and payments, and so on all depend on population projections based in part
on sample survey data.

Applied survey research directly depends on methods and techniques
developed in the course of basic research in the social sciences. Indeed, it
would be fair to say that survey research techniques have advanced parallel
to the advances of empirical social science over the past four decades. To
be sure, there was extensive interaction between basic and applied concerns
from the earliest days of serious survey research in the 1930s, when both
Roper and Gallup began their polls and when Paul Lazarsfeld, the father of
survey research as we know it, initiated his research program at Columbia
University. Almost all of the methodological and conceptual advances came
from university research centersthe Bureau of Applied Social Research
directed by Lazarsfeld at Columbia, the National Opinion Research Center
at the University of Chicago, and theSurvey Research Center at the University
of Michigan. The history o( votinmesearch freviewed in the paper by
Converse et al. in Part II); in 'particular, is almost inseparable from the
history of survey research. Similarly, microeconomics is almost entirely
dependent on 'survey data (see the paper by Heckman and Michael in Part

i
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11), as is the ,study social stratification and mobility in sociology and the
study of attitude formation and attitude change in social psychology, , to name
just a few.'

One of the things sociscientists use sample surveys for is to establish
empirical regularities in attitudes, behavior, and social proceSses Such

empirical regularitiesfor example, the stable pattern of age-related mortality
in all societies, the differential voter turnout betw een presidential and off-
year elections, the relative invariance in markedly different societies of
hierarchies of occupational prestige, the do, ision of labor by gender, and the
lower earnings of women in all induslrial societies -provide the building
stones for theories ot social structure and social process and constitute
information that can inform choices made by milli, iduals and organizations

For example, kge-telated mortality rates have important implications 'for
public health programs in developing societies, and differential soter turnout
has implications for cathpaign strategics and electbral reform

STANDARUIZED TESTING

Next to the sample survey , probably no oiher invention of the social sciences
has hail as far-reaching an impact on American life as the standardized ability
test While systematic testing procedures have had a very long history (the -
civil service examinations in imperial China are a classic example), stan-
dardized quantitative tests based on psychometric scaling principles are a
relatively recent development.

Toward the end of the 19th century, psychologists began to show serious
interest in individual differences and their measurement While much of the
early work cpncentrated on the measurement of simple sensory and motor
functions, there was considerable interest in the measurement of mental
functions such as memory, , judgment, and intelligence Most early efforts to
devise mental tests proved unsatisfactory, , hoWever, for want of a metric for
calibrating "intelligence: and other mental functions A major hreakthrough
was achieved in 1908 by the French psychologist Alfred Binet, who developed
a test to assist the French Ministry of Public Instruction in identifying retarded

schoolchildren (Binet and Simon, 1908) The key to Binet's test is that it
measured individual development against a standard of "normal",develop-
ment for children of the same age, thus solving the calibration problem The
measure of intelligence used, the intelligence quotient (or IQ), was defined

as

mental age
IQ x

chronological age
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Thus, for example, a child of 10 who could answer questions and solve
problems as well as the average child of 13 would be said to have a mental

-# age of 13 and hence ti'10Q. of -130. The Binet test7was adapted for use in the
United States by Lewis Terman of Stanford University amf became known
as the Stanford-Binet, the most, famous of all tests of intelligence (Terman,
1916).

Perhaps because the early 20th century was a period of great social change
in the United State: Ur which the need for "objective" assessmedt procedures
was widely felt. ability ahd achievement tests of all kinds were rapidly and
widely adopted Aptitude tests were devised to assist in the classification of
students in orde?to channel them into various educational tracks. Achievement
tests were devised for the certification of student performance and the
evaluation of instructional programs. Tests of both general abilities ...and
specific skills were developed for use in employment screening, and similar
tests were created for the' classification and allocation oft, army recruits.

'Standardized testing was given additional impetus during World May 11 by
the need to classify draftees efficiently, and still later by the need of dolleges
and universities to select from among an excess of applicants created by the
postwar baby boom. Today the use of such tests has become so widespread

*that there are probably few Americans who haYe not had substantial experience
with them.

From its earliest beginnings the testing industry has relied havily on
pychometfic theory and methods, and asssychometric research has pro-
Assed standardized testnaVe-become more sophisticated. Of course.as in
so many other areas, the process was interactivemuch of the impetus for
the dev.elopment of psychometric techniques stemmed from the need to
improve testing procedures Developments have occurred in two major areas:
the statistical theory of measurement and practical procedures for test
construction.

As an example of the first area, procedures have been devised for assessing
and improving the reliability and validity of tests. Reliabthty indicates the
extent to which a phenoMenon can be measured without error, usually this
is assessed by.ascertaining the similarity of results yielded by alternate forms
of a test Validity indicates the extent to which the test measures what one
thinks it measures.' There are different types of validity and-reliability, but
one example will suffice. The purpose of college admissions tests ordinarily
is to distinguish between those who are likely to be successful in college and
those who are not. The test can be said to be valid ibsofar as those who
score well do better in college Than those who score poorly. It can be said
to be reliable if different subsets of questions yield similar rankings of
candidates, the implication being that scores are not strongly affected by the
idiosyncrasies of particular questions.
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Practical test constructvn procedures also have been improved substantially.

For example. group testing has largely replaced individual testing. thus

improving efficiency Much attention has.been devoted to the development

of procedures for calibrating. or "norming" tests (age has been largely

abandoned as a standard. since many abilities have been shown not to vary

systematically with age). And there is greater understanding of how the test-

taking situation can affect performance.
Contemporary standardized tests have three main uses: selection, classifi-

cation, and diagnosis. Although these uses shade into each other, they are

analytically distinct A major use of standardized tests is to select from a

group of candidates those best suited to an activity and most likely to succeed

at It Admissions tests and personnel selection tests are examples. A second

use is for classification. Selection shades into classification when the purpose

is to match people to one of several activities or programs. The use of IQ

tests to place students in "fast." "regular.", and "slow" classes is an

example, as is the use of aptitude tests by the army to assign recruits to

various training programs. The use of achievement tests to identify a student's

areas of strength and weakness and to monitor remedial programs is an

example of the third use. diagnosis. as is the pse of vocational interest

inventories to counsel individus regarding the suitability of alternative

career choices.
It is probably fair to say that the impact of standardized testing has been

generally positive, contributing to more informed decisions abdut educational

and vocational choices, to more efficiont allocation of people t45. activities for

which they are well suited, and hence to the enhanced realization of humaji

potential. Arguments supporting this view are to be found in Cronba h

(1970), Buros (1972), and Anastasi (1976), which provide comprehensive

summaries of the literature assessing the contribution of standardized tesiing.

Standardized testing is not without its critics! however, and its histOry is

not without blemishes. Although the intent of Binet's work in France had

been to identify the mentally retarded in order toprovide'remedial instruction

and by so doing to improve mental petformance:Binet's conception of human

intellect as malleable- did not survive transatlantic passage. The testing

movement succumbed to the hereditarian and racist,assumptions/ endemic to

early 20th-century American culture. Ethnic group differenees in mental

abilities, documented by the wholesale testing of army recruits during World

War I (Yerkes. 1921). were taken as.evidence of innate natiOnal differences

in ability (rather than as a straightfonvard reflection of differences in average

length of residence in the, United States and average tevels of schooling)' and

were used as the intellectual basis for the National Origins Act of 1924,

which established immigration' quotas.

Beginning in the 1930 an environmentalist ethos began to replace the

"Oar 80
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hereditarian one, and group differences in test p,erformance came to begenerally iecognized as reflecting features' of the intellectual environment.At the individual level, however, testing was seen .as a tool for 'promoung
meritocracy, a device for identifying talented members of the society and forefficiently allocating society's intellectual resources to various educational
opportunities and occupational sldts. Still later the question was raised as towhether group differences in average test scores reflect not only environmentaldifferences ut also bias in the (ests themselves, a tendency for tests tounderestimat the capabilitie'S of members of disadvantaged minorities. Thetension betwe n the positive 'Functions of tests aml their potential bias withrespect to partieular groups continues today: it is reviewed in a recent blationallesearch Cduncki report. Ability Testing: Uses. Consequenies: and Contro-versies (Wigdor.and-Gamer. 1982). An important finding of, that report is-that abilityls.,Sls ate notibiased against minorities; that is, on the whole theypredict the performale of minOrities as well aiid as accurately as they, dofat rnernbers Or, the majority popiiiation. The report recognizes. however,that the absence Of test bias does not exhaust the questions of fairness raisedby test use

-.)

ECONOMIe DATA AND ECONOMIC MODiLs' ,

Despite obr(tous political differences about how to cure ,economic 11143. 'most
economx decision makers both insule and otuside thego-Vernment share areliance on a set of economic indicators and decision tools that a e theproduct of economic research conducted since World War I. It is h rd toimagine how the economies of the United States and-other indu ializednations could furietion today withoul the kind of economic inforn tion that -is now routinely availahle

,Eikomie Data

6ntemporary economic data are characterized bY their integratton into acoherent framework repiesenting the functioning ot the economy as a mhole.The basic idea that the functioning IA the economy depertds orl the interactionof it, parts was introduced by John Maynard Keynes in The Generol Theory,of Employment, Interesland Mon0 (1936). Prior 'to the wmk of Keyno,ecogornic series were created largely independently of one another und hence 'were difficult to interpret in relatiOn to one another. Stimulated by Keynes%theoretical work, ec,onomists in the United States ana Europe develope41.acompreyensive set of ecolioniti,c indicajor,s covering all aspects of production,
consumption, saving, and qiestment for the%cconomy as a whole. Importantwock was done by Kuznets (1941) and others on national income accounts,

.1
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shbwing transactions among these sectors. This is the w ork that.gate rise to,
the concept of gross national produtt (GNP) and many other familiar economic 4
indicators. In a related development, Leontief (1941) intented a way of
analyzing the inputS and outputs of specific industrial se...tors oP the economy
in relation to one another. Meanwhile, work had been, progressing on the
theory of index numbers, with a major contribution by ,Fisher in 1922. An
index number measures the magnitude of a Nariable relatit e to some specified
level of the variable. Thus, if we take tile price of a candy bar in a given
year a our standard, and it costs 25 cents that year and 30 cents a year later,
the index ft* the cost of the candy bar in the second year.would be 120 ( =
100 x 30,25). Index numbers for single .commodities present no problems,
but considerable compliLtion is introduced when one aggregates seteral
commodities whose prices are changing in different v.ays, as for example in
the corr. ruction of the consumer price index Fisher v.orked-out a consistent
set of pn ciples for Carrying'out such aggregations.

The res It of these efforts has been tt)e uneration of a large numtSer of
economic time series that are imut1 consistent and aryl} tically coherent
An adequate data base was a necessa precondition to the detelopment. of
models of the functioning of th nomy as a v.hole. such models have
'bet widely used both for forecnsting short-run 'changes in the economy and
for assessing the impact of various proposed economic policies '

Econometric Forecasting
1e

Economies like that of the United States are highly complex and relatively
volatile, fluctuating as a result of the interaction of specifit events ahd policy.
manipulations. Giten this,,it used to be extremely difficult to predict short-.
nin changes in the econoniy aicuracy. While it still is not possible th

predict such changer W,ithibmpléte accuracy, the development of compmer
data bases and of large-scare Models of.the WS. economy (And now of other

fLtilbnomies as well) has substantially improted pre,dicti3n, so much so that
economic forecasting has become a substantial industry both in the United
States and abroad, with a commercial market exceeding. 5100 million in the
United StateS (Klein, 1980): .

Ecoometnc macroeconomic models consist of dozens to hundreds of
equations that must be soltid simultanpusly (one model consists of.mollt
than 2,000 equations), Each equation represeuting the interrelationship of
particular facets of the economy. For example, one equatidn in the model
might specify how the level ofjuture Consumption depends on changes Pn

4

tl% level of disposable income of consumers, while anoiher equation miOlt
specify how changes in disposable income deOend, on the average, on levels
of national output, taxation, etc. These models' are used to predict The future

-8 4
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course of the economy by projecting trends in vanous economic 4ndicators
and by using the model ?Or estimate the effec n them of alternative policy
measures and of still other variables. The models aresalso used to predict the
response of the economy.to sUch perturbations and shocks as inCreased oil
pnces, military action, taxation, manipulation of the money supply, worldwide
speculation in raw materials, etc. The sorts of resporiSes that are predicted
are changes in inflation; interest, and unemployment rates, among others.

The utilittof these models was established early when they beian to yield
prediaions thA ran.cOunter to, but proJed more correct than, the conventional

'economic wisdom of the time. A crude model constructed by Klein in 1946
for example (Maugh, 1980:768),

contradicted wi espread predictions that the postwar' economy woultkill into another
depression e standard view at the time was that there would be as many as 6
million employed people in this country Klein's model, however, indicated that
there Was a Liege pent-ur demand for consumer goods among the civilian population
and a large amount of cash available to r&urrung soldiers. suggesting that the economy

thnve. That proved to be the case. A slightly more developed model later
correcjly predicted iti'at there would be only a modest recessicik following the Korean
War, while mail other economists were again predicting depression.

Over a dozen major firms now provide econometric modeling set-Vices,
and some have been providing quarterly estimates for over 20 years. These
services are purchased by industrial corporations,. financial firms, government
office's (federal, state, local, and international), and foreignotompanies.
Moreover, many models*have been developed for foreign countries, and

'efforts a.ze undeftvay (through Project LINK, sponsOred by the Social Science
Research Council) to create a model of the world trade system by integrating
macroeconomic lodels of the economies of individual countries and regions,
including some eastern European countries. Efforts are just beginning ,to be
made to incorporate the People's Republic of China into, a world model.

These developments have depended' heavily on basic research on macro-
economic processes., and almost AIL of the developmental work necessary to ,

create the modelsthe theory of system design, the methods of estimation/
the methods of testing, the techniques of simulation, andeidata management k'
procedureshas been done in economics departments and ,research cenfb
Of universities.

$

Relateil Developments

Moaern production methods taught inbusiness schools are the d irecto tgrowth
of optimization theory developed through basic research in econom s. Linear
programming, scheduling theory, inventory control theory, qtthliiy control

.
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models, production forecasting models, etc., used e:aensively by businesses';

the military, and almost all other large organizations, are all the direct

descendants of yesterday's basic research in economics. But production is

not the only area of business that has been profoundly affected by bisic

'research Modern finance and accounting\both reflect the theory of decision

making under uncertainty that was a major academic innovation a few years

back And portfolio management techniques have revolutionized the opera-

' uons of banks and rela<ed financial.instnutions.
-

\CHANGES IN THE WAY WE DO THINGS

Concrete applications of findings from basic research in 'the behavioral and

social sciences can be divided into twto main 9tegories: those concerned

with human performance or the design of human environments and those

coneemed with the structuring of social, economic, an'd political' systems.

The former category mainly includes applications of psychological them

and research, principally psychophysics and leigfing theory. The clatter

category encompasses organizational analysis, applications of location the'ory,

economic and demographic analysis.. and the ,evaluatiOn of, economic and

sodal programs, among others. Many of the latter applications involve the

identification and analysis of problems rather than the creation of sOlutions.

This is because most issues having' to do with social and economic

arrangements do not admit of technical Splutions, theyrequire instead political

solutions, that is, adjudication among coMpeting interests and conflicting

values. The role of research in this context is to provide the framework

within which. debate can proceed, by identifying the issues involved and

providing the information necessary for their resolution.

In qiis section we review a few examples from.Qii of,these categories.

Again.1 our examples are illustrative; we have made no attempt' to be

coMPreltnsive.
I

HUMAN FACTORS APPLICATIONS

Human factors engineering is a branch of technology that is concerned with.

the application of theoretiCal and experimental psycholOgy to human-machine

systen-m. There are vast /numbers e'such systen4the designs of which can

be judiciously ,directed by the results of cognitive research. For example,

how should a control panel. be designed so that the otarator can most easily

remember the operation of numerous dials and sWitches? The pooedesign of

the instrument panel' at Three Mile Island hat been said to have been an

important contributor to the accident there. How should *aircraft instrument

8 6 I.
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'panels be designed so that pilots, can efficiently monitor diem, *ratecontrols, and Mow complicated instructions Srom a ground controller, oftensitnultaneouslj,? Basic research has shown that Infohnation from a 'largenumber of sources (for example. the instruments on an aircraft) is both more,easily acquired and more resistant. to being forgotten if the information isinitially organized in some coherent nianner INelson and Smith, 1972). Ittherefore makes, sense to group the inctruments according to their jtherenthierarchical structure A pilot scanning the panel is'then makipg use of theinherent org'anization of the information that he is,Arying to acquireLandremember.
ln a similar way. research.on memOry has been applies in the design of avanety of codes and classifications, such as telephone numbers and industrialinventory codes. And research On color and shape perception and on stimuluscomplexity has been used to design identification code? that minivaize sortingand processim errors.. .

Basic reieSch in psychoPhysics (for a review of this field,sed the paperb'y Braid& et al. in' Part II) has been applied tO a variety of proble*,induct"' g of alarm systems based on knowledge of how peopleperceiv and rocess information; the design of devices to aid the handicapped,'such as reading machines foe the blind; the design of tools and woriplacesbased on an understanding of human capabilities; tbeiredesign of 'aircraftengines,to- eliminate sound frequencies shown to be irritating to crew andpassengers; and the deciSiorLabout how much pigment to !Silt in pavementmarkers . .

One particularp veresting example is the identification of visual illusionsin night landing shations 1,5 the cause of certain airplane accidents (Kraft,,1978. ) ir1 the year the Boeing727 jetliner was introduced, there were fourcrashes in which the plane landed short of the runway. The first suspiciona was that there was a design flaw in the aircraft. However, an analysis of theaccidents revealed that all four had Occurred at night, when the aircraft was1;eing flown under visual.(as opposed to instalment) flight rules, and all fouroccurredin locations in which the approach included a "darl hole" (a bodyof water or uninhabited desert) with city lights visible beyond the airport.Examitition-of rhe records of ,other accidents revealed 'that a large fractionOccurred under similar circUmstances. This observation led to the hypothesisthat accidents occurred as the result of a visual illusion that caused the pilotto believe that the aircraft was at .a higher altitude than it actually was. 'Thehypothesis was confirmed by a series of experiments using a flight simulator.A sirrtple reInedy was available and was linplemented: Pilots were madeaware of. the .iisual illusion and encouraged to monitor their altimeters'frequently during nigitt visual approaches...By changing standard cocccpitproceduresrequiring the copilot to call out altimeter readingsthe problemof accidents due to overestimating altitude has been virtually eliminated....

8 'I'.
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APPLICATIONS OF LEARNING THEORY

An importam area of basic research in psy chology has been the study of how
organisms learn, and a partkularly important approaLh to this tops. has been
through the print_iples demed from., classical Londitioning and instrumental
learning experimputs i Kanble. 1968). The main idea in classkal conditioning,
associated mainly v., ith the work of pay lo . is that of the conthtioned response
PaloN's, best-known experiment t onsisted of exposing a dog simultaneously
to both food and a neutral stimulusa light, buzzer, bell, or ticking
metrOnome The inherent response of dogs to food is salivation. PaloN 's
crawl discoery was that, by associating food with the neutral stimulus for
seNeral trials, he could train or condition dogs to saliate in response to

m
t 1 e

neutral stimulus al the absee of food Subsequently it has been demonstrate
that a,wide range of responses may be conditioned in the same way . including

_gakanic skin response. eye blinks. a blocking of the alpha rhythm of the ,
brain. i3upil dilation. asodilation. v asoconstriction. and the secretions from
various internal. organs.

The main idea in instrumental learning is that organisms int_rease behavior
that is rewardedthat is. they learn to tiii what is rewarded.,A great deal of
research has gone irkto the experimental imestigation and elaboration of thi
simple idea, to determine tinder what Conditions and at whatiate !coining is
likely to take plat.e and to specify aspects of the learning process. Principles
of learning apply to many. species. not just humans._

Therapeutic Apphcoons

Although initiated and develop.] purely to study the learning process,.
learning theory has proved to have great practicil alue Behav ior modification

-procedures based on pnrkiples of learning theory (see the paper by Wilson.%
in Part II) have proyed highly successful irrthe treatment of phobias and
fears. They haNe alg.t)irevolutionized the treatment Of seerely disturbed long-
term schizophrenic patients in mental hospitals through the deNe,loprnent of,
token economies in w hid] desirable behav ior is rewarded by tokens that can
be exchanged flbr privileges and goods (Ayllon ahd- Azrin, 1968). The results
Of such efforts'haye been dramatk. radically improving the le el of funZtioning
of severely disturbed schizophrenic patients.

A
A different use of learning, theory principles is the de.velopment of

Willedback procedures for the control of autOnornic nervous system re-.
sponses; such as heart -rate, blood pressure. and skin temperature. It has
recently been discovered, contrary to conven nal wisdom, that such
rekponses can be,controllen by individuals when feedbacic is provided by
means of eleVic monitonng instruments, the edback itself serves as a

-
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reinforcer (reward), leading to the learned control of the physiological
response These procedures, still in the txperimental stage, promise consid-
erable .therapeutic benefit for coping with such disorders as high blood'
pressure, migraine headaches, seizure asordeii, sexual dysfunctions, and
muscular paralysis (see the paper by Krantz et al. in 'Part II).

Piaagogical Applications

An early application onearning theory to pedagogy was Thomdike's
development of &ill methods forteaching basic arithmetic and spelling
which dominated, elementary school curricula for monAears (National '
Research Council, 1981;158) More recently, the development of computer-
aided instruction, has been strongly influenced by cognitive psychologists
who saw the 9ossibility of implementing modern learning theones through
the use of computer-aided managernent of indiidual instruclional routines.
this form of instruction is still experimental with regard to its mass application
in schools, but it is now widely used in specialized training in industrial
settings. 4Anpther area of great promise is the application of cognitive
pvciples to the teaching.of reading (se the paper. Carpenter and Just in
Part II for a review of Current developments).

Other Applications

Although it does not inyolve bunion subjects, one particularly interesting
application of classical condifioning that illustrates the underlying principles
involved is Ihe conCtitioning" of taste to control predlibrs'(Gustavson et al.,
1974, 1976; EIIiL et al., 1977). Experimenters in California have been
alting sheep ranges frequented by coyotes with .mutton laced with lithium

chlpride, whiCh produces violent illness. Coyotes that have become ill though
lithium chjoride poisoning cease entirely their attacks on sheep; one exposure
fo laced mtitton is sufficient. Conditioned coyotes prey on grain-eating and
plague:carryini rodents; thus controllihg ariother troublesome pest population.
Estimates .of savings in lost stock tun in the millions of dollars.

Like many other practical applications,, predator control was accomplished
by exploiting' basic rekefirch from several areasnot only learning tfieory but
also a great4eal of basic research oil the psYchophysiology of taste that was
carried out with no e.xpectation of possible applications. As with other
applications, this first success has led to attempts to generalize jt to othe?
contexts:

144.4
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ORGANIZATIONAL ANALYSIS

The use of basic research to improve the design of formal organizations and

Other sOcial institutions has not been as systematic or as comprehensive as

the exploitation of basic research on learning, cognition, and perception has

been for human engineering improvements. Rather, as the examples reviewed

below show, thwain function of the research has been to illuminate areas

of potential difficulty and hence to caution managers about the complexity

of the decisions they have to make.

Organizaiions at-td Management

Research on formal organizations has thus far not led to'the diScovery of a

sef of general principles that can be uniformly applied to the solution of

concrete organizational problems. That is not to say that organizational

analysts have no useful function, but rather that research findings have served

to provide insights and leads to solutions rather thandirect degign prescriptions.

Organizational design thus remains something of an .artudepending heavily

on the analyst's perceptiveness and ability'to translate research findings from

one organizational context to another. However, fundaniental research can

illuminate Managerial options and allow somewhat more informed managerial

judgments to be made This process can be illustrated by considering some

ways in which reseal:eh on ambiguity and loose oupling in organizatior

has led to an impravd awatness of some possible traps in managing

hierarchical organizations. These Managerial implications are incidental to

the original research, which was designed to understand how organizations

bekve, particularly how they make and implerntenf decisions, not to discover

ways of improving that behavior.
Several recent studies have observed that formal organizatians frequently

,exhibit loose codpling between problems and so!utions, betWeen decision

processes and decision yuttikties, between different parts of an organization,

between policies and implementation, and between action taken today and

action taken tlesterday. At the same time, it has been observed that

organizations frequently act with imprecise or ambiguous vials, that ;they

make inferences ,about the world on the basis of ambigirs information, and

that they often exhibit conSiderahle unresolved internal conflidt. In term§ of

conventional management theory, it is natural to see such phenomena as

symptomatic of oiganizational inadequacies. Sometimes they. are. However,

these apparently anomalous behaviors are often sensible.

One example: It seems to-be true that organizations often adapt better to

highly uncertain or rapidly changing situations if they are organized in a

decentralized and loosely coupled way. Yet, as 'Perrow (1980) observes in
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his organizational analysis of Three Mile Island. administrative propensitiesoften lead to centralizing control in a crisis. Suchfropensities may beappropriate in some situations (e.g., the Cuban.missir crisis), but people atthe top of an organization are likely to exaggerate the gains from centralizedcrisis management and-underestimate the losses

A second example: Although hierarchical organizations require effectivemanagerial control, they also require some slacksome unexploited oppor-tunities, irrelevant activities, and loose dianagement Slack provides a bufferagainst environmental unertainties (including competition). In effect, it is away for organizations to transfer resources (including opportunities) from'good times to bad. At the same time,
slack encourages and permits subunitand individual deviation from current organizational plans, priorities, andpreferences. This "foolishness" is hard to justify,in 'terms of calculatedoptimality. but it is a source of innovation and change. Not yet understood.however, are the optimal Mixture of structure and slack and the conditionsunder which the optimal balance may vary.

A third example: Although it is clear that precision in objectives oftenproduces benefits for organizations, managerial maxims seem to underestimatethe associated costs. In particular, precise performance measures encourageorganizational participants to discover ways to score well without necessarilydoing well. For example, the orientation to short-run profits or goalscharacteristic of many business organizations in the United States often hasthe apparent consequence of stimulating managers to manage accounts (e.g.,profit and loss statements.stock evaluations) rather than technologies and'products. The long-nm health of,the organization is thus sacrified to short71run cleverness. This kind of goal displacement is a common consequence ofthe attempt to formulate objectives in concrete terms. Another classic exampleis,the tendency of students to fools their studies on what will be covered onthe final examination, not on what is required to master a subject.

Japatclese Management

Students of industrial productivity have in recent years become increasinglyinterested in' understanding the way's in which Japanese firms are managed::Their interest stems from the obvious success of contemporary Japanese firmsin developingand marketing. superior produc'ts in a prdfitable way in severalmajor industries that weie once viewed as primarily American domainse.g., steel, automobilelkand
electronics. Japanese industrial successes, andAmerican decliaes, liav(T'been attributed to many things, araong them thea ways in which firms in the two countries'deal

with employees, organizequality control, and make managerial decisions. Some conspicuous features e

I.
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of Japanese management procedures (e g , quality control circles) have been
proposed for imitation in American firms and have been selectmly adopted

This openness to borrowing parallels an earlier Japanese enthusiasm for
learning from American experience in management, but w ih a difference
ContemporaryrAmeriLan approaches to Japanese management tend to focus
on specific te9imiques or practices that could be copied The discussions
have not been in all Lases sufficiently thoughtful and critical. Elementary
cautions about the many ways in which Japanese experience reflects a
profoundly different technological, social, and historical setting seem often
to be ignored (Cole. 1980) There needs to be, for example, more effort to
relate the specific. Japanese aspects of worker invokement to re-search on
participation, decentralizanon, and alienation and le;s.reliance on casual and
selectiv e obsenations about Japanese management and how it works.

Japanese fascination with American management was somewhat more
systematic In particular, it apparently entailed less concern with specific
techniqties and more concern with research on organizations Japanese

emphases on qUality control, oryorker involvement in developing and
implementing quality improvement, and on team concepts of work were
refined by detailed consideration of basic resealLfi on organizations For the
rnogt part the Japanese strategy seems to have been to use ideas drawn from
research to develop managerial practices appropnate to Japanese culture and
traditions. This explicit attention. to the intelleLtual and research foundations
of-management practice is reflected in the Japanese awareness of the work
of American students of organizations, such as Argyns, Blau, Deming,
Haire, Herzberg, Leavitt, Likert, March, McGregor, and Simon.

It is easy to exaggerate the contrast between Japanese and American
instincts for c:ross-national !darning. Part of the contrast is undoubtedly
attributable more to differences between Amer1Lan and Japanese conventions
of eXposition and attribution thin to differences in modes of thought 4Still,
some American enthusiasts for copying Japanese management neither appre-
ciate the irony nor consistently recognize the risks of a style ,that can
likened to learning French in order to-read T S Eliot in French translati

RESOLIKE ALLOCATION

The most basic statement of economic theory isthat &der certain conditions
a competifive market will result in an efficient allocation of resourccs Yet
society uses many mechanisms other than competitive markets to allocate,.
scarce resources, including 'auctions, committees, and elections A good deal
.of theoretical research has been dei,oted to investigating how these mechanisms
work. While the properties of various allocation mechanisms arc among the
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most abstract topics in economics (see the discussion of social choice in
Chapter 3), research in this area has also been among the most applicable.
It has led fairly directly to proposals (some of,which have been,implemented)
for changing the, rules by which offshore oil leaks are auctioned, public
television 'licenses are awarded, and landing rights are allocated at crowded
airports.

The recent major, reform of regulation (e.g., airline and transportation
deregulation) depended heavily on economic'analysis based on modern
econometric techniques. Exchange rate deregulation and brokerage fee
deregulatioR have also involved decisions bawd on considerable analysis
about the possible evolution of market pnces and structure.
Continuing ttsearch by economists is establishing both what is efficient

about free market pricing and what its limitations are. An important limitation
is the "free rider" problem Certain goOds and services are freely available'
to everyone once they are devekwed. Hence it is economically rational for
a given- individual or firm not to invest in their development but to become
a free rider on the return to the investments of others. These goodS and
services,^such'as environmental improvements and basic research, are known
as public goocis. The optim4allocation mechanism for public goods is not
the market but rather public subsidies. An analogous situation occurs in the
case of negative externalities, costs that are borne by parties .external to those.
who create them (the contaniination of a swimming beach by industrial waste
is an example of a negative externality). Public goods, of course, involve
positive externalities, benefits to those other than the creators of such goods;
When eittiçr positive or negative externalities exist, unfettered convention
will involve indficiencies that could be ameliorated by 'regulations, taxes,
and subsidies and by recognition of new fornis of property rights and rights
of legal redress. In the case of finite nonrenewable resources that have to be
rationed for future decades, research is necessary to appraise the degree to
which the frse play of market pricing will yield an optimal timing of resource
exploitation.

kerarch on externalities has had other applications as well. The structUre
of tort and liltirlity law has been changing as the courts and legislatures have
realized that the distribution 'of the burden of riyk.can harve a major.impact
on the functioning of the economy. At one time manuricturers could shift
to the consumer the risk of injury due to a faulty product design and further
avoid liability by operatidg thmugli a retailer. The fact that firinvow must
assumethis risk has dramatically affected the nature of the bpsiness-c,onsumer
relationship. The considerations that led to this change can be traced direotly
to the basic research of th'e 1960s: This same body of research Ws profoundly
affected other fields of law,.such as tax la, antitrust lawand public utility
regulation. . .

,
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Microe'conomic research, based on the Panel Study of Income Dynamics,
supported by the National Scienve Foundation (which fias followed 5,000
families for 14 years, y ielding the only reliable longitudinal data on the
economic behavior of famines and individuals), has provided the basis for
policy decisions in several areas. A major finding 6f this study, which was
possible only because of its longitudinal design, is that poverty is by and

) large a temporary rather than a permanent condition Rathei than a sizable
underclass perpetuating a ''..ulture -of poverty," the poor consist. mainly of
those who, through family dissolution or other eN ents , have fallen temporarily
on hard times. Lane and Morgan (1975.34),analyzing data from the first six

years of the study. , found that while in any given year about 10 percent of
the sample had income insuffivient to meet their needs, only 2 percent were
in this condition all six years, and 21 percent of the sample experienced
poverty in at least one of The six years The paper by Heckman and Michael

(in Part 111 reviews related outcomes of nficroeconomic research

LOCATIONAL ANALYSIS
.0

Basic researvh by geographers and regional scientists on locational problems
originated with a rather straightforward issue. Where would economically
rational producers locate their factories, processing plants, distributional
warehouses, and.retail outlets relative to energy, raw materials, labor supply,

maintain a vompetitive profit position9 A related question
can observed spatial distributions of manufacturing and farm

ion, labor concentrations, and transport linkages beiween places be
ted for? These questions were regarded as straightforward, thbugh not

to model, because the underlying structure of tW models was based
on the simplifying assumption that production and market behavior `would

be such as to mimmize costs. Subsequent analyses provided elaborations of-
the basic models to yield better conformity between actual patterns and those
predicted by theory. By the end of the 1960socation theory was fairly well
specified, a large variety of modeling approaches had been developed and

wtIsted. and the kno lejse acquired w as being put to use to locate new plants,
shopping areas, transportation facilities and routes, and Oven towns and cities

A number of postwar developments caught up with locational analysis by
the end of the 1960s and the decade of the 1970s. Of particular importance
were innovations i4f telecommunications; the growth of the service sector
and high-technology production, and the relative decline of heavy industry
.dependent on proximity to bulky raw'rnaterials. In consequence, transportation
costs became less important for siting decisions relative to other factors, such

as.the proximity of a well-trained administrative, technical, and clerical labot

force, state nd local tax policy, and the presence of recreational, cultural,

4nd markets
was. Ho
produc
at:WU
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and crimatic amenities. These developments were incorporated into new
models, which in their turn proved to be caPabls of providing reasonable
predictions and general guidelines for siting decisions based on comparative
cost methods

The most profound challenge to locational analysis emerged with greater
public recogmtion of the effects of siting decisions. EveryOne cannot be
equally accessible to desirable facilities, such as workplaces, bus stop's,
libraries, fire stations, and hospitals- Furthermore, everyonecannot be equally
remote from nuclear power plants. toxic waste deposits. solid waste disposal
plants, drug treatment centers, and,group homes, for delinquents. To take
account of preferences for accessibility to Qs distance from desired or noxious
facilities, respectively, it was necessary to elaborate the idels used to'
determine optimal sites In particular, normative concepts were needed for
balancing the virtues of efficiency with those of equity and justice.

Analysis thus turned to the identification and measurement of neighborhood
spillovers, the negative externalities that are most prominent close to a site
and diminish with distance front it To cite an example. a new hospital in a
residential area displaces apartment dwellers to provide a residence for nurses.
The apartment dazellers are relocated but must pay a larger shire of their
income for rent The additional traffic. parking. and,noise from ambulances
detract from the quality of life kr those who are left. The hospital serves
and benefits a large portion of the.city, yet its costs are borne largely by
locar residents. Similarly, nuclear power plants impose sesere costs to land
use in their immediate vicinity. Moreover, a serious 'accident would affect
thepopulation living within a. large radius around the' facility. NeW urban
highways impose noise and some hazard to neighboring-areas. Neighbors of
sites selected for group homes for the mentally handicapped. delinquents, or
dnig abusers voice complaints about added hazards. undesired neighborhood
change, and declining pEoperty values.

There has been some silccess m measuring these unintended neighborhood
spillovers. includin both tangible factors and many of the intangible ones. -
Comprehensive impact analysed can be carrie,d out to evaluate alternative
sites, with one optiori being to build no facility at alt. These analyses provide-
tfri for assessing the true Cosy of projects and facilities

Basic research applicable to fhe sdtlution of these complex and controversial
suing problems is not limited to location theory and welfare economics.
Basic contributionsiapoliticaltheory have been found to be of great relevance
in understanding the Mechanisms of threat and conflict that are often the
outcome of imposed siting solutions., The same body of literature is helpful
in developing negotiation d arbitration mechanisms for involving citizen
groups in the resolutioq4i siting conflicts.
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,PROORAM AND POLK N EVAt L'A I ION

Another importadt area ot application ot basic research in the social and

behavioral scient'es is the analysis of actual practices. programs, policies,

an(plans. Sometimes the analysis is retrOspective, to decide what went

wrong, as in the case of the Three Mile Island nuclear reactor accutypd

Organizational sociologists and human factors psychologists who .were

members of Athe study commission were able to identify flaws in both,

organizational and human factors design. This sOrt of analysis is quite

analogous to what 6igineers do when a bridge falls or an airplane crashes

Often analysis is undertaken of ongoing programs or activities, to understand

them better and perhaps improve them Periodic educational assessments and

management review's are cases in point Finally, there are analyses of proposed

future corses of action or policies, to anticipate their consequences

Procedures for analyzing specific procrams have been formalized under

the rubric of evaluation research, But even social and, behavioral scientists

who do no identify themselves as ealuation researchers often engage in this

kind of acto. ty As we have noted, the analysis of alternative economic

policies is a ni,ior part ot the work of many econolnists. More and more,

the work of sonal scientists is employed by congressional research agencies

such as the Congressional 13gdget Office and the Office of Technology

Assessment And many basic researchers from time to time find themselves

addressing quite specific prOblems with practical implications

Evaluation techniques emerged directly from the development of research

methods in a number of the social and behavioral sciences, lit particular

psychology, survey research, and economics, in' which serious attention has

been'pard to the development o( sensitive askssment methods kl-detezrune--7--

ex'pertmental outcomes in eomplex settings As a res1dt, a sophisticated set

of analytic procedures has been transferred to nonacademic settings,,

One particularly interesting evaluation study is that reported by Frederick.

Mateller in hisN1981 presidential address to the American Association for

the Advancement of Science steller, 1981). He studied 2'8 social, medical,

and technological innovations, eacIN,signed to provide sonic specific benefit

or improve sonic specific outcome ,,in other study (Gilbert,McPeetk, and -

Mosteller, 1977), 36 medical innovations hed on randomized clinical trials

were studied. In both studies, Mosteller f Ind that only about half the

innovations yielded positive benefit (ndst of th others had little effect and

a few west actually harmful). Such 'findings arg crucial importance as a

corrective to the all-too-frequent tendency to irhplemè t proposed innovations

on the strength of their plausibility alone, a tendency specially prbnounced

among policy makers with respect to social innovations.
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In some instances the federal government has asked social scientists for
research explicitly designed to aid in the advance evaluation of public policy
alternatives. A prominent example of such research is the large-scale social
policy experiment. As the federal government considers major reforms in
health, housing. and welfare policies. it has sponsored experimen:al programs
to evaluate in advance the effect of potential national programs. Among these
experiments have been programs for income maintenance (Heclo and Rein.
1980). health insurance (Orr. 1980), and housing subsidies (Field, 1980).
Similar research projects. on a somewhat smaller scale. have assessed
programs for employment training, criminal rehabilitation, and preschool
education. Concepts and methods from the social sciences have been used
in designing these studies. collecting the data, and interpreting the results.

A different kind a ev aluation research involves the examination of an
ongoing progam. to decide whether to continue it or how to improve n. A
ease' in point is the Head Start program. In the early 1960s several
comprehensive reviews of psychological research suggested that early life
experiences are crucial in the formation of intelligence and in comprehensive
development (see especially Hunt. 1961, Bloom, 1964). This research led to
the inference that children w hose early life experiences were impoverished
would be permanent!) handicapped in their cognitive development, and hence
in their educational acluevemem, and also to the hypothesis that early
interventionin the form of intellectually stimulating and supportive pre-
school experiencecould giv e such chikken a head start in life that would
permanently improv e their intellectual performance and life chances. These
ideas, developing at a time when the vv ar on poverty was being fought
through a variety of social and economic programs. led to the creation of
Project Head Start, a national program of compensatory preschool education,
and to a large number of similar loc4ly based programs. Many of these
programs were designed as experiments, to test whether appropriate preschool
education could increase IQ and improve school performance.

The history of this research is illuminating, cautioning against premature
generalization about the effects of social inter% ention. The first results were
extremely encouraging. Sev eral studies found a sharp increase in the IQ of
children enrolled in the progr.ins when compared with children not enrolled.
However, a second round of studies pme to much gloomier conclusions.
finding that IQ and performance changes were often short-lived, disappearing
a year or two after the children had left the program. Me lule one interpretation
attributes the latter finding to the continuing influence of school env;ronments,
noting that both the experimental and control groups tended subsequently to
experience the same, largely inadequate elementar; schooling, the more
general interpretation was that compensatory education has,no lasting effects.

This conclusion in its turn proved premature, however, as evidence began

3 I
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to accumulate regarding the long-term effeets of early interventions. While
permanent IQ changes did not in general occur, children exposed to the
preschool programs were less likely to require special education, less likely
to be held back in grade, and more likely to complete high school, they also
tended to score somewhat better on aeadenne aelnevement tests and to have
higher educational aspirations t Brovv n and Grotberg, I 980, Schweinhart and
Weikart. 1980:62-64,75-87). While data continue to be collected and the
efficacy of preschool inter enuons continues to be debated, these interventions
would not have been coneciV ed without the large body of baste research on
il\c; effects of early childhood experience, and they could not have been
evaluated without the procedures den ved trkan the methods of experimental
,ocial psychology,

(Then policy makers ha% e neither the time, resources, nor inclination to
design a study relevant to a specific policy choice. In such circumstances
social scientists are frequently asked to rectos the rclec am research literature
and provide informed judgments about the implications of existing findings
for-the policy under consideration This task is difficult and delicate because
the criteria for generalizing from ,,uch findings are striqent, The task
illustrates the importance and closeness of the relationship betsveen policy
research and the development of theory and methods within the soeial science
disciplines. Policy scientists must combine conceptual and methodological
skills from a diversity of disciplines and must organize these resources,
usually within a short time, to address policy issues Because the quality of
policy research ultimately depends on the quality of the basic research skills
and knowledge available, the usefulness of the policy sciences depends on
the development of the social sciences more generally

CHANGES IN THE WAY WE THINK ABOU'l THINGS

As individuals and as sharers of a culture, people develop shared understand-
ings about the world around them, includintt the sueial world and human
nature Not only do these understandings reflect bask cultural assumptions,
but they may also be shaped and transformed by systematic knowledge. In
the United States empirically based and verified knowledge recently has come
to play an important role in shaping our society's understanding of itself and
of human nature. The consequence has been a futrdamental transformation
in the way we think about ourselves and our social arrangements. Most
obviously, human behavior and social structure arc now widely perceived as
orderly, explicable, and amenable to systematic empirical investigation.
Moreover, social and behavioral research has dramatically altered the
understanding of the informed public regarding a host of social phenomena,
and it promises to continue to do so, For purposes ot illustration, consider
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how our conceptions of race and ethnicity and their correlates and our
understanding of unemployment have changed as a result of social and
behavioral research,

THE CHANGING CONCEPTION OF RACE AND ETHNICITY

The transformation of conventiOnal s isdom on the nature of rate and ethnicity
over the course of this century can reach!) be traced through a comparison
of successive editions of the Encyclopvola Bruannica. The 1 I th edition,
published in 1911 and purported to be a comprehensive summary of available
knowledge (Koning. 1981), was quite clear in its conclusions about "the
Negro race" (in the llth edition the world's population is divided into three
distinct races: article on "Negro," p. 344):

In certain . characteristics . the negio would appear to stand on a lower
evolutionary plane than the white man, and to be more dosely related to the highest
anthropoids, .

Mentally, the negro is inferior to the ss hue The remark of F Manetta, made atter
a lone study of the negro in America, ma) be taken as general!) true ot the whole
race: '"rhe negro children were sharp, intelligent, and Mil ot vivacity, but on
approaching the adult period a gradual change set in. The intellect seemed to become
clouded, animation giving place to a sort of lethargy , briskness yielding to indolence.
We must necessarily suppose that the development of the negro and white proceeds
on different lines While ss ith the latter the volume of the brain grows with the
expansion of the brainpan, in the former the growth of the brain is on the contrary
arrested by the premature closing of the cranial sutures and lateral pressure of the
frontal bone This explanation is reasonable and esen probable as a contributing
cause: but evidence is lacking on the subject and the arrest or even deterioration in
mental development is no doubt s ery largel) due to the tact that atter puberty sexual
matters take the first place in the negro's life and thoughts.

By the 14th edition, published in 1929, the Inherent mental inferiority of
Negroes had come into ouestion, although the comment about their standing
on a lower evolutionary plane was retained. Carr-Sanders is quoted as
concluding that "there seems to be no marked difference in innate intellectual
power The differences are rather differences in disposition and temperament.

and the judgment is offered that "given suitable training, the Negro
is cap-Ale di becoming_a craftsman of considerable skill, particularly in metal
work, carpentry and carving" (article on "Negro." p. 193). The article on
Differential Psychology" observes (p. 368) that "the inferiority of the
negro to the white in mental capacity has often been asserted as the result of
comparative studies. but it is difficult to say how much of the difference
found is due to native against cultural faetors. it then goes on to note that
-the greater the admixture of white blood, the closer does the negro approach
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the white in performance. . ." The 19-29 edition is agnostic on the question
of racial differences in character, noting that "whether in the final analysis
there is a greater tendency toward crime inherent in the Negro race is a
question upon s hich there ts great difference of opinion and little scientific
data (article on "Negro, the American," p. 196).

By the publication of the 15th edition tn 1974. a dramatic transformation
had taken place. There is no arttcle on "Negroes," and the article on
"Minorities and Ethnic Groups" is an analysis of the social structuring of
ethnic relations and the behas for of ethnic groups in multiethnic societies.
On the question of racial differences in intelligence, differences in test scores
are acknowledged as typtcal but are discounted as almost certainly a reflection
of emironmental differences. It is s%rorthss hde quoting the releant paragraphs
of the article on "Intelligence, Distribution of" (pp. 676.677):

In studies of racial differences in mtelligence in countries where white culturc is
dominant, it has been a %cry consistent finding that groups classified s Negro or
black are likely to achiese lower scores on standard intelhgcnce tests than do groups
of whites or Caucasians. Net..despite typically significant differences between the
mean scores of the two so-aled racial groups, the ranges the spread between

the lowest score and the highest score in each groupt are usually found to be about
the sante. resealing 42A tenstw oserlap in the score distributions of the two groups
Indeed, esen in studies in which as erage scores strongly seemed to tasour whites.,
considerable numbers ot black subjects acluesed higher scores than those, of di,
average white.

Such studies base been sharply criticised since in most of them all subjects were
tested by white examiners. In studies made to assess the effect of the exanuncr's race
on the subject's scores, black children tended to earn higher scores sshen they were
tested by black examiners than when they were tested by ss hues 1:xammer effects
should be controlled in seeking tv di Loser possible racial differences in Intelligence
test scores. otherwise the results are likely to be misleading.

Black children in Northern cities of the U.S. tend to exhttut higher [Qs than do
black cluldrenan Southern canes, the scores achicsed by Northern black children who
base migrated from the South tend to increase with the length of time they have lised
in the North. Controlling for such influences serses to diminish apparent racial
differences considerably.. Yet, when tests designed to be relausely free of cultural
and language biases are used, smaller racial group differences appear. Such differences
still may reflect ens ironmental effects upon ihe development of the skills necessary
to achiese high scores on intelligence tests, snick: representation of blacks in the loss er
social sttata throughout U.S. society in the 1970s was disproporttonately large.

Thus, while it has been argued that IQ data constitute support for those theories
of genetic racial inferiority, , a seems more likely that the differences reflect persistent
social and economic discrmunation. Under legal or de facto segregation in many
countries, educational facilities for blacks rarely base been equal to those provided
for whites te.g.. South Africa, Angola) There is considerable es idence that the
growth of intelligence, as refleded in the IQ, is influenced significantly by the quality
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of available educational

resources regardless of race. For example, lower class whitesalso show lower average IQ scores, than do middle class whites in European andNorth American countries.

How can we account for these changes in perspective? While many forceswere involved, it is fair to say that research on racial differences andinstitutions was a signilicanocontributor. First, many sydies have been doneshowing that racial differences in achievements can largely be explained bydifferences in opportunities
and,environments.. Perhaps the classic study inthis genre is Klineberg's (1935) demonstration that while Northern whiteshad higher average aphtude kores than Northern blacks and Southern whiteshad higher average scores than Southern blacks. Northern blacks scoredhigher on the average than Southern whites. There have been many subsequentstudies. of a similar type, some mentioned in the passage from the 1974edition of the Encyclopaedia
Britanniea quoted above. Much of this materialwas cited by the Supreme Court in its 1954 decision declaring separateschooling for blacks unconstitutional. Work of this kind continuesuday.Second, our racial institutions have been subject to careful scrutiny bysocial scientists. The classic study is that by the Swedish sociologist GunnarMyrdal, who was invited by the Carnegie Corporation in 1937 to head acomprehensive study of the race problem in America. Perhaps because Myrdalwas a distinguished foreign social scientist deliberately chosen to provide anoutsider's, perspective, and perhaps4tWo- because he was able to enlist the aidand support of the bulk of American social scientists doing research on racerelations and on the blackpopulation. his (944 report. An American Dilemma.was extremely influential. This massive volume (1.483 pages) provided acomprehensive review of the social. economic, and political status of Negroesin the United States. But its real impact was due to the position, it tookregarding the cause of the inferior status of blacksthat it was not thepeculiarities of blaeks themselves that explained their position, but the historyand continuing presence of discrimination against them by the white majority.The "dilemma" of the title was the discrepancy

between American idealsof fairness, justice, and equality of opportunity and the reality of the treatmentof the Negro minority. This report stands as a hallmark of the kind' ofcontribution social research can make to societal self-awareness.
Third. we can now monitor changes in both racial differences and racialattitudes, thanks to the development or statistical time series. We know, forexample, both that the objective position of blacks relative to whites hasimproved substantially in the past 40 years, with a reductionbut notcomplete eliminationof the gap in educational attainment. occupationalachievement, and income (Farley, 1977). and that white prejudice againstblacks has been markedly reduced (for example. the proportion of whites

1
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who thought blacks are as intelligent as whites rose from 40 percent in the
mid-1940s to 80 percent by the early 1960s. Hyman and Sheatsley. 19ô4kt.
An argument can be made that the very revelation of attitudes such as a
belief in the inferiority of blacks contributes to their reduction, through the
process of publicly labeling them as prejudices. especially when combined
with a growing scientific'literature attributing race differences to features AA.
the social environment.

Finally, it has come to be recognized, through the work of both cultural
anthropologists and social psychologists. that the concepts of race and ethnic
group are themselves socially structured, Racial and ethnic distinctions have
little or nothing ta do with genetic differences but rather are social categories
invoked as the basis of group identity and group differentiation. The kinds
of racial or ethnic distinctions invoked and their !,alience vary according to
historical circumstance and social setting. The Black Power movement and
the subsequent resurgence of white ethnic identifictroon, for example, are
explicable as manifestations of intergroup competitson for limited resources.

Equally dramatic alterations of cultural conceptions resulting:from research
in the behavioral and social sciences could lie documented for child
development, aging. sex differences in behavior. [rental illness, alcoholism.
and the nature of foreigners and foreign cultures, h is fair to-say that as a
result of such research Americans today have a very darferent view of human
behavior and social institutions than their parents did a eneration ago.

TuE FUNCTION OF SOCIAL SCIENCE LAMING

The labeling process has been one of social science's mast useful functions.
Social scientists need to label human activities, procesi es, or events so that
they can bound and isolate their subject for study. The public, too, needs to
be able to fix ,human affairs by labeling them in order to examine an issue
from many sides and to consider it in detachment from its ongoing, often
controversial, context. By identifying issues and highlighting their most
generalizable, salient features by giving them names, social scientists assist
the public"in thinking through its position on alternative solutions to social
problems. A case in point is juvenile delinquency. The label itself identifies
the phenomenon as something different from adult crime and suggests that
it may have different causes and different solutions. Similarly, inflation
the reduction in the value of' moneyis conventionally thought of as a
concomitant of rapid expansion of the economy. T1,e term stagflation was
invented to describe a different and new phenomenonthe reduction in the
value of money in a stagnating economy. Again, the term itself suggests-the
need to look for causes and cures other than those conventionally associated
with inflation.

1 0
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Sometimes efforts to reconceptualize by redesignating go awry, as new
concepts repeatedly regain their unwanted', usually negative, meanings.
Consider the search for appropriate ways to categorize societies that have
not attained the levels of commercial and industrial development of the
modern West. Over the past century social thinkers and social scientists have
used a succession of terms for these societiessavage. priminve, backward,
nonliterate, prelherate. wukveloped. underdeveloped. less developed. de-
veloping. and finally, in a kind of desperation, simply newonly to find
each term picking up connotations of inferiority. We have also had trouble
referring to the very poor in society. seeking euphemisms like the hard-to-
reach and problem families, only to find these labels failing as well. Prom
these examples it is evident that labels are useful and tend to gain currency.
when they illuminate rather than obscure the phenomenon or the category
they refer to (Matza. 1966).

Today our language is full of social-science labels, terms whose meanings
have moved from the cominon language to social science, which then have
returned to ordinary use bearing the special' meanings that social science has
fixed them with. A short list of such words might include: depression,
inflation, human capital, die hidden economy, to:conscious. reference group,
status. standard of/1ring. quality of life. sample, acculturanon, small:anon,
alienation. and unemployment.

To illustrate the dynamics of labeling, the history of one labelthat is,
one conceptis an instructive example: the word unemployment.

Unemployment is a venerable word, first recorded in the @ford English
Dictionary from John Milton's use of ft in Paradise Lost, "Other Creatures
all (lay long Rove idle unimploid, and less need rest," Throughout the
colonial period and the early national years of the United States. the word
meant something not being put to use. idle. -For a spindle or a plow to be
idle thus meant at most wai;te. but when' idleness was applied to people it
carried strong moral overtones. For the Purjtans idle hands were the devil's
playground-("For Satan finds some mischiefstill for idle hands to do." Isaac
Watts, -Against Idleness and Mischief). and for 19th-century Americans
idleness was a potent sign of moral weakness. As a consequence a great deal
of.blaming of the victim attended the frequent depressions of the 19th and
early 201h centuries when thouSands of working men and women were thrown
off their jobs and were unable to find alternative employment.

In a nation of farmers there was no lack of work to be done on the farm.
In time. however, we became a nation of cities, factories, and large businesses
and, consequently. of 'financial panics and market collapses, bread lines,
throngs of men at the factory gates, and idlers and loungers on the porches
and sidewalks' of the cities. Despite such scenes, the popular notion that
unemployment was self-chosen idleness and moral laxity foreclosed'successful

1 0
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public debate over possible remedies for widespread suffering. What was
needed in the 19th and early 20th centuries was some way to separate the
personal condition of idleness from the social condition of market-induced
unemployment.

Social science contributed to that separation. Economists. social reformers,
sociologists, and others began in the late 19th century to use the term
unemployment in what we would now call descriptions of labor markets and
in connection with new fields, such as the study of business cyeles and
monetary /fluctuations. As the 20th century progressed, these technical
meanings of unemploymentlack of work caused by fluctuations in the
demand for laborattached to the old word, and it became possible to debate
-ernpfetyment policies. Concurrently,, as research advanced in the field, ancillary
terms!, likefull employment, were coined. Indeed, so defined, full employment
became a possible goal for public policy: In 1946 the United States Congress
passed.its first Full Employment Act.

Now tifat the social science meanings have become firmly affixed to the
term unemployment, it is possible to look back to see the consequences of
this redefinition of the term.

First, a large number of Americans have been liberated from undeserved
stereotyping and abuse, as people have increasingly come to distinguish
between large-scale social and economic events that create unemployment
and the individual choice of idleness.

Second, social science knowledge about employment and-unemployment
has led to new questions, new subjects, and the coining of new words, The
simple questions of when is a person unemployed and how unemployment
is to be measured have turned out to be immensely complex social and
economic subjects. For example, before the Great Depression of the 1930s,
,government statistics on the work force were maintained on the number of
people with a gainful occupation. But with this approach it was not possible
to make a satisfactory count of the number of people who wished to work
but could not find jobs. To fashion policy during the 1930s, the government
needed a count of the number of people seeking jobs. The concept of gainfully
employed was replaced by- a new concept, the labor force, which included
everyone in the population age 14 and older (later 16 and older) who, during
a specified period (usually the week prior to the date of data collection),
actually had a job or was seeking work for pay. Thus the working-age
population could be divided into those with a job, those unemployed and
seeking work, and those not in the labor force (retired, keeping house, going
to school, institutionalized, etc.). This concept has guided the collection of
labor market statistics ever since. Not only has it permitted the monitoring
of the unemployment rate (which is now done on a monthly basis by the
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics using data from the Current Population
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Survey, a sample survey conducted -by the U.S. Bureau of the Census) but
it has also provided better estimates of labor force participation rates for
various demographic groups. Of great interest is the long-term trend toward
a convergence of the levels of labor force participation of men and women:
The rate for women is-increasing and is now over 50 percent, while that for
men is declining and is now about 75 percent.

Research in the 1980s suggests there is a need to adjust economic and
demographic statistical series again. Social scientists are now documenting
the existence and apparent permanence of an informal economy and system
of production. Some estimates, for example, suggest that unreported income
could amount to 10 percent of the gross nationalproduct in the United States
and even more in other countries, such as Italy. Research on th e. informal
labor markethelps to clarify patterns of intranational and international labor
migration. It casts issues of unemployment in a new and sharper light. Italso raises questions about the accuracy of national measures of economic
growth and productivity. Recent evidence indicates an explosive growh in
employment in the service and light manufacturing sectors,much of it hidden
from the present accounting system (for a review see Gintherg and Vojta,1981). It is research of this sort that can 'lead to a reconception and
improvement of the national reponing system.

Finally, the multiplicity of social sciermc-meaniqgs that attach to the word
unemployment as research proceeds does not foreclose, but rather informs,
public debate about employment and unemployment. Should mothers of
infants work outside the home for wages? If they work part time, or if they
quit for two years and then seek to return to paid work, are they unemployed?
Should teenagers be workine? Are they, in the language of the 17th century,
idle "great boys" who are liable to become rogues and vagabonds? Should
families be coaxed or coerced into moving from regions of high unemployment
to regions of plentiful jobs? Such questions all gain accuracy and concreteness
from social science research, but none can be answered except by reference
to public values and the political process.
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5 The National Interest in the

Support of Basic Research

CONCLUSION

In the committ.e's judgment. the evidence surveyed in the previous chapters
on research advances in the behavioral and social-sciences and the range of
uses to which/such advances have been put leads-to a single, fundamental
conclusion: Basic research in the behavioral andocial sciences is a national
resource that should be sustained and encouraged through publii support.
Federal investment in basic research-in the behavioral and social sciences,
like investment in other branches of science, is an investment in the future
welfare of the nation. Supporting this conclusion are a number of consider-
ations.

(I) Basic research in the behavioral and social sciences has yielded an
impressive array of accomplishments, and there is every reason to expect
the yield from future research to be at least as great. At an accelerating rate
during recent decades, such research has been responsible for (a) greatly
increased substantive knowledge of individual behavior, social institutions,
and cultural patterns under a wide variety of changing as well as stable
conditions: (b) markedly improved methods of data collection and analysis,
which have not only led to neW discoveries and the resolution of old debates
but also have provided the foundation for information technologies (e,g.,
sample surveys, standardized -tests, economic indicators) now regarded as
indispensable in the public and private sectors; and (c) continuing development
of pedagogical and therapeutic procedures, of devices and arrangements for
improving human performance and the human environment, and of procedures
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94 BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE REStARCH: PART 1,
for evaluating public policies and proposed programs. Some of these
developments are reviewed in the preceding two chapters and the papers
accompanying this report; many. others could be cited as well. On the basis
of these kinds of contributions, the behavioral and social sciences merit
support.

(2) The benefits of basic research are seldom if ever predictable in
advance; they are often unanticipated and still more often the outcome of
complex, discontitmous sequences of discovery. insight, and invention.
Investment in basic research must be regarded as investment in a process
that is'expected to yield substantial contributions to individual and social
well-being, but it cannot be regarded as a direct purchase of those
contributions. There are several reasons for this.

First, it is generally not clear in advance where or when Major scientific
discoveries or breakthroughs will occur. The history of research in all fields
is one of unforeseen interpenetrationsof findings, insights, and methodological
advances, false starts, miscues, and provisional answers later superseded by
superior formulations. Sequences of steps that, with hindsight, seem to
constitute a consistent advance toward'a particular goal often wcre experienced
by those responsible for them as confused, accidental, and haphazard.
Similarly, rates .of progress are seldom predictable to those immediately
involved. Although cumulative over the long run, the orderliness of scientific
research generally emerges only in retrospect. Hence it generally is not
possible to _identify specific areas or topics as targets for special attention or
intensive support with any confidence that they And not someother area will
yield major new insights or discoveries.

Second, specific research findings rarely translate automatically or directly
to any particular use or application. Once it is published, scientific knowledge
becomes available for any and all possible applications. A commonand
indeed highly desirablefate is that a particular finding will be utilized in
ways never even imagined by its discoverers. And, conversely, a given
application typically will exploit findings. methods, and procedures from a
wide variety of disciplines and research areas, often in a long and complex
chain of development.

An attempt to trace the research and development underlying 10 major
clinical advances in medicine and surgery (between 1945 and 1975) confirms
this view. On the basis of a thorOugh review of the research literature,
Coinroe and Dripps (1977) identified 663 articles that they regarded as
essential for one or more of the advances. Four points are of special interest.
First, more than 40 percent of the articles "reported research done by
scientists whose goal at that timq was unrelated to the later clinical advance.

. . Such unrelated research was often unexpected. unpredictable, and usually
greatly accelerated advance in many fields" (Comroe and Dripps. 1977:2).
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Second, each of the clinical advances depended on the cumulation of dozens
of studies conducted by hundreds, of anvestigators: no advance could be
attributed to the work of a single researcher or a single research group. Third,
the lag between an initial discovery and its,effective clinical application was
usually substantial: Of I I I discoveries investigated, 57 percent had,heen
applied more than 20 years after publication, Finally, the 663 articles
identified as essential contributions were culled from a review of more than
6,000 published articles. It is highly improbable that "essential contributions"
could.have been identified in advance, especially given the typical, long lag
before application.

These findings provide firm support for the conclusion-that basic research
must be encouraged without regard for its immediate applicability. While we
do not know from the study just described what fraction of basic research
eventually comes to be applied, we do,know that, in the biomedical field at
least, clinical (that is, applied) advances depend heavily on basic research
efforts, that it takes a great deal of research to produce each "esserWial
contribution:' and that-it is impossible to predict in advance which contri-

'butions will prove. essential. Moreover, applications are often very slow in
coming: hence a demand for shoil-run payoff would be shortsighted indeed.

While parallel research in the behavioral and social sciences has not yet
been conducted, the process described by Cornroe and Dripps for the
biomedical sciences is probably apnhcable to them as well.' Certainly, most
of the applications mentioned in the previous chapter have drawn on basic

'This process probably differs. meitover, from that reported in a study entitled "Project
Hindsight,- conducted some years ago by the Department of Defense That study, in attenipting
to track the sources the scientific and technological innovations that were mnployed in new
or improved weapons systeio, reached the conclusion that only a small fraction of one percent
of them came from "unthrected socnce." The study concluded, more sweepingly, that it is
unusual for random, disconnected fragments of scientlfic knowkdge tu find application rapidly
It is, rather, the evaluated, compressed, organized, ihterpreted, and simplified scientific knowl-
edge that we find to be the most effective connectwn between the undirected research laboratory
and the world of practical affairs" (Shetwin and Isenson, 1967. I 577l. We suggest that dus condo-
sion might have arisen from the circumstance that the Investigators were looking backwattlfrorn
the limited perspective of a single weapons system. Different conclusions might have emerged
if they had traced forwanl projections from a new and fundamental idea, identifying as combina.
wins and recombinations with other ideas, findings, and methods, to its ultimate applicant:los.
In addiuon, Project Hindsight gave no consideration to scientific contributions that might haNc

\occurred more than 20 years pnor to the tinal,completion of the weapons systems chusen for
skly, thus posstbly,passing over basic_scientific studies that cimunbuted to the foundation for
late ipphcattons. It s qune possible that the basic physteal, ballistic, and eketronic ponctples
that u. dedie weapons design were established much earlier. If 57 perveht of the essential
contribm'ons to clinical advances in medicine were made more than 20 years before then
application. the percemage is hkely to be far higher with respect to weapons systems.
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research developments in a variety of disciplines, as have many of the
applications, mentioned in the papers.

(3) The coupling between basic rasearch in the behavioral and socialsciences and its applications to public policy is significant andgrow*. butit is also inherently.loose, uncertain, incomplete, and often slow. Policies
are properly constrained by political, social, and cultural considerations that ,may change in imponame. To aPply similar constraints to basic researchwould limit its effectiveness as a long-term source of new ihsights and
approaches needed to meet unanticipated conditions. The health and vitalityof scientitic investigations require that at times they probe into ares of deeply
held beliefs about human Lature and the world. Research on the origins ofthe universe, on the evolution of life, on recombinant DNA, and on theheritability of traits can have this quality. In the behavioral and. social
sciences, that quality sometimescan apply to human evolution, to the mutually
supporting or opposing influences of families; communities, and governmentagencies on individual development and economic well-being, and to manyareas of deviance and unconventional or asocial behavior. Hence any directtransmission of findings is hindered by the differences between contexts inwhich scientific knowledge is generated and consumed. tr the primary purposeof basic research were to effect social change or reform, it would be afrustratingly unpredictable and at best marginally effective way to achievethat end. But what identities research as basic is for the most part afundamentally different motivationthe concern to understand and explain

human behavior and the consequences of social arrangements.
Moreover, public policy decisions in all areas, including those involvingscientific and technical considerations, are made and implemented through apolitical process rather than by means of strictly technical judgments.

Decisions involve considerations that are hot resolvable on technical grounds,such as individual and group values, ideological stances, and tolerance for
risk and uncertainty.' While expert advice and technical judgments may make
an important contribution, public choices depend primarily on a balancingof short-run and long-run considerations as to the deployment of scarceresources that are ,worked out in compromise among cooperating, competing,anu conflicting interests. This is true of policies affecting the location ofdams and nuclear power 'plants, the provision of artificial kidney machines,and the choice of weapons systems as well as decisions regarding fiscalpolicy, crime control, school desegregation, and remedial reading. Thepersistence of disturbingly high (although possibly declining) inflation ratesshould not be regarded as a failure of economics, nor crime in the streets asa failure of sociology, nor venereal slisease as a failure ofmedicine, nor themedfly invasion of California as a failure of entomology, nor the nucleararms race as a failure'of physics. Each case mentioned is the Consequence
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of a myriad of factors, only some ot w hick are amenable to scientific or
technical resolution.

Especially great difficulties in apply ing empirical know ledge to purposive
action ean arise when there is lack of consensus on w hat constitutes a problem

or what solutions are acceptable. In many areas connected k t h health, there
is widespread acceptance of the soeial values in question. One of the reasons
that applications sueh as the Salk vaccine program arc relativ ely uncontro-
versial is that there is a basic consensus supporting innovations to unprove
health, the only issues involved are teehnical ones.legarding the efficacy and
safety of alternative vaccines. But that is not always the case. When such
consensus breaks downis it has w ith respect to abortion, technical know ledge
is no longer a sufficient basis for action. Issues regarding tk hat, kinds of
knowledge from the social and behav ioral seiences are felt to he pertinent
often entail a similar lack of consensus. The case of poverty was noted in
the previous chapter. Is it strictly an economic condition resulting irom major
social malfunctions, so that those caught up in it deserve every assistance as

they strive to escape Or is it also a set of sell-reinforeing attitudes and
behaviors with negative moral overtones that society should seek ways to
modify? Both the definition ol the problem itself anc. I apinopnate solutions
depend on one's v alue position along a w ide spectrum of possibilities between
these polar positions.

Finally, many social policies have multiple, sometimes unanticipated
consequences, so that the effort to sols e one problem may simply exacerbate
others. For example, efforts to improve the educational opportunities of
minority children through school desegregation may have resulted in some
instances in increased residential segregation as a result of 'white flight"
beyond the boundaries of school districts. In a complex society in which
people are free to act in their own interests, as best they perceive them, the
translation of know ledge from the social sciences into the solution of social
problems is likely to be particularly difficult.

Despite this, there is evidence that basic research in the social and
behavioral sciences does have an important impact on public policy.. As with
other sorts of applications, the impact is long term and relatively Andirect
(Weiss, 1977:534-535, emphasis added):

Evidence suggests that government officials use research less to amve at solutions
than to orient themselves to problems. They use research to help them think about
issues and define the problematics of a situation, to gain new ideas and new
perspectives. They use research to help fonnulate problems and to set the agenda for
future policy actions. And much of this use is not deliberate, dire( 1, and targeted,
but a result of long-term pert olation of sotto! & writ e (ow ems, theories, and findings
into the climate of informed opinion. .

This kind of diffum., undirected seepage of social research into the pokey sphere

u
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can gradually change the whole focus of debate over policy issues. The procbss is
difficult to document, but it appears likely that social research has helped shift the
agenda and change the formulation of issues in a wide array of fields: compensatory
education, punishment for alcohol and drug offenses, large-scale public housing,
institutionalization of the mentally retarded, welfare reform, prepaid health care, child
abuse, job training, court reform, and legislative reapportionment. . .

It is worth noting that the "Iong-term percolation of . . . concepts, theories,
and findings into the 'climate of informed opinion" is a major benefit of basic
research in all fields, entirely apart from direct practical applications. We
should not lose sight of the social value of a continuing, cumulative growth
of knowl'edge and understanding. Without regard for the practical payoffs
that may follow, our lives sue enriched .by new and basic discoveries of
unforeseen regularity or patterning,

(4) n The federal government is an indispensable and appropriate source
of support for basic res'earch Basic research is, in the parlanceof economists,
a public good. Since free exchange and wide dissemination are conditions
of its growth, its benefits must be freely available to all and cannot be
controlled by those who conduct or have financed the research. Given this
and especially given the necessary time lags and unpredictability of research
outcomes, there is nO reason to expect that either the private sector or federal
agencies charged, with other missions will serve as adequate sources of
support -for basic research. The efficient allocation of resources for. public
goods in*general and for basic research in particular is through public funding.

While there is 'no doubt that important research will continue to be done
by researchers operating without funds or with the limited funds they can
Obtain from their own institutions and from nonfederal sources, a large
fraction, perhaps the bulk, of basic research in the behavioral and social
sciences would no longer be possible without financial support at levels
beyond what these sourcesmost of them already under heavy pressure
can make available. Adequate funding for basic research in the behavioral
and social sciences cannot be provided by dispersed instithtional or market
forces. Instead; it must continue to be primarily entrusted, as at present, to
government agencies whose specific mission is the implementation of a long-
term investment strategy with regard to the maintenance and promotion ofbasic research as a national 'resource.

The rationale for funding basic research is quite differeht from prevailing
rationales for funding mission-oriented \research. Most of the latter, the
committee assumes, will continue to Iv carried on even,in the face of severely
restricted budgetary conditions. Since mission-oriebted research is designed
to meet specific needs or problems, largely on an ad hoc basis, funding forit is proyided by numerous government agencies, institutions, and private
firms as a necessary adjunct to their own ongoing programs. Such a funding
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pattern by itself, however, makes no provision for continuing replenishment
of the stock of insights, ideas, and conceptual as well as analytic tools that
grow from the findings of basic research.

Implicit in the foregoing remarks is the assumption that basic rest.arch in
the behavioral and social sciences must be understood as part of a broader
continuum of research activities. Diverse in themselves, the behavioral and
social sciences include some disciplines that at their margins merge almost
imperceptibly with some of the physical and biological sciences, and others
that similarly approach the hurnanities. Supplementing these continuities in
subject matter that cross formal, disciplinary frontiers are sintilarities in
method and outlook that extend across all fields of science. The special
complexities, uncertainties, and entanglements of the human subject matter
notwithstanding, the behavioral and social sciences are sciences like all
others. Hence the same arguments that lead to a judgment to invest public
funds in scientific research in general arc equally alid for the behavioral
and social sciences.

ADDITIONAL CONCLUSIONS

(5) The committee is convinced that the maintenance of some degree of
balance among scientific disCiplines is in the national interest and that this
consideration should enter substantially into the processes of decision making
about resources. Estimates of future significance and expectations of practical
payoffs are quite possibly as speculative between major scientific domains
as they are between alternative research opportunities within a single
discipline. Concentrating resources only in selected fields would therefore
introduce an unacceptable risk of failing to develop whole sectors of research,
the significance of whose findings can be appraised only with considerable
uncertainty until long after they are first reported. We wish to point out,
however, that an important argument for differential federal support would
favor precisely those fields in which the immediate payoffs are least obvious.
Where payoffs are obvious, other sources of support generally can be
expected. In that sense there may well be a particularly urgent case for the
kind of long-term investment strategy that only the federal government can
sustain in those fields of inquiry undergoing normal growth but not obvipusly
on the verge of important, publicly recognized breakthroughs that can attract
other forms of support.

(6) Irrespective of the gross level of national resources devoted to the
support of basic research in the behavioral and social sciences, the committee
believes that certain policies for the expenditure of these resources are clearly
superior to others. The preeminent principle is the maintenance of continuity
insofar as possible. Large, abrupt changes in funding levels, either by

1
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discipline or by problem area, Interfere with the orderly planning of research
strategies and sharply reduce the effectiveness of w hates er funds are available.
This is hot an argument against making any alteration. but instead for
implementating changes slow ly and consistently over a period of years.
Sudden moves leave little opportunity for consultation, mutual readjustment.
and consequent tine-tuning of the relationship between federal agencies and
those immediately affected by the introduction of new policies.

A second guiding principle involves the ads isability of permanently
maintaining a mix or balance ,unong activities receis ing research support.
even if budgetary pressures become much more serious than we can now
foresee. We believe it w ould be a serious mistake, tor example. to
accommodate to increasing imccrtainties by entirely forec losing projects that
presuppose long-term funding and from which quick payoffs cannot be
expected. Longitudinal studies of this kind often offer insights of great
potential significance both for basic knowledge and for poky purposes, and
they are difficult or impossible to resume once they has e been discontinued.
Exactly similar arguments apply to the maintenance of large-scale national
data banks and research facilities. Ambitious Interdisuplmary undertakings
are another case in point Their potential payoff in many unexpecteddirections
is large, even though it may well be accompanied by an increased risk of
failure In other words, to meet budgetary stringencies by concentrating
resources on short-term or small-scale or low-nsk undertakings would be a
prescription not for the sun is al of the behavioral and social sciences but for
the piecemeal destruction of their promise and quality.. At the same tune. we
would not be prepared to argue that short-term or small-scale or low-risk
undertakings should be disproportionately sacriked either. All of these modes
of research, singly and in combination. have contributed to the advance of
the behavioral and social sciences, and there is no basis for singling out
particular modes as most worthy of federal support.

A third guiding principle:- ertaming particularly to the social sciences, is
that research on foreign cult res should not be cut back disproportionately
as a way of coping with budgetary stringencies. Entire disciplines, and
substantial parts of others, depend on international research opportunities:
anthropology, archaeology,, history. . comparative politics, development eco-
nomics, to name only a few. And still other social science disciplines would
be well served to expand, rather than contract, their comparative focus,
Perhaps because the United States has been the major locus of advancement
in most areas or the social and behas ioral sciences, much of our knowledge
about the stnicture and functioning of social systems is relatively parochial,
restricted far too much to analysis of the United States. Both to understand
social patterning in general and to provide a comparative basis for assessing
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the uniqueness of social arrangements in our own society soc kit scientists
need to he able to do researa in many different societies.

17) A major danger facing the behavioral and soual sciences as a result
of currently declining support of research is the deflection ot talented people
into other fields and prokssions. This threat is exacerbated by simultaneous
contraction of opportunities for academic employ ment, but the latter is a
general condition, while the decline of research funding has been relatively
more severe in the behavioral and social sciences than in other fields. As
already noted, the problem is in one sense likely to be less critical in mission-
oriented agencies than in agenues that support basic research, since the
decline in theit funding is ill probably be less preupitous. Howeser. we have
also taken note previously of the close, synergistic relationship between basic
and mission-oriented research, and in particular of the importance to the
latter of the continuing enhancement of the stock of new findings and methods
derived from basic research In a deeper sense, therefore. basic and mission-
oriented research share the same problem of professional training.

A further consideration makes this problem still more urgent. It is becoming
steadily more important not merely to maintain pools of talent at present
levels of traimng and capability but to impros e the quality of those pools in
order to move in new. Ind especially interdisuplinary, directions. Among
the papers commissioned by the committee, for example. are ones arguing
persuasively for a convergence of currently semiautonomous lines of inves-
tigation around a new and pronising life-course perspecto e, whieh may well
become a new discipline of as own (Featherman), outlining progress in an
area of marked overlap with the physical as well as biological sciences
(Braida et al ), and illustrating unportant complementarifies between medicine
and the behavioral sciences (Krantz et al, Wilson). These and others point
to a growing need for indis idual researchers with broadened and enhanced
capabilities. even if the total number of researchers is gradually reduced as
a result of declining employ ment and research funding kvels. The committee
suggests. therefore, that serious attention be given to programs that will
increase opportunities for advanced, probably postdoctoral, training,

SUMMARY

The essential themes developed in this report can be briefly sunnuanzed.
Basic research is carried on in order to create and husband a stock of
knowledge, with the confiderice that such a stock will be drawn onfor
further advances in knowledge as well as for diverse and important practical
endsin ways that seldom can be accurately foreseen. familiarization with
and participation in basic social and behavioral research also play a vital part
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in graduate professional training. Such training is needed to assess the
relevance of available or prospective findings for the design, implementation,
and evaluation of social programs. Hence even Mission-oriented researchers
need to be thoroughly acquainted with the methods and the results of basic
research. Neither the creation of new knowledge nor the training of practi-
tioners is an objective that-can be most profitably pursued in irregular spurts
and pauses or only in relation to narrowly targeted applications. The power
of basic research to improve and enrich our lives grows out of the mutual
reinforcement and synergism of many interlocking ideas, findings, and
practical outcomes. It cannot be understood and properly utilized if we
concentrate instead on isolated, product-centered outcomes.

These observations do no(provide a prescription for what the sources and
level of support of basic research in the behavioral and social sciences should
be. But they do suggest that a disinterested, long-term program of support,
carried out as a broad, farsighted investment policy rather than to meet the
immediate policy objectives of particular agencies, is in the national intorest.
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